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THE DEPUTY SECRET ARY OF DEFENSE 
WASHINGTON. D C 10301 

AUG S 1974 

MEMORANDUM FOR THE GHAfRMAN, DEFENSE SCIENCE BOARD 

T HROUGH: DIRECTOR, DEFENSE RESEARCH AND ENGINEERING 

SUBJECT: R e port of the Defense Science Board Task Force on 
Electronics Management 

I h ave reviewed this ef.fort a nd find it o f particular interest at a time when 
we a re s earching fo r ways to improve our management methods and 
reduce costs. I recognize the significance of the Task Forc e recommen
dations, and after your verbal report last summer, we started the actions 
necessary to put some of them into practice. For instance, a special 
group is now working to find a way to make support costs m ore v isible; 
an Electronics Panel to the Defense Materiel Specifications and Standards 
Board has been formed to promote selective electronics standardization; 
the Defense Advanced Resea rch Projects Agency initiated a study to 
examine ways to improve maintenance and training aids ; and a spec ial 
group i s working on ways to increase the use o f warranties on programs . 
These a re just some of the actions already underway, and we are 
preparing to initiate more, consistent with your recommendations. 

The importance of this report is very apparent, and it will receive wide
spread distribution throughout the Depar t ment of Defense. I am per
sonally interested in the progress in implementing the recommendations 
for improving the management of such a large portion of our Defense 
budget. 

Finally, I would like you to express my a ppreciation to the Chairman and 
all the membe rs of the Task Force for their participation in the study, 
I know these men contributed a great deal of their time and talent, and 
their recommendations on improving electronics management, when fully 
implemented, will greatly strengthen our national defense. 

1'r -~, 
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OFFICE OF THE DIRECTOR OF DEFENSE RESEARCH AND ENGINEERING 

WASHINGTON, D. C. 20J01 

24 June 1974 

TO: THE SECRETARY OF D E F ENSE 

THROUGH: THE DIRECTOR OF DEFENSE RESEARCH 
AND ENGINEERING 

The attached report of the Defense Science Boa rd Task Force on 
Electronics Management was prepared at the request of the Director 
of Defense Research and Engineering. The Task Force, under the 
Chairmanship of Dr. Richard D. DeLauer , consisted of members 
with a wide range of experience in industry and Government . 

As Dr. De Lauer emphasizes in the Introduction, the Task Force 
identified high and rising unit cost as well as inadequate fie l d 
reliability as the main problems £acing electronics management. 
It is on these that the Task Force concentrated. Still, its several 
recommendations also address more general issues of optimum 
distribution of resources among initial cost, performance and 
suppor t. As you know, many of the Task Force's recommendations 

are already being acted upon b y your staff. 

The report has been approved by the Defense Science Board and I 
recommend it to you for your consideration. 

Solomon J. Buchsbaum 
C h a i rman 
Defense Science Board 
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OFFICE OF THE DIRECTOR OF DEFENSE RESEARCH ANO ENGINEfRING 
WA.SHINGTOH, 0 . C. 20301 

ZZ April 1974 

MEMORANDUM FOR THE CHAIRMAN, DEFENSE SCIENCE BOARD 

SUBJECT: F ina l Report of Task For ce on Elect ronics Management 

I am pleased to submit to you the final report of the Electronics 
Management Task Force. This report summarizes the findings, 
conclusions, and recommendations of the Task Force during its 
deliberations in the 1973 Defense Science B oa rd Summer Study 
at Woods Hole, Massachusetts. It also reflects comments and 
suggestions p r ovided by Task Force members subsequent to the 
Summer Study and from other s within the Departm ent of Defense 
and in industry who had an opportunity to review the report during 
its preparation. 

Although our repo rt places a good dea l of emphasis on the matter 
of cost r eduction, the Task F orce clearly recognizes that there 
are many other aspects of the military electronics management 
challenge to be considered in addition to reduc ing costs. The 
p r ocurement and ownership of electr onics must be managed by 
the Department of Defense in such a way as t o a chieve a more 
equitable distribution among acquisition cost, performance, 
mission availability, and support costs. The recommendations 
presented are directed toward this end, and are intended to 
further the objecti ve of a cqui r ing military elect ronics systems 
with optimum oper ational r eadiness and adequate performance 
at minimum cost . 

I w ould like to expres • my gratitude for the excellent cooperation 
which the Task Force has received from all quarters during the 
period of its investigations, and also t o recogni ze the many 
out standing contributions which were made to this study by all 
of the members of the Task F orce and its Senior Review Group. 

Richard D. DeLauer 
Chairman, Electr onics 
Management Task Force 
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INTRODUCTION 

The Electronics Management Task Force was 
convened by the Defense Science Board at the 
request of the Director of Defense Research and 
Engineering. Among the objectives established for 
this Task Force were an evaluation, by an 
independent select group, of the alternative 
courses of action being recommended by the 
"Electronics-X" study effort being performed by the 
Insti tute for Defense Analyses for DDR&E and 
ASD/l&L. and the review of the results of related 
studies and experiments in the area of military 
electronics cost reduction. The Task Force was 
requested to develop and recommend a preferred 
series of specific implementing actions which could 
have a major impact on development, acquisition, 
and operating methodology for cost reduction and 
reliability improvement of electronic subsystems. 

The Electronics Management Task Force carried 
out this assignment as a part of the annual Defense 
Science Board Summer Study conducted at Woods 
Hole, Massachusetts from August 6-1 7, 1973. 
During this Summer Study period, the Task Force 
received a number of in-process briefings on the 
findings and prel iminary conc lusions of the 
Electronics-X study, as well as detailed briefings on 
a number of electronics cost reduction activities 
currently being carried out under the auspices of 
the Army, Navy, and Air Force. 

For a portion of the study period, the Task Force 
subdivided itself into six subgroups to hear detailed 
briefings on specific topical areas, and to hold 
d iscussions and to develop specific recom
mendations in these areas. The subgroup ses
sions were organized and scheduled in such a 
manner that each member of the Task Force was 
able to participate in the deliberations of two 
different subgroups. These subgroups were: 

• Requirements 

• Design to a Cost 

• Standardization 

• Incentives and 
Contracting 

• Field Reliability 

• Maintenance and 
Support 

Following the subgroup sessions, the Task Force 
again convened as a committee of the whole for the 
purpose of developing the findings, conclusions, 
and recommendations presented in this report. 
These findings, conclusions, and recommendations 
were also presented in preliminary form in a final 

briefing presented by the Task Force Chairman as a 
summary report to the Woods Hole Summer Study 
Group on August 16, 1973. 

To prepare for this final briefing, a review session 
was held on August 15, 1973 at which time the 
reactions and advice of a Senior Review Group were 
solicited prior to finalization of the summary briefing. 
This Senior Review Group consisted of senior 
commanders from the Ar·1y, Navy, and Air Force, 
representatives of the Assistant Secretaries for R&D 
of the Army, Navy, and Air Force, and senior 
representatives from DDR&E, ASD/l&L, and ARPA. 

The Electronics Management Task Force is the 
latest in a series of Defense Science Board Task 
Forces which have examined various aspects of the 
problems relating to the cost of acquiring defense 
systems. Previous studies which have developed a 
foundation for the present investigation include: 

• Task Force on Research and Development 
Management (1969) 

• Summer Study Panel on Weapons System 
Simplification (1970) 

• Task Force on Avionics (1971-72) 
• Task Force on Reducing Costs of Defense 

Systems Acquisition (1973) 

Each of these studies was concerned with a 
particular aspect of the problem of defense systems 
acquisition, and, although each has been able to 
benefit to some extent from the results of the others. 
they are intended to be independent and 
self-contained studies, rather than duplications of 
previous efforts. 

In approaching the question of Electronics 
Management, the Task Force concluded that the 
principal current DOD electronics problems are the 
following: 

• High, and rising, unit costs 

• Inadequate field reliability 

As a consequence of these two problems, the 
quantities of electronic equipment available to meet 
the current military needs are going down. 

The FY 1974 DOD budget included an estimated 
outlay of some $15.5 billion for electronics, in the 
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Figure 1.-Electroalc• Budcet Co•t Dl•trlbatloa• 
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three budget categories of Research and 
Development. Procurement, and Operations and 
Maintenance, as depicted in Figure 1. This was 
approximately 33 percent of the total DOD FY 1974 
budget in these categories. The distribution of the 
electronics cost allocation among the three budget 
categories indicates that about two-thirds- nearly 
37 percent by industry and about 27 percent by 
government - of the total electronics budget is 
allocated for indirect cost. 

This Final Report is organized into seven main 
chapters or sections, each dealing with a different 
aspect of the military electronics management 
situation examined by the Task Force. In each 
section. a specific Find ing is presented, fol lowed by 
a brief Discussion of the major aspects of the 
p roblem which were considered by the Task Force. 
At the end of each section is a Recommendation or 
series of related Recommendations which, if put 
into effect by DOD. are believed by the Task Force 
to have potential for exercising a real impact on the 
cost and reliabili ty of the electronic systems and 
equipment which DOD now has in its present 
inventory and which it will acquire in the years to 
come. At the end of each section, the anticipated 
Impact of these recommendations is briefly 
summarized. 

The findings, conclusions, and recommendations 
of the Task Force on Electronics Management are 
presented on the following pages of this report, 
arranged by the following topical areas: 

I. Full Cost Accounting and Allocation 

II. Meeting the Military Needs 

Ill. Uncertainties in Cost and Schedule 
IV. Design to a Cost 
V. Maintenance and Support 

VI. Field Rellability 
VII. Standardization 
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SUMMARY OF RECOMMENDATIONS 

The primary recommendations of the Electronics 
Management Task Force are summarized as fol
lows: 

1. DIRECT THAT PROPER STEPS BE TAKEN TO EXTEND 
THE DOD COST ACCOUNTING SYSTEM TO PROVIDE FOR 
PROPER ALLOCATION OF ALL DIRECT AND INDIRECT 
COSTS. 

2. ESTABLISH PROCEDURES TO INSURE PROPER TOP 
LEVEL MANAGEMENT REVIEW OF ALL MAJOR ELEC
TRONIC SUBSYSTEM ACQUISITION PROGRAMS, BOTH 
THOSE SUBSUMED IN MAJOR WEAPON SYSTEMS AND 
THOSE INDEPENDENTLY DEVELOPED. 

3. DIRECT THAT THE EXPLICIT OPTIONS FOR ALTERNATE 
WAYS OF MEETING A MILITARY REQUIREMENT BE IDEN
TIFIED EARLY IN THE CONCEPT FORMULATION PHASE. 

4. ASSESS DOD'S IN-HOUSE CAPABILITY IN COST ESTI· 
MATING AND ANALYSIS, THEN UPGRADE THE STATURE 
OF COSTING IN THE PROCUREMENT PROCESS. 

5. TAKE STEPS TO INSURE THAT UNIT PRODUCTION COST 
IS EXPLICITLY RELATED TO FLEXIBILITY IN PER· 
FORMANCE AND SCHEDULE IN DESIGN TO A COST CON
TRACTS. 

6. REDUCE THE LEVEL OF IN-HOUSE MAINTENANCE AND 
SUPPORT BY SOMETHING LIKE 5 PERCENT PER YEAR 
OA MOAE. AND INITIATE AL TERNA TE MEANS OF PROVID· 
ING THE NECESSARY SUPPORT SERVICES. 

7. ALLOCATE SUFFICIENT RDT&E FUNDS TO UPGRADE 
THE RELIABILITY OF ELECTRONIC EQUIPMENT IN THE 
PRESENT OPERATIONAL INVENTORY. 

8. CONDUCT A COMPREHENSIVE STUDY OF ELEC· 
TRONICS STANDARDIZATION BEFORE ESTABLISHING 
DOD POLICIES OR FORMAL PROGRAMS FOR 
STANDARDIZATION. 

It should be noted that the concepts discussed in 
the first section of the report, on Full Cost Account
ing and Allocation, are considered by the Task 
Force to be integrally related to the effective ac
complishment of any of the other six topical areas 
outlined in the subsequent sections. If the basic 
capabilities for the identification of true costs rec
ommended in Section I are not provided, it wi ll be 
difficult or impossible for DOD to be able to assess 
the effectiveness or true impact of any actions 
which may be implemented as a result of the rec
ommendations in the succeeding sections. It is the 
consensus of the Task Force that this recommenda
tion on the proper allocation of all direct and indirect 
costs should have the highest priority of all. 

Even if none of the other recommendations herein 
are adopted by DOD, it is believed that the existing 
process for acquisition of military electronics would 
benefit greatly if the initial recommendation is im
plemented. However, by itself, it will not produce the 
improvements in the electronics acquisition pro-

cess which are believed to be necessary and desir
able. Without it, the impact of the other recommen
dations will be extremely difficult to perceive or 
evaluate, and therefore, funds to implement them 
will be more difficult to obtain. Thus, there is a strong 
need to develop accurate measures of the cost of 
equipment ownership for items in the inventory and 
to develop techniques for p redicting the total costs 
of new systems. 

The development of accurate electronics cost 
and schedule estimates has not been successful to 
date. While some of the difficulty is due to funda
mental uncertainties in future prices and tech
nologies as well as changes in military need, it 
should be possible to reduce both development 
and production cost uncertainties in the fu ture. In 
addition, there is a pressing need to identify costs of 
ownership for both current and future systems. 

In terms of relative priorities for immediate cost
saving impact and improvement in field reliability 
and mission availability, the Task Force believes 
that the most significant results can perhaps be 
realized if the recommendations relating to Field 
Reliability (7) and Maintenance and Support (6) are 
given the next highest priority for implementation 
after Recommendation (1 ). Of course, exact prioriti
zation is a very subjective matter, but it appears that 
the greatest near-term potential lies in taking those 
actions which will result in improving the reliability 
and reducing the maintenance and support costs of 
military electronics presently in, or soon to enter the 
operational inventory. 

Although these two areas possess the greatest 
potential for immediate payoff, the recommenda
tions given in the other areas are also worthy of the 
most serious consideration by DOD, as they gener
ally relate to actions which have potential for 
lonqer-ranqe impact on the cost. rel iability, and 
availabili ty~ of mili tary electronics. It should also be 
noted that, even though considerable emphasis is 
given to various approaches to achieving elec
tronics cost reductions in the body of this report, the 
Task Force is firmly of the opinion that cost reduc
tion is only one element of the total electronics man
agement task. The procurement and ownership of 
military electronics should be managed in such a 
way as to achieve a more equitable distribution 
among cost, acquisition, performance. and sup
port. Thus, any follow-on actions resulting from 
adoption of the recommendations presented in this 
report should be directed toward all aspects of the 
principle of providing military electronic systems 
with optimum operational readiness and adequate 
performance at minimum cost. 
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I. FULL COST ACCOUNTING AND ALLOCATION 

FINDING: IT WILL BE IMPOSSIBLE FOR DOD TO 
DETERMINE THE TRUE IMPACT OF 
ELECTRONICS COST REDUCTION 
EFFORTS UNTIL BETTER COST AL
LOCATION METHODS ARE DE
VELOPED. 

With respect to military electronics, government 
"indirect" costs are greater than direct costs 
(especially in the support phase). and the "indirect" 
costs are growing proportionately larger with fixed 
budgets, due both to rising manpower costs and 
increased equipment sophistication. 

At the present time, it is d ifficult and in many 
cases not possible to obtain an accurate allocation 
of the " indirect" costs of electronic equipment 
owned and operated by the military Services. The 
government's ability to predict the indirect costs of 
electronic system ownership is significantly less 
developed than for the direct costs of ownership 
(and even these direct costs are frequently difficult 
to find on a subsystem basis). 

Figure 1 indicated that the government indirect 
costs of electronics O&M in the FY 1974 budget 
were some 54 percent of the total electronics O&M 
budget of $5.6 billion, but this allocation, which was 
derived in the Electronics-X study, is admittedly 
based on source data of questionable validity. 
Accurate figures are presently impossible to obtain. 

The present government accounting system and 
procedures used by the DOD do not permit the 
allocation of costs in such a way that the true impact 
of electronics acquisition cost reduction efforts, 
design to a cost con tracting, in-house vs. 
contractor maintenance, contractor maintenance 
warranty agreements, field reliability improvement 
programs, and electronics standardization 
programs can be assessed with any degree of 
valid ity. Furthermore, adequate management 
"corrective actions" cannot be measured. 

The DOD has correctly identified the need for 
determining the life cycle costs of major system 
acquisitions. While the problem of accurately 
estimating development and production costs has 
still not been adequately solved (as discussed 
fu rther in Section Ill), it is appropriate to begin to 
emphasize cost of ownership . However, some 
words of caution are in order. First, the current 
defic iencies in cost accounting for O&M and 
overhead preclude the development of adequate 

ownership costs for equipment already in the 
inventory. Second, even when that problem is 
solved, considerable analytical effort wil l be 
necessary in order to use this information to validate 
and refine estimating techniques for the ownership 
costs of future equipment. Both steps are 
necessary; the efforts that are already underway in 
these areas should be expanded, both in setting up 
a data system and in gathering and using sample 
data. But premature contractual requirements for 
design to a " total" cost should be resisted until more 
is known. 

RECOMMENDATIONS: 

1. REVISE THE DOD ACCOUNTING SYSTEM 
TO BETTER IDENTIFY ALL ALLOCABLE 
DIRECT AND INDIRECT COSTS SO AS 
TO ESTABLISH TRUER COSTS OF 
ELECTRONICS. 

2. IDENTIFY THOSE SUPPORT FUNCTIONS 
(INDIRECT COSTS) THAT ARE SUS
CEPTIBLE TO REDUCTION IF POLICY 
ALTERNATIVES TO CURRENT SUPPORT 
PRACTICES ARE ADOPTED. 

The following are the anticipated impacts of the 
above recommendations: 

• Better basis on which to conduct cost benefit 
analyses to support and measure more 
effective decision making. 

• Identification of inadequacies in the ability 
to identify, compare, and evaluate the 
allocation of DOD vs. industry overhead 
support. 

• Improved ability to assess the real 
effectiveness of design to a cost, in-house 
vs. contractor maintenance, warranty 
arrangements, field reliability improvement 
programs, and electronics standardization 
programs. 

• Reduction of the level (and therefore costs) 
of " support" required for electronics 
eqvipment. 
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II. MEETING THE MILITARY NEEDS 

FINDING: ABERRATIONS IN THE PRESENT 
PROCESS OF MILITARY ELEC
TRONICS REQUIREMENTS DEFINI
TION AND ACQUISITION CAN AND 
DO DRIVE THE COSTS OF ACQUIR
ING SUCH EQUIPMENT. MANY SUCH 
ABERRATIONS RELATE TO COST
DRIVING ELEMENTS WHICH ARE 
NOT CONSISTENTLY SUBJECTED 
TO TOP-LEVEL AND DETAILED MAN
AGEMENT REVIEW. 

Major elec tronic subsystems which are sub
sumed in major weapon systems (referred to herein 
as Class II e lectronics) and independen tly 
developed electronic subsystems intended for use 
in major weapon systems but not developed as a 
part of the major system program (referred to as 
Class Ill electronics) account for approximately 2/:J of 
the current DOD electronics acquisition budget 
(RDT&E plus procurement). The magni tude of each 
class of electronics in the FY 1974 acquisition 
budget is indica ted in Figure 2. At the present time, 
Class II and Il l elec tronic subsystems are not 
subject to the Defense Systems Acquisition Review 
Council (DSARC) type of management review. 
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Typical aberrations of the requirements/ 
acquisition process which have been found to be 
p resent with respect to these Class II and Il l 
elec tronic subsystems include the following: 

• Misunderstanding the Need 

• Failure to Allow for Uncertainty in the Threat, 
and in Predicted Cost and Performartce 

• Adding Requirements "Down the Une" 

• Poor User-Producer Interaction 

• Insufficient User-Producer Iteration 

• Pushing for Excessive Performance 

• Unscheduled Addition of New Technology 

• Poor Cost and Performance Data Base 

• Inconsistent Commitment to Size of Buy 

• "No Requirement" 

• Contract Constraints and Excessive "ilities" 
Requirements 

• Insufficient Comparison Between Product 
Improvement and New Generation Systems 

• Insufficient " Reward" for Applying Stan
dardization. 
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The presence of aberrations such as these in a 
program obviously will tend to drive up the costs of 
acquisition, and the lack of a formal procedure for 
management review of the several billions of dollars 
worth of Class II and 111 programs, both as to their 
ini tiation and their progress, appears to be a 
significant factor in the growth in cost of their 
acquisition. 

Since these Class II and Ill programs are not 
presently subject to formal management review in 
the same way that major weapon systems programs 
are, it is possible to expend large amounts of RDT&E 
money (and even, perhaps, production funds) 
without a detailed management evaluation having 
been made of the degree or extent to which such 
electronic subsystems satisfy or match a stated 
military threat or an approved military requirement. 

The Task Force determined that. in establish
ing specific e lectronic sys tem or subsystem 
requirements, there is a d istinct tendency to 
emphasize the physical characteri stics and 
functional performance required of the equipment, 
often at the expense of a clear examination and 
delineation of other critical requirements param
eters such as acquisition and life cycle costs, 
development and production schedules, related 
process specifications, and quantities required to 
satisfy operational force needs. This emphasis on 
performance and configuration can have ob
viously adverse effects on the cost, schedule, and 
quantities procurable of the subsystem, and can 
potentia lly affec t the degree to which the 
subsystem. even though successfully developed, 
can be effective in satisfying the stated military 
need (e.g. , too expensive to buy in the required 
quantities, too late in availability, or very sophis
ticated and therefore difficult to operate and main
tain). Also, a very large penalty must often be 
paid in terms of total acquisition and/or owner
ship costs for attempting to obtain electronic 
equipment which possesses reduced size or 
weight, or is developed on an overly ambitious 
schedule, for instance. The penalty associated with 
attempting to go beyond what is generally 
accepted as being "reasonable" is typically quite 
severe. Trying to push the state of the art in one area 
usually tends to increase the cost and delay the 
schedule of the entire project, even though the bulk 
of the effort may be "state of the art." 

It was also observed that there is frequently a 
considerable degree of uncer tainty during the 
acquisition decision-making process as to whether 
a stated military need could - or should - be best 
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satisfied by developing a new electronic subsystem 
in sufficient numbers to counter the threat, or by 
investing in product improvements R&D, then 
modifying existing weapon sys tems so as to 
incorporate the results of the p roduc t improvement 
program. 

Data were also examined by the Task Force 
(generated as a part of the Electronics-X study by 
the _Institute for Defense Analyses and reviewed in 
p reliminary format) whic h indicated that the 
average cost growth of a new generation weapon 
system as compared with the in itial system 
intended to satisfy the military need (in terms of 
constant dollars) is 4 or 5 times per decade, 
compared with an average cost growth of about 2 
times per decade for product improvement in an 
existing weapon system. These approximate cost 
growth relationships are depicted in graphical form 
in Figure 3, where the general slopes of the curves 
approximate the cost-ratio of the new and modified 
systems to the initial system. 
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The lack of c lear distinction between new 
generation and product improvement alternatives 
can often lead to a mis-timing of new generation 
acquisition decisions, or to failure to allow for 
technical and schedule uncertainties which may 
result from pressing the state of the art too ha.rd, or 
frequently to cost growth through the proliferation of 
cost-driving " added requirements" during the 
design and development phase of the new 
generation acquisition. 

Another factor that is frequently overlooked in 
making the acquisition decision to meet a stated 
military need is the impact of technolog ical 
uncertainty on the acquisition cost and system 
performance of electronic systems alternatives. As 
depicted in Figure 4, there is a diverging band of 
uncertainty associated with a change from current 
technology to new technology in order to achieve 
performance improvement. The greater the desired 
performance increment, the more rapidly the costs 
tend to increase if the new technology fails to meet 
its forecast. 

As indicated in Figure 4, the cost growth involved 
in achieving a desired increment of performance 
improvement can be substantial when the experi
ence with new technology during development is 
considered. In military electronics practice, it 
seems to be generally true that advances in new 
technology are exploited to obtain increased per
formance rather than to utilize new technology to 
realize equivalent performance at lower cost and 
higher reliability. Large jumps in technology are 
nearly always found to be very costly, and are very 
seldom undertaken in commercial practice, which 
prefers to use small advances in technology to 
achieve improved performance at lower cost (i.e., 
from the "current operating point" in Figure 4, move 
down and to the right, rather than up and to the right 
to the "projected operating point" as shown). Due to 
the uncertainties in the use of new technology, par
ticularly in the case of complex electronics, the 
strategy depicted in Figure 4 will nearly always re
sult in higher acquisition costs. This is especially 
true if performance objectives are held firm when 
the technology uncertainty is realized. 
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Most development contracts carry incentives on 
performance and cost which tend to motivate the 
contractor against expending additional engineer
ing effort during development to reduce the unit 
production cost. This type of incentive contracting 
minimizes current program costs, but not total ac
quisition cost of electronic equipment. 

RECOMMENDA T/ONS: 

1. CHANGE THE NEED PHILOSOPHY FROM 
ONE THAT IS TECHNOLOGY-DRIVEN TO 
ONE THAT IS DRIVEN BY STATED MILIT
ARY NEEDS: "BECAUSE WE CAN, WE 
MUST" IS A PHILOSOPHY WHICH CAN NO 
LONGER BE AFFORDED. 

2 . REALISTIC NEED DATES AND QUAN
TITIES SHOULD BE CONSISTENTLY 
STATED IN THE DEFINITION OF RE
QUIREMENTS. 

3 . MANAGEMENT OF ELECTRONICS 
PROGRAMS BY THE SERVICES, PAR
TICULARLY CLASS II AND Ill, SHOULD 
INSURE THAT INITIATION AND PROG
RESS ARE COMPATIBLE WITH ESTAB
LISHED GOALS FOR NUMBERS, COST, 
RELIABILITY, STANDARDIZATION, AND 
SCHEDULES, EVEN IF PERFORMANCE 
MUST BE COMPROMISED. 

4 . ACQUISITION DECISIONS SHOULD 
CONSIDER NEW GENERATION VERSUS 
PRODUCT IMPROVEMENT CHOICES; 
COMPETITION SHOULD BE CONTINUED 
AS LONG AS FEASIBLE. 

5 . WHENEVER FEASIBLE , MUL Tl
CONTRACTOR DESIGN AND PRICE 
COMPETITIONS SHOULD BE CON
TINUED THROUGH DEVELOPMENT AND 
INTO PRODUCTION. 

The impact of the above recommendations 
should include lower acquisition costs to satisfy 
military electronics needs, elimination of unneces
sary major electronics subsystem development ac
tivities, and reduction in the total costs of ownership 
of electronics subsystems and equipment. With re
spect to Recommendation No. 5 above, continuing 
competition for electronics equipment for aircraft 
and other complex installations may have greater 
impact if mandatory interface specifications are in
corporated into the development specification, thus 
assuring the interchangeability of competitive 
equipment. 

• 
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ID. UNCERTAINTIES IN COST AND SCHEDULE 

FINDING: DEVELOPMENT OF ACCURATE 
ELECTRONICS COST AND SCHED
ULE ESTIMATES HAS NOT BEEN 
SUCCESSFUL TO DATE. 

The accuracy of cost estimates generally varies in 
direct proportion to the degree of definition of the 
acquisition program and of the product or end item 
to be acquired. Unanticipated program and pro
duct changes are believed to account for nearly half 
of the "poor" estimates in weapon systems de
velopment and production programs, while the 
other causes are d ivided abou t equally between the 
effects of inflation and economic forecasting errors 
on the one hand, and incorrect estimating techni
ques and methods on the other. 

The best cost and schedule estimates for elec
tronics generally come from the lowest organiza
tional element charged with responsibility for per
forming the effort being estimated. In contracted 
efforts, the best estimate is typically produced by 
the functional organizational elements using tradi
tional engineering estimatir,g techniques. 

Most electronics cost estimates are made using 
an engineering pricing approach which requires a 
detailed preliminary design. This approach is inap
propriate for government use in making indepen
dent cost estimates, as government agencies nor
mally do not produce detailed preliminary designs, 
and also lack knowledge of, or access to, approp
riate industrial cost factors to be applied to designs 
to find the estimated costs.1 

Although there is a strong interrelationship 
between program costs and program schedules, 
cost growth can generally not be controlled 
effectively by means of schedule changes. Cost 
and schedule estimating efforts must be closely 
linked in order to emphasize their interrelation
ships and to provide an increased data base from 
past experience. Experience has shown that there 
is nearly always a cost penalty associated with the 
setting of an unrealistic program schedule. Even 
when the "realistic" amount of time has gone by, 
the program generally has cost more than it would 
have if it had been started originally on the more 
"realistic" schedule. 

Studies of major weapon system development 
and production programs by the General Account-

• For a more detailed diswssiOn of this point with respec1 to avionics, see 0 . J . 
Dreyfuss.A Survey cl Costtng Methods in rhe At/ionics Industry. The Rand Corporation, 
WN-8235-ARPA. May 1973. 

ing Office led to the conclusion that the uncer
tainty of estimating the costs of the development 
and production phases during the development 
phase itself is, on a percentage basis, considera
bly greater than the estimating uncertainty during 
the production phase. Some data indicate that the 
uncertainty in development cost may be as much 
as 150 percent from DSARC I to DSARC Ill, while 
the average production cost growth during the 
production phase is only about 25 percent. No 
data were found to exist regarding the growth of 
the ultimate produc tion unit price as predicted at 
DSARC I, II , Ill , and eventually achieved. 

Although development cost growth during the 
development phase appears to be the more acute 
problem, on a percentage basis, than production 
cost growth during the production phase, this may 
not always be the case when absolute cost 
increments are considered. 150 percent cost 
growth at the front end of a program (i.e., during 
the development phase) may be considerably less 
in actual dollars than is 25 percent production 
cost growth during the production phase, particu
larly for programs with any production volume. The 
total cost of a program involving large production 
quantities is primarily in the production and 
support phases. 

Therefore, the primary objective should be to 
manage the development phase to "design to a 
cost" for the production and support phases. 
Unfortunately, very little data exist in the DOD 
sphere to quantify the uncertainty in being able to 
achieve this objective. However, experience in the 
commercial electronics field - using both proven 
technology and advanced technology- suggests 
that it is indeed possible to achieve unit produc
tion cost targets which are quite close to those 
established by market research and preliminary 
design at the initiation of the development cycle. 

The DOD should now begin to accumulate data 
on its design to a cost programs in order to 
quantify the cost uncertainties associated with 
attempting to predict the subsequent production 
and support costs of a product during its de
velopment phase. 

It should also be recognized that uncertainties 
in estimating the costs of a program (nearly 
always with an optimistic bias) are in part the 
inherent result of a desire on the part of the 
government and the contractor to sell the pro
gram to higher management. Cultural pressures 



throughout the entire defense procurement com
munity tend to make estimates progressively 
below realistically attainable levels. If the true 
costs of any given program were known at the 
outset, the program might well never be au
thorized in the first place. This, of course, would 
reduce the frequency with which cost growth 
occurs in defense procurement, but it might also 
deny the nation vitally needed new mili tary elec
tronics developments. 

The parametric approach to cost estimating is 
generally found to be unsatisfactory in electronics 
procurement because individual firms are pre
cluded from assembling cost data on design, 
development, and production experience which 
may be possessed by their competitors. Thus, 
each contractor is restricted to his own data and 
historical pricing experience, which permits only a 
small and statistically invalid costing data base. 
The government should sponsor studies of histori
cal costing data on appropriate projects to enable 
it to ful ly understand the cost impact of the 
requirements which are placed on new acquisition 
programs. It may be possible to develop paramet
ric cost models for electronic equipment types or 
classes which will permit far more accu rate 
parametric estimating than has been possible up 
to now. If this is possible, it might eventually result 
in the ability of the DOD to include lower cost 
concepts instead of higher performance con
cepts. through improved ability to select the 
option that best meets the funding which is 
available. 

It was also determined that the development of 
life cycle costs for electronics is at present a very 
imprecise p rocess. The uncertainties in cost of 
ownership are very large even at the time of full 
scale production (DSARC Ill). This is perhaps due to 
inconsistency and lack of accuracy in definition of all 
the relevant ownership cost elements involved, and 
also due to the inability to quantify the government 
O&M costs with any degree of confidence, as dis
cussed in Section I above. 

RECOMMENDATIONS: 

1. THE GOVERNMENT SHOULD EXTEND 
ITS CAPABILITY TO INDEPENDENTLY 
CONSTRUCT DETAILED COST AND 
SCHEDULE ESTIMATES FOR ELEC
TRONICS. 

2. THE GOVERNMENT SHOULD DEVELOP 

ITS CAPABILITIES TO DO PARAMETRIC 
COST MODELING AND ESTIMATING. 

3. THE INPUTS OF GOVERNMENT COST 
ESTIMATING SPECIALISTS AND PRICE 
ANALYSTS SHOULD BE CAREFULLY 
CONSIDERED IN THE DELIBERATIONS 
OF SOURCE SELECTION TEAMS. 

4. THE ELECTRONICS PROCUREMENT 
CULTURE SHOULD BE CHANGED SO AS 
TO STRESS AND ENCOURAGE MORE 
REALISTIC COST AND SCHEDULE ES
T IM AT ING PRACTICES BY BOTH 
CONTRACTORS AND PROCURING 
AGENCIES 

The following are believed to be some of the more 
significant impacts which should result from adop
tion of the above recommendations: 

• More realistic and credible cost and sched
ule information on which to base budget re
quests and program management actions. 

• Achievement of the objectives of electronics 
acquisition cost reduction, particularly in ap
plication of design to a cost concepts. 

• Creation of an effective check against over
optimism in estimating program costs by the 
government program office and/or the con
tractor. 

• Reduction in the absolute levels of unantici
pated cost growth during the acquisition 
cycle. 

• Ability to push for more realistic program 
schedules as a means of limiting or prevent
ing unanticipated cost growth. 

• Creation of a procurement environment in 
which reasonable contingency funding pro
visions (as discussed in Section IV) may be 
attainable. 

• Some increase in the cost of government 
"overhead" functions to carry out the added 
management activities involved. 
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IV. DESIGN TO A COST 

FINDING: THE APPLICATION OF DESIGN TO A 
COST CONCEPTS TO MANY KINDS 
OF ELECTRONICS ACQUISITION 
PROGRAMS CAN BE VERY EFFEC
TIVE IN REDUCING COSTS, BUT IT 
SHOULD NOT BE CONSIDERED A 
PANACEA FOR ALL COST PROB
LEMS. 

In drawing up acquisition contracts to implement 
design to a cost principles, particular care should 
be given to the manner in which '.'what" is to be 
done, "when" it is to be accomplished, and at "what 
cost" are specified: 

The "design-to" cost should normally be the unit 
production cost which the government, after de
tailed analyses by both industry and the DOD, is 
willing to pay for the desired military capability, and 
which is compatible with the likely quantities that 
will-be procured, and with current - or otherwise 
specified - technology. 

As indicated in Figure 5, the "design-to" cost 
should be, ideally, a firm dollar value or point. 
Given the uncertainties in cost estimation discus-

sed in the preceding section, and the importance 
of not unduly inhibiting the program manager's 
flexibility, it may be necessary to establish a 
narrow range (i.e. , a moving "point") for the 
"design-to" cost, at least in the initial stages of 
development. 

The "design-to" cost objective should normally 
be applied to the unit production cost. particularly 
in view of the fact that the deficiencies in the DOD 
cost accounting system examined in Section I 
above essentially preclude the life cycle cost 
target as an attainable option in design to a cost 
procurements at this time. However, it should be 
recognized that life cycle costs of electronic 
equipment are extremely important. If more effec
tive techniques for estimating life cycle costs can 
be developed, it will be possible to invest in 
electronic hardware that may be higher in cost per 
unit, but much lower in cost over its total lifetime. 
Such tradeoffs of reliability and maintainability for 
unit production cost should be retained as objec
tives as the design to a cost concept evolves. 
Refined "design-to" costs during the development 
phase should take these factors into account. 

• TO DO "WHAr' AND "WHEN" AT "WHAT COST"? 

ACQUISITION COST a [PERFORMANCE +SCHEDULE+ QUANTITY] 

+ PERFORMANCE 

+ TIME 

FIRM$ VALUE 

@ 

MINIMUM ACCEPTABLE 
PERFORMANCE 

MAXIMUM 
ALLOWABLE 
SCHEDULE 



In order for the contractor to be able to achieve 
the specified "design-to" cost, the government 
program manager must have sufficient flexibility in 
his direction of the project to be able to authorize 
certain variations in the schedule on which the 
work will be performed (e.g. , specific milestones 
during the acquisition cycle, or the IOC date for 
the end product). Such variations should naturally 
be within certain specified ranges, which may be 
established in advance by the procuring authority, 
or perhaps negotiated as the program proceeds. 
Similarly, the performance requirements for the 
equipment must be subject to negotiation within 
certain allowable limits in the same way as the 
schedule. The significant point to be recognized in 
design to a cost contracting is that the acquisition 
cost is in fact a dependent function of perfor• 
mance, schedule, and quanti ty. If it is desired to 
maintain an agreed-to "design-to" cost, and the 
quantity to be acquired is presumably a firm 
number, then it is clear that the only two param
eters which can be varied are performance and 
schedule. 

As depicted in Figure 5, it is necessary to 
establish the firm "design-to" cost at a point 
which will allow a certain amount of tradeoff 
between performance and schedule before either 
the minimum acceptable performance or the 
maximum allowable schedule is reached. If the 
firm dollar value objective is originally set at a 
point too near either the minimum acceptable 
performance or the maximum allowable schedule, 
the program manager will not have sufficient 
flexib ility to trade off these two parameters in such 
a way as to meet the established "design-to" cost 
while still maintaining the desired quantity to be 
procured, the allowable schedule, and acceptable 
performance for the purpose intended. 

Development schedules for electronics are 
often so short that there is barely sufficient time to 
select a design which will meet the performance 
requirement. Once this first-cut design is com
pleted and a good product definition exists for a 
realistic production and maintenance cost esti
mate, the contractor can generally recognize 
opportunities for significant redesign for purposes 
of reduction of the cost of ownership. However, 
the schedule constraints of the program usually 
preclude this second design iteration, (nearly 
always done in commercial practice), with the 
result that too many (military) electronic systems 
go into the inventory with unnecessarily high costs 
of ownership. 

In the evolution of commercial electronic prod
ucts, i t is general practice to first build a model 
which demonstrates the functioning of the device. 
The ensu ing production design phase is in 
tended primarily to reduce the cost of ownership 
of the product. This phase generally requires 
supplementing of the development team with 
personnel experienced in manufacturing methods, 
materials and processes. and specific experience 
in full maintenance. While it would be ideally 
desirable to include these production characteris
tics in the initially designed model, commercial 
experience has demonstrated that production
oriented specialists cannot couple effectively to a 
project until the basic functions have been de
fined and a functional working design exists. This 
is the reason for the two-iteration approach in 
commercial electronics development. It must be 
recognized that the second design iteration will 
increase the cost and duration of the RDT&E 
phase, but experience demonstrates that it also 
significantly reduces the unit production cost (or 
the cost of ownership) of the end product. 

In the private sector, planned selling prices 
normally include substantial margins over manu
facturing costs to allow for contingencies. In the 
DOD case. the budget review process ruthlessly 
excises contingencies, unless they are cleverly 
hidden. This is presumably consistent with our 
federal self-insurance doctrine, but in the real world 
of budget requests, authorizations, appropriations, 
and allocations as now practiced in the Congress, 
0MB, and DOD. it means inevitable and unpopular 
reprogrammings of dollars and/or quantities. The 
concept of allowing openly-identified contingency 
funds in budget submissions at levels as 
established by OSD guidelines would go a long way 
toward achieving program stability and avoiding the 
stigma of "cost growth." Precedent for such an 
approach exists in our military construction 
programs where the need for such reserves is much 
less acute. 

In reviewing several of the first applications of the 
design to a cost concept to military electronics 
acquisitions (AN/APN 209 Altimeter, AN/ARN 114 
Helicopter Loran, Low Cost EW Suite. AN/ARN XXX 
TACAN. AN/ARC XXX UHF Radio, and MICRON), 
the Task Force concluded that it will perhaps be 
several years before the results from these projects 
become available as guidance for further activity in 
this area. Since OSD has already directed that 
design to a cost goals be established for all major 
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DSARC programs.1 and since the application of 
design to a cost contracting principles is rapidly 
being made to nearly all new military electronics 
procurements at this time, it seems clear that it will 
not be feasible to await the outcome of these initial 
applications before establish ing fu rther DOD 
ground rules and guidelines. 

The Task Force observed, however, that it will 
obviously not be practicable to attempt to 
implement the design to a cost concept by merely 
adding a "design to a cost" clause at the end of the 
typ ica l development contract which already 
contains contractual terms and conditions which 
are inconsistent and incompatible with the purpose 
and objectives of the design to a cost concept. The 
usual parade of MIL specs and standards. 
correction of deficiencies c lauses, and the like is 
inconsistent wi th the management flexibili ty on 
which the success of design to a cost contracting 
depends. If design to a cost is implemented in an 
inflexible way, it will almost certainly be doomed to 
failure. Although design to a cost should not be 
looked upon as a panacea for a ll of DO0's 
acquisition problems in any event, it does appear to 
hold considerable promise for contribu ting to the 
solution of some of the problems now becoming 
very critical in this time of rising costs of acquisition 
and ownership of military electronics. 

RECOMMENDA T/ONS: 

1. DON'T ATTEMPT TO INSTITUTIONAL
IZE THE CONCEPT. USE GUIDELINES 
RATHER THAN ASPR OR FORMAL 
DODD. MODIFY ASPR TO ENCOURAGE 
FLEXIBILITY WHERE INDICATED. 

2. GIVE PROGRAM MANAGER SUFFICIENT 
AUTHORITY TO TRADE OFF SCHEDULE 
AND PERFORMANCE -WITHIN ESTAB
LISHED LIMITS - AS NECESSARY TO 
MEET THE "DESIGN-TO" COST. 

3. ESTABLISH THE UNIT PRODUCTION 
COST EARLY IN CONCEPT DEVELOP
MENT. 

4. DON'T INCORPORATE TERMS AND 
CONDITIONS IN DESIGN TO A COST 
CONTRACTS WHICH CONFLICT W ITH, 
OR INH IBIT , THE FLEXIBILITY THE 
CONCEPT REQUIRES. 

•w. P. Clements Memorandum "Design to a Cost Oqectives on DSARC Programs" 
June 18, 1973. 

5. INCLUDE TIME AND FUNDING FOR A 
P~ODUCTION DESIGN PHASE SO THE 
"DESIGN-TO" COST GOAL CAN BE AS
SU RE D AFTER BASIC PERFOR
MANCE IS DEMONSTRATED. 

6. DURING SOURCE SELECTION AND 
PRODUCT DEVELOPMENT, STRESS 
LIFE CYCLE COSTS (ESPECIALLY RE
LIABILITY AND MAINTAINABILITY) AS 
WELL AS UNIT PRODUCTION COST. 

Adoption of the above recommendations is 
believed to provide the DOD with a means of 
implementing design to a cost which will allow 
the acquisition of mil i tary electronics w ith 
significan t savings in unit p roduction costs or life 
cycle costs, or both, wi thout adversely affec ting 
field reliability, mission availabili ty, or quantities 
necessary to satisfy force requ irements. If 
adminis tered with the proper degree of 
flexibility, design to a cost can be a very effective 
tool for controlling the cost growth of mil itary 
e lectronics acquisitions in three significant 
areas: 

• Heightened cost consciousness 

• Increased cost avoidance 
• Greater cost reductions. 



V. MAINTENANCE AND SUPPORT 

FINDING: SUBSTANTIAL SAVINGS IN THE AN
NUAL COST OF MILITARY SUPPORT 
OF ELECTRONIC EQUIPMENT CAN 
BE REALIZED IF SIGNIFICANT 
CHANGES ARE MADE IN THE PRES
ENT LOGISTIC AND SUPPORT CUL
TURE. 

Of the total FY 19 7 4 Operations and 
Maintenance budge t, the electronics O&M portion 
is estimated to be more than one-quarter of the 
total, or greater than $5.6 billion. As discussed in 
Section I, the actual level is unknown due to 
limitations in the cost allocation system. The O&M 
area represents a very promising field for the 
realization of substantial cost savings, due not 
only lo the absolute magnitude of the annual 
expenditure, but also because of the particular 
nature of the activities involved. Many of the 
procedures and techniques involved in the 
main tenance and suppor t of electronics are 
non-military peculiar; that is, they involve activities 
which are commonly performed in industry, and 
which can be accomplished under competitive 
maintenance service contracts wi th industry 
insofar as the actual work to be done is 
concerned. 

At the presen t time, the costs for manpower are 
estimated to account for perhaps as much as 75 
percent of the military electronics maintenance 
costs. As the transition to an all-volunteer force 
continues, it can be expected that the costs for 
manpower - particularly skilled c lassifications 
as are needed to perform many elec tronic 
maintenance functions - will continue to rise at a 
very rapid rate. This will further compound the 
presen t problems of provid ing organic 
maintenance and support for military electronics 
which have arisen due to limitations of skilled and 
qualified personnel and rising costs in an 
environment of heavy pressures on the DOD 
budget. 

There has been traditionally a policy in the 
government for the use of the private sector for 
such goods and services as can readily be 
supplied from that quarter. 0MB Circular A-76 has 
delineated this as federal policy for many years, 
directing government agencies to obtain goods 
and services from the private sector except where 
such p rocurement would not be in the best 
interests of the government. In this regard, the 
Task Force recognizes and supports the need for 
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the mil i tary Services to maintain significant 
capabilities to support much of their equipment, 
particularly in such circumstances as shipboard 
service, forward area or hazardous duty locations, 
non-routine and non-scheduled maintenance of 
mission-critic:al equipment, and equipment vital to 
the maintenance of comba t readiness, for 
example. 

But in addi tion to this type of maintenance and 
support. there is a large amount of rou tine 
depot-level maintenance and support work which 
could be accomplished as well (or better), and in 
many cases at lower cost, if assigned to qualified 
industrial contractors . True comparisons are 
difficult if not impossible to make under present 
procedures. Government costing for maintenance 
and suppor t is done incrementally. Industry is 
required to consider the total costs associated 
with the effort. including depreciation, and also 
must consider return on investment. 

In any event, there does appear to be some 
degree of merit in considering the possibilities of 
p lacing more electronics maintenance and 
support work with industrial contractors on a 
carefully selec tive basis - provided that the 
existing government main tenance and support 
complex is reduced to a corresponding degree. 
The Services obviously need to retain an in-house 
capabi li ty to accomplish certain types of 
maintenance and support, but it is believed that 
there is considerable room for reduction in the 
overall level of in-house maintenance and support 
of electronics without adverse impact on the total 
mili tary capability. 

The Task Force also gave serious consideration 
to the questions of the applicability and use of 
various kinds of contractor warranty arrangements 
for obtaining electronic equipment maintenance 
and repair for a certain initial period of time after 
equipment delivery. It appears that the selective 
use of warranties, particularly in the case of 
certain types of small, sealed, self-contained, and 
readi ly removable e lectronic units, may offer 
distinct advantages in contractor reliability design 
incentives, support cost savings, and increased 
reliability and availability of such equipment. Here, 
the practices being followed by the commercial 
airl ine industry, with technical support from 
ARING, seem to be particularly applicable, or at 
least worthy of detailed examination by the 
Services. AR/NC cost analyses were examined 
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which indicate that the use of failure-f ree 
warranties can be quite cost effective in certain 
instances, when applied to appropriate types of 
equipment and when used in selec ted 
environments. There are, of course, many unique 
requirements associated with military logistics 
which may preclude the use of contractor 
maintenance warranties in certain applications 
and with respect to particular types of electronics. 
But there are believed to be many potential 
applications (e.g., during the early phases of 
operational usage prior to design stabilization) 
where the employment of such warranties would 
be highly beneficial to the government. 

In cases where the use of warranty agreements 
does appear to be appropriate, care would have to 
be taken to ensure that current DOD contract 
boilerplate covering such aspects as Correction of 
Deficiencies, Value Engineering, and Incentives is 
examined carefully and modified as necessary to 
make such terms and conditions consistent with the 
maintenance warranty featu res employed. 

A reservation was expressed during the Task 
Force's consideration of warranties as to the value 
of attempting direct comparisons with such 
practice in the commercial electronics world, where 
"business relationships" and informal agreements 
facilitate warranty administration as opposed to the 
DOD procurement culture where user-producer 
relationships are kept at arm's length. Due to such 
differences, the DOD should be careful not to apply 
warranties indiscriminately as a solution to all 
maintenance and support problems. Warranties 
should be applied selectively and with deliberate 
speed, but they should not arbitrarily be applied 
across the board as another "ility" laid on top of 
other contractual clauses. 

RECOMMENDATIONS: 

1. DOD SHOULD ACCEPT THE CHALLENGE 
TO REALIZE MAJOR COST SAVINGS BY 
MAKING SIGNIFICANT CHANGES IN THE 
PRESENT ELECTRONICS LOGISTICS 
ANO SUPPORT CULTURE: REDUCE THE 
LEVEL OF IN-HOUSE ELECTRONICS 
MAINTENANCE ACTIVITIES BY ESTAB
LISHING A F>ROGRAM WHICH HAS 
EXPLICIT GOALS SUCH AS 5 % RE
DUCTION PER YEAR OVER THE NEXT 
10 YEARS. 

2. ON A CAREFULLY SELECTIVE BASIS, 
INCREASE THE APPLICATION OF WAR
RANTY ARRANGEMENTS FOR AP
PROPRIATE TYPES OF ELECTRONIC 

EQUIPMENT. WHEN USED, MODIFY 
OR ELIMINATE INAPPROPRIATE CON
TRACTUAL TERMS AND CONDITIONS. 

3. IMPROVE THE "FEEDBACK" ON FIELD 
RELIABILITY AND AVAILABILITY TO AS
SURE THAT AS THE ABOVE STEPS ARE 
TAKEN, THE MISSION AVAILABILITY OF 
MILITARY ELECTRONICS WILL ALSO 
IMPROVE. 

Among the impacts which may be expected as a 
resul t of the above recommendations are reduced 
overall annual costs for mili tary electronics 
maintenance and support. a gradual reduction in 
the total government investment in maintenance 
facilities, and decreased costs of ownership for 
individual items in the current military electronics 
inventory. The flexibility of the military support force 
should be considerably greater than al present, and 
the mission availability of military electronics should 
be at least as good as, if not better than, that 
presently attainable. It is believed that it should be 
possible to accomplish a gradual reduction in the 
level of in-house electronics maintenance without 
adversely impacting operational readiness if the 
above recommendations are properly and carefully 
administered. 



VJ. FIELD RELIABILITY 

FINDING: THERE IS A POTENTIAL FOR SIG
NIFICANT COST SAVINGS AND IN
C REASED MISSION AVAILABILITY 
IF RELIABILITY OF ELECTRO NIC 
EQUIPMENT IN THE PRESENT IN
VENTORY CAN BE UPGRADED. 

Military electronic equipment in the current 
inventory poses the following paradox: we have 
both extremely complex, highly reliable electronic 
systems in the military inventory, and we also have 
less complex. but very unreliable systems. 
Well-designed equipments can be as much as four 
times more rel iable than the median, and 
poorly-designed equipments can be one-fourth as 
reliable. In general, the explanation appears to be 
that acceptable levels of field reliability can be 
achieved if the requisite investment in time and 
funds for appropriate development testing and 
production design specifications is made. Where a 
less comprehensive program is carried out, poor 
reliability is often the result. In short, we know how to 
achieve high reliability, and we can obtain it if we are 
willing to pay for it. Correspondingly, if the military 
can bring itself to specify electronic equipments 
that are half as complex, it could not only afford to 
buy twice as many, but each could operate reliably 
for up to twice as long. 

The mean time between failures (MTBF) observed 
in operational electronic equipment is frequently 
far below the value called out in the development 
specification, and also often well below the value 
demonstrated during the course of development 
testing. There are indications that the MTBF called 
for in the procurement specification is frequently 
an unreasonably high figure (based on what is 
considered "desirable" as compared with what 
the state of the art indicates is a reasonable or 
achievable value). The specified MTBF frequently 
bears little or no relationship to what is required by 
the contemplated military use, also. Considerable 
design time and developmental test effort is 
expended in attempting to achieve these un
reasonable specification values, most frequently 
without success. Such overspecification merely 
dissipates available resources without beneficial 
return. 

MTBF's are frequently demonstrated during 
developmental testing which are higher than those 
experienced during field use. This is most often the 
result of unrealistic test environments which do not 
sufficiently reflect the operational-use environment 
or the true operating and maintenance conditions to 
which the equipment will later be subjected. 
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Experience has adequately demonstrated that 
reliability can be improved if careful design and 
testing are continued throughout the development 
program and into the initial production phase. Also, 
the performance of production testing in a realistic 
test environment which simulates operational-use 
conditions is known to enhance operational 
reliabili ty. But test results can best enhance 
operational reliability if the results themselves 
become timely feedback to the contractor engaged 
in further development effort. 

Field reliability can be increased if continuing 
product improvement activities are supported 
with adequate resources, and if the development 
contractor is provided with accurate field fai lure 
data upon which to base his product improvement 
efforts and testing. 

The availability of proven and qualified elec
tronic parts and components, together wi th the 
disciplined adherence to proven manufacturing 
processes and techniques will enhance the field 
reliability of military electronic equipment. 

The carefully selec live use of contractor 
maintenance warranties should result in improved 
reliability in certain types of electronic equipment, 
particularly where the warranty arrangement 
encourages the routine incorporation of product 
improvement modifications as a part of the 
maintenance and repair process. 

Software related to electronics hardware also 
must be tes ted and evaluated thoroughly. For 
example, as computerized avionics systems 
become increasingly complex, software testing and 
evaluation becomes critical. This will require 
developers and users to invest time and money in 
systematic testing of software packages for such 
hardware as avionics, flight training simulators, and 
automatic test equipment. An example of the kind of 
problems that otherwise occur was revealed by a 
test program on the A-7 system. A major cause of 
seemingly low reliability of the bomb delivery 
system that had plagued the Air Force and the Navy 
for several years of operational use turned out to be 
software errors in the operational flight program that 
had not been isolated previously. 

Finally, it was observed that the DOD main
tenance cultu re tends to work against the best 
interests of operational equipment reliability at 
times due to the fact that maintenance funds must 
normally be used only to ''fix" or "repair" faulty 



equipment. Operational main tenance money is 
normally not allowed to be spent to " avoid 
repairing" equipment, even though this may be less 
expensive to the government in the long run. 

RECOMMENDATIONS: 

1. DOD SHOULD ALLOCATE SPECIFIC RE
SOURCES FOR ADDITIONAL RDT&E ON 
OPERATIONAL ELECTRONIC ITEMS TO 
IMPROVE RELIABILITY AND AVAIL
ABILITY. 

2. FEEDBACK OF FIELD FAILURE DATA TO 
THE DEVELOPMENT CONTRACTOR 
SHOULD BE STRENGTHENED, AND 
FUNDS PROVIDED FOR REDESIGN/ 
RETROFIT WHERE OPERATIONAL 
PERFORMANCE OR RELIABILITY IS IN
ADEQUATE. 

3 . TIME AND RESOURCES SHOULD BE 
MADE AVAILABLE FOR RIGOROUS DE
VELOPMENT, SOME LiMITED PRO
DUCTION, AND OPERATIONAL TEST 
AND EVALUATION TO CORRECT DE~ 
FICIENCIES BEFORE EXTENSIVE FIELD 
DEPLOYMENT IS MADE. 

4 . DEV ELOPMENT CONTRACTORS 
SHOULD BE ENCOURAGED TO SEEK 
THAT LEVEL OF LIFE CYCLE COST AT 
WHICH RELIABILITY AND COST ARE OP
TIMIZED. 

5. TO THE GREATEST PRACTICABLE EX
TENT, DOD SHOULD PROVIDE FLEXIBIL
ITY FOR INTERCHANGE OF DEVELOP
MENT, PROCUREMENT, AND LOGISTICS 
FUNDING TO SUPPORT IMPROVEMENTS 
IN ELECTRONICS RELIABILITY AND AV
AILABILITY. 

6. WHEN MTBF OR FAILURE RATES ARE 
SPECIFIED, THEY SHOULD BE SET AT 
VALUES WHICH ARE REASONABLE, 
REALIZABLE, AND CONSISTENT WITH 
THE EXPECTED COMPLEXITY (OR UNIT 
PRODUCTION COST) AND THE TYPE OF 
ELECTRONICS REQUIRED. 

7. DOD SHOULD CONDUCT A COMPRE
HENSIVE STUDY OF SOFTWARE DE
VELOPMENT, TEST, AND EVALUATION 
PRACTICES AS A PRELUDE TO IDEN
TIFYING AND IMPLEMENTING SPECIFIC 
FORMAL PROGRAMS FOR ENHANCING 
SOFTWARE RELIABILITY. 

Among the potential impacts of these recom
mendations for achieving greater field reliability 
in the operational electronics inventory are the 
following: 

• Improvement in the present levels of 
reliability and mission availability of military 
electronics in the current inventory, which is 
believed to possess a significant potential tor 
near-term cost savings and increased 
operational effectiveness. 

• Increasing the reliability of electronics in the 
current inventory attacks the cost problem on 
all three fronts: cost consciousness, cost 
avoidance, and cost reduction. It will also 
provide immediate improvement in oper
ational readiness and mission perfor
mance capability. 

• Achievement of the flexibility needed for the 
interchange of development, procurement, 
and logistics funding is recognized to be a 
very difficult task, which may be dependent 
on management and budget structure 
realignment. 

- --- - ----------'-



VII. STANDARDIZATION 

, FINDING: SIGNIFICANT COST SAVINGS AND 
RELIABILITY IMPROVEMENTS IN 
MILITARY ELECTRONICS SHOULD BE 
POSSIBLE THROUGH THE INSTI
TUTION OF PROPERLY DEFINED AND 
STRUCTURED PROGRAMS OF ELEC
TRONICS STANDARDIZATION. 

Electronics standardization poses a dilemma for 
the Department of Defense: how to realize the 
advantages of volume buys, less development 
effort, proven equipment and parts, and reduced 
maintenance and support costs - while at the 
same time not raising costs, eliminating 
competition, stifli ng technological innovation and 
evolution, or conflicting with optimum systems 
engineering. 

It must be recognized that there are major 
differences in the standardization approach which 
may be applicable to spacecraft electronics, mis
sile electronics, avionics, shipboard and submarine 
electronics, Army fie ld equipment, and air
conditioned rack electronics to name a few. Each 
type of electronics has its own particular design 
requirements and the type of s tandardization 
which may be suitable for one type may be wholly 
inappropriate for others. 

Electronic standardization can be applied at any 
of a number of d ifferent levels: subsystems, 
equipments, modules, boards, parts, LSI standard 
cells, and semiconductor cells for example. An 
overall philosophy of electronics standardization 
does not currently exist within the DOD, but such a 
philosophy can and should be developed. The 
specific application of any type or level of 
standardization to military electronics, however, 
must always be carefully se lected to fit the 
particular needs of the individual situation. 

"Across the board" standardization of military 
electronics would be in conflict with the DOD 
philosophy of delegated program management 
within each of the service departments, and on any 
given program. The net effect of selective 
standardization, even if applied with the greatest of 
care, can be positive only if the overall situation is 
viewed as a management matrix in which such 
factors as military need. quantity. performance, 
reliability, cost. schedule, maintainability, mission 
availability, state of the art, producibility, and similar 
considerations are taken into account. 

Standardization of electronic parts and com
ponents has been applied to military elec-

•• 

Ironies with significant and measurable benefits for 
many years. With the rapid advent of new 
technology, standard parts will be at least partially 
supplanted by such new forms of electronic 
standardization as standard LSI cells and standard 
semiconductor processes. The influence of such 
technological advancements must be carefully 
considered in the establishment of DOD policy and 
guidelines for electronics standardization. 

Increased emphasis appears to be desirable on 
tri-service standardization of subsystems and 
equipments such as aircraft radios, TACANS, and 
similar types of electronics commonly used by more 
than one service. This should include increased 
application of standard ized interface / inter
connection specifications with form-fit-function 
specifications (including computer language) of 
" b lack boxes" which can be interchangeably 
employed in various installations. 

There are many activities relating to electronics 
standardization currently underway within various 
government organizations and agencies, such as 
the SAMSO and AEC programs for production of 
c ritical high-reliability parts and components on 
captive or controlled production lines in selected 
industrial contractors' plants, the Navy Standard 
Hardware Program, and the Defense Materiel 
Specifications and Standards Board, to name a few. 

RECOMMENDATIONS: 

1. DOD SHOULD CONDUCT A COM
PREHENSIVE ELECTRONICS STAN
DARDIZATION STUDY - INCLUDING 
LEVELS, TYPES, TECHNOLOGIES, 
SPECS, AND IMPLEMENTING DOCU
MENTATION - BEFORE ESTABLISHING 
POLICIES OR FORMAL PROGRAMS. 

2. ELECTRONICS STANDARDIZATION 
SHOULD BE APPLIED ONLY ON A CARE
FULLY SELECTIVE BASIS WITH DUE 
CONSIDERATION OF THE PARTICULAR 
CIRCUMSTANCES. 

3. THE BEST AREA FOR INITIAL ST AN
DAR DIZA TION EFFORTS MAY BE IN 
TRI-SERVICE APPLICATIONS OF STAN
DARD BLACK BOX INTERFACES. 

If properly formulated and carefully applied, a 
well-conceived program of military electronics 
standardization can have a substantial positive 
impact on acquisition and life cycle costs as well as 
on the field reliability and mission availability of 
military electronic equipment and systems. 
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THE DEPUTY SECRETARY OF DEFENSE 
WASHINGTON, 0. C. 20301 

MEMORANDUM FOR THE CHAIRMAN, DEFENSE SCIENCE BOARD 

THROUGH: 

SUBJECT: 

DIRECTOR OF DEFENSE RESEARCH AND ENGINEERING 

Report of the Defense Science Board Task Force on 
Test and Evaluation 

I have reviewed the subject report and consider it to be a very 
worthwhile effort. Implementaticn of its reconnnendations con
cerning (1) reliability planning and testing, (2) orderly and 
systematic software development and testing, (3) the use of func
tional specifications wherever possible, and (4) early limited 
production for operational test and evaluation should produce 
important benefits in our current efforts to reduce both acquisi
tion and total life cycle costs of DoD systems. 

The report will receive widespread distribution in the Department 
of Defense. 

I would like you to express my appreciation to the Chairman and to 
all of the members of the Task Force for their participation in 
the preparation of this report, which I know required the contri
bution of large amounts of their time and capabilities. Their 
willingness to put their talents at the service of the Government 
to develop their recommendations to improve the system acquisition 
process is greatly appreciated. 

' 



OFFICE Of THE DIRECTOR OF DEFENSE RESEARCH AND ENGINEERING 

w ... SHINGTON, D. C. 20301 

18 March 1974 

MEMORANDUM FOR SECRETARY OF DEFENSE 

THROUGH: DIRECTOR OF DEFENSE RESEARCH AND ENGINEERING 

The attached report of the Defense Science Board Task 
Force on T~st and Evaluation was prepared at the request 
of the Director of Defense Research and Engineering. 
The Task Force was chaired by Dr. Eugene G. Fubini and 
included members of industry, the Services, and the 
Office of the Deputy Director (Test and Evaluation), 
ODDR&E. 

The Task Force has summarized and delineated procedures 
to be observed and general guidelines to be followed 
for the use of members of the Department of Defense and 
the developers of weapons systems in preparing, reviewing 
and monitoring the test and evaluation aspects of 
development programs. A check list of items that must 
be covered has been prepared as an additional aid. 

The Task Force has endorsed the policies of Department 
of Defense Directive 5000.3, and developed guidelines 
to be used in conjunction with these policies. The 
Task Force noted, for example, that programs which 
preceded publication of DOD Directive 5000.3 sometimes 
suffered from organizational breaks with the result 
that information developed in testing did not reach 
senior Service management levels early enough to head 
off significant delays and increased costs. The pro
visions of DOD Directive 5000.3 regarding test report
ing procedures, supported by the Task Force guidelines 
on this subject, should sharply reduce or eliminate 
this cause of difficulty. 

I wish to call your attention to the recommendations 
concerning a few broad issues that are of particular 
significance, because they suggest that changes in our 
present practices are desirable. The issues and recom
mendations dealing with them are: 
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(1) Testing the reliability of systems; the Task 
Force recommends the development of a relia
bility growth plan as part of system planning. 
The plan would include the demonstration ·of 
achievement of interim reliability goals, 
(set at a level lower than the ultimate) prior 
to commencement of limited production; and a 
subsequent demonstration of achievement of 
ultimate reliability goals prior to commence
ment of full production. 

(2) Software development and testing; the Task 
Force recommends that software, like ha.rdware, 
be developed under an orderly program plan 
with monitoring by scheduled milestones. 

(3) Early limited production; the Task Force 
recommends early limited production for 
operational test and evaluation in the 
many cases where this is possible without 
very large early commitment of funds. 

(4) Writing of specifications; the Task Force 
recommends that functional specifications be 
used in place of design specifications when
ever that can be done. 

If the recommendations of the Task Force on these four 
issues are followed, important consequences in the budget
ing and scheduling of programs will result. 

The report has been approved by the Defense Science Board 
and I recommend it for your consideration. 

:?f;J.~~ 
Solomon J. Buchsbau 
Chairman, Defense Science Board 
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OFFICE Of THE DIRECTOR OF ~FENSE RESEARCH AND ENGINEERING 

WASHINGTON, D C. 20301 

13 February 1974 

MEMORANDUM FOR THE CHAIRMAN, DEFENSE SCIENCE BOARD 

SUBJECT: Final Report of the Task Force on Test and Evaluation 

On November 14, 1972, Dr. Foster asked me to undertake the responsi
bility of chairing a DSB Task Force aimed at setting some general 
rules for T&E activity in DoD. Since that time, the Task Force has 
been organized and 18 weapon systems examined from the point of view 
of their T&E activities and their effect on the success of the project 
itself. 

Partially from the examination of these projects, but more especially 
from the experience of its members, the Task Force drew a number of 
conclusions and guidelines designed for members of T&E organizations 
who in the future will be charged with the responsibility of formulat
ing, approving and monitoring T&E programs. The Task Force endorses the 
policies set forth in DoD Directive 5000.3; most of its efforts were 
devoted to developing guidelines to be used in conjunction with these 
policies. These guidelines represent a general consensus of the Task 
Force members but not every member will agree specifically with every 
item. 

The Task Force found it useful to divide the final report into parts: 
First, a general section that includes nine short sections written 
in a form of essays and two appendices - also written in the same form. 
Second, a list of rules which are applicable to most or all weapon 
systems. This second part is written in the form of a check list 
where rules are first given and then followed by examples of applica
tions. The Task Force believes that this report will set useful guide
lines to insure that T&E programs are properly prepared and avoid 
many of the errors made in the past. 

In addition to this report, nine ~dditional volumes have been prepared 
by the Task Force not to be used ~s a DSB report but to be issued 
by the T&E organization of OSD. These nine volumes deal with specific 
categories of weapon systems; they are also prepared in check list form 
with general rules followed by examples. 
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Since this is the first report of this kind, it is not complete. I 
would urge that the DDR&E and Service staffs be invited to collect 
rules similar to those written in this report so that a second edition 
of these check lists and essays can be prepared in two years. If this 
procedure is followed, the quality of the report and its supplements 
will automatically increase. We hope that this first version forms 
a useful base on which to build future work. 

We enjoyed working with General Starbird and his staff and look forward 
to receiving comments both from the Board and Members of' DDR&E who will 
review it. 

Eugene 
Chairm n, Task Force on 

Test and Evaluation 
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I. EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 

The Defense Science Board Task Force on Test and Evaluation was estab

lished at the request of Dr. Foster, Director of Defense Research and 

Engineering, on behalf of Lieutenant General Alfred D. Starbird (Ret.), 

Deputy Director (Test and Evaluation) to develop guidance on test and 

evaluation through examination of a group of representative weapon systems 

acquisition programs. 

The report assumes a significant amount of knowledge on the part of 

the reader about existing directives and T&E procedures. The emphasis is 

on listing those T&E items that past experience has indicated had a pro

found effect on the success of a program. 

This report presents guidance on T&E at two distinct levels. At the 

most general level, this report (Chapter III) discusses a number of issues 

which are appropriate for all weapon systems acquisition programs, and are 

generally matters of basic policy. These issues are: 

A. Reliability 

B. Computer software 

C. Human factors 

D. The "T&E Gap" 

E. Functional specifications versus design specifications 

F. Offense/defense testing 

G. Portable instrumentation 

H. Ship testing 

I. Test Planning 

Next, a general checklist of items is presented (Chapter IV) which is 

organized for a rapid overall review of T&E aspects, generally applicable 

to all systems development and deployment. The T&E expert in reading this 

chapter will find many precepts which will strike him as being too obvious 

to be included in checklists of this type. These items are included be

cause many examples were found where even the obvious has been neglected, 

not because of incompetence or lack of personal dedication by the people 

in charge of the program, but because of financial and temporal pressures 

which forced competent managers to compromise on their principles. 
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A. SYSTEM RELIABILITY 

One of the major factors contributing to degraded weapon systems per

formance is the lack of system reliability, maintainability, and service

ability, three of the major components of availability. The lack of 

sufficient reliability has been observed in many of the systems studied by 

the Task Force. 

It should be emphasized that the lack of reliability is not measured 

only by random failures of components but also by the failures induced by 

poor hardware design, poor software design, operator errors, wear out, and 

failure to appreciate the severity of environmental conditions. The above 

failure modes proved difficult and expensive to overcome when they were 

allowed to persist into the production article. 

Ordinarily, reliability specifications are included in the development 

contract. For some systems, these requirements tend to be far in excess of 

what is truly needed or achievable in the program. As a result, reliability 

specifications set by the developing agency were not met, were progressively 

relaxed, and, in some instances, were never met. As a consequence, realistic 

reliability goals were not set, and the program lacked a basis for achieve

ment of realistic goals. 

The Task Force therefore concludes that the test and evaluation moni

tors must require that functional (as contrasted w~th design) reliability 

goals be defined, in terms of such operational measures as the probability 

of completing a mission of specified duration, and that testing adequate to 

demonstrate achievement of these goals be accomplished successfully. 

It is not expected that final operational goals will be achieved during 

the early stages of the R&D program, but it is necessary that the improve

ment of reliability be planned during the development and engineering phases, 

be monitored during these phases, and its achievement proven by testing prior 

to the major production decision. 

Reliability is not a uniquely fixed property of a system, but is 

achieved progressively in the development of a complex system. Consequently, 

interim goals, and tests based on these interim goals, must be devised to 

allow tracking of reliability growth through the program. The alternative 
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of having only a final goal, which is not demonstrable at early stages of 

the program, allows (if not encourages) contractor and developer alike to 

overlook the steps necessary before the production decision to achieve the 

final goal. 

Therefore, the progressive attainment of reliability goals must be 

reviewed at critical points or milestones of the program. 

This proposal would, it may be noted, permit the Services to obtain 

full production approval even prior to the end of the development program, 

provided reliability growth was tracking well, and thereby reduce the time 

to operational capability that would have been required if one had to strive 

for the last most difficult reliability growth. 

B. COMPUTER SOFTWARE 

Whereas the hardware development was for the most part scheduled, 

monitored, tested and regularly evaluated, the software development was 

not. 

The Task Force has outlined a software development procedure which 

should provide for orderly concept program definition, and for continuous 

testing and monitoring of the software program development, to provide 

assurance that adequate, efficient, reliable operation will be possible. 

The increased percentage of development cost introduced by software makes 

establishment of a suitable procedure a matter of utmost importance. 

C. HID1AN FACTORS 

User interaction through active participation in the design and 

execution of test programs is important in all weapon system dev8lopments. 

In systems with a high degree of human interaction--such as Command and 

Control systems--it is vital that it start with the system design. 

D. THE TEST AND EVALUATION GAP 

A test and evaluation gap may develop in acquisition programs for 

expendable equipment between the end of the basic R&D/IOT&E phase and the 

beginning of the follow-on OT&E, if IOT&E is conducted with R&D prototypes 
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and no provision is made to obtain production articles until after success

ful IOT&E is complete. This gap, during which no testing occurs, lasted 

about 2 years on one recent program. The time lost in maturing the produc

tion system and the costs to the contractor and the government from the 

stopping and starting of hardware construction activities as the program 

moves from R&D to production are highly undesirable. 

E. FUNCTIONAL SPECIFICATIONS VERSUS DESIGN SPECIFICATIONS 

Typically, the contractor who is to propuce a new system has been 

given a set of design specifications which the hardware must meet. The 

contracting service believes that if these design specifications are met, 

the resulting functional capabilities of the hardware will meet the service 

needs. Unless the contractor and the government specifically agree other

wise, the government assumes the responsibility of proving that the design 

specified will perform according to a set of functional specifications 

(the latter not being binding to the producer). 

If the system does not meet functional specifications, the resulting 

problem can be so serious that one should conclude that the government 

should never take the responsibility for the assertion that a specific 

design meets a specific performance. 

F. OFFENSE/DEFENSE TESTING 

To comply most fully with the spirit of the DoD policy, it would be 

ideal to have test ranges established with the purpose of maintaining in 

the field and continuously updating systems based on the most modern 

technology both for defense and offense. For example, it would be neces

sary to provide inter-netted defense complexes to test a wide variety of 

offensive weapons. We would require the test ranges to be capable of 

testing new defense systems against a similar large variety of offensive 

devices. The costs of these facilities could be overwhelming and may well 

be not justifiable in some cases. 
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G. PORTABLE INSTRUMENTATION 

In some cases, in order to have a realistic environment, possibly in 

simulating a NATO area battle scenario or an amphibious landing, it is 

necessary to have a portable range instrumentation system available so 

that the tests can be conducted on and over terrain that provides a real

istic operational environment. 

H. SHIP TESTING 

DoD Directive 5000.3 states that "to the degree practicable first 

generation subsystems will have been approved for service use prior to the 

initiation of integrated operational testing." Subsystem approval for 

service use, by application of other provisions of the Directive, should 

be preceded by extensive development and operational test and evaluation. 

The Task Force urges that "first generation" should be liberally inter

preted to include subsystems previously approved for service use but 

which have been "improved" or modified for the new application. 

"When combat system complexity warrants, there is to be constructed a 

combat system test installation wherein the weapon, sensor, and information 

processing subsystems are integrated through their interfaces in the manner 

expected in the ship class." The Task Force believes that all combatant 

classes and most auxiliary classes of ships equipped for ocean use would 

be of sufficient complexity to warrant such test installation. 

The Task Force would add that where possible, in the case of a large 

number of ships in a class, no more follow-on ships than necessary for 

economy and early deployment be contracted before completion of this phase 

of testing. 

I. TEST PLANNING AND SCHEDULING 

The review of past programs indicated widespread inadequate early plan

ning for test and evaluation. 
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There are a number of actions that should be taken to improve early 

planning and test conduct. DoD Directive 5000.3 requires that the DCP 

prepared at the time of the program initiation" ••. will also provide 

a summary statement of test objectives, schedules, and milestones." 

For this summary to be most meaningful, it is necessary that all 

agencies who will be involved in the tests be consulted to identify testing 

time, funds, and resources required for the program. 

Many checklist items are contained in this report as reminders of 

those elements that should be considered in developing this overall 

plan upon which the program is scheduled and costed. Some of these items 

cover such things as: 

• Ensure that the whole system, including the user people, is 
tested. Realistically test the complete system, including 
hardware, software, people and all interfaces. Get user 
involvement from the start and understand user limitations. 

• Ascertain that sufficient time and test articles are planned. 
When the technology is stressed, the higher risks require 
more test articles and time. 

• In general, parts, subsystems and systems should be proven 
in that order before incorporating them into the next higher 
assembly for more complete tests. The instrumentation should 
be planned to permit diagnosis of troubles. 

• Major tests should never be repeated without an analysis of 
failures and corrective action. Allow for delays of this 
nature. 

It is essential that DSARC actions protect the time and the funds 

provided for T&E from encroachment due to overruns of time and money in 

other phases of the program. 
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II. INTRODUCTION 

The Defense Science Board Task Force on Test and Evaluation was estab

lished at the request of Dr. Foster, Director of Defense Research and 

Engineering, on behalf of Lieutenant General Alfred D. Starbird (Ret,), 

Deputy Director (Test and Evaluation) to develop guidance on test and eval

uation through examination of a group of representative weapon systems 

acquisition programs. (See Appendix A for Terms of Reference.) This report 

presents the findings of the Task Force through its efforts over a period 

since 18 December 1972. 

The purpose of the report is to offer some guidance to all elements of 

the Defense Department whose task is to prepare, monitor and execute T&E 

plans for service use and for presentation to the DSARC. 

The report assumes a significant amount of knowledge on the part of 

the reader about existing directives and T&E procedures. The emphasis is 

on listing those T&E items that past experience has indicated had a pro

found effect on the success of a program. Accordingly, it is hoped that 

these guidelines will be used by the Office of the Secretary of Defense, 

and the Services, and thus eventually will improve the quality of T&E plans, 

speed up the approval process of programs and reduce the chances that major 

difficulties will arise during development programs. 

The Task Force found that there was a need for checklists which could 

be used to assist in the monitoring of the T&E portion of the acquisition 

program. The guidelines and checklists presented here are the results of 

lessons hard learned, from examination of weapon systems programs which 

reflected cost and schedule overruns, inadequate reliability and other de

fects, as well as those whose histories give examples of methods and 

procedures for overcoming these problems. 

This report presents guidance on T&E at two distinct levels. At the 

most general level, this report (Chapter II) discusses a number of issues 

which are appropriate for all weapon systems acquisition programs, and are 

generally matters of basic policy. The DSB Task Force preferred to present 
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its content in the form of discussions rather than as a set of checklist 

items. These issues are: 

A. Reliability 

B. Computer software 

C. Human factors 

D. The "T&E Gap" 

E. Functional sp~cifications versus design specifications 

F. Offense/defense testing 

G. Portable instrumentation 

H. Ship testing 

I. Test planning and scheduling 

Next, a general checklist of items i~ presented (Chapter IV) which is 

organized for a rapid overall review of T&E aspects, generally applicable 

to all systems development and deployment. The subjects cover the following 

areas: 

A. General planning 

B. Scheduling 

C. Criteria 

D. Resources 

E. Costs 

F. Issues 

• Performance 

• Operational Realism 

General 

Personnel 

Threat and environment 

G. Reporting 

The following brief discussion may help clarify the different emphasis 

of testing on items as the program develops. 

Conceptual Phase Before DSARC I 

Tests and plans as the service may feel are necessary to support the 

DCP, or equivalent documentation, related to the concept definition includ

ing both operational and technical aspects and their mutual interaction. 
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Validation Phase Between DSARC I and DSARC Approval for Full-Scale 
Engineering Development 

Tests and plans related to the validation of the concept. Tests must 

confirm that the operational concept is sound, that all basic technologies 

have been validated and that materials, components and subassemblies have 

been tested to such an extent that the related technical risks are mini

mized. Plans for tests during the full-scale development should be prepared 

during this phase. 

Between DSARC Approval of Full-Scale Engineering Development and 
DSARC Approval of Substantial Production/Deployment 

Testing of materials, components and subassemblies made on items which 

are in early production engineering stage or ready for it. In addition, 

tests must identify engineering problems which appear only when the system 

is "all up" and investigate the character of these problems; the tests will 

be followed by demonstrations to confirm the readiness of the items for 

production. In this phase, the operational character of the tests is 

paramount and an attempt must be made to identify and investigate the 

operational problems and to assess the eventual operational suitability 

and effectiveness of the final product. 

Production/Deployment Phase After DSARC Approval of Substantial 
Production/Deployment 

Tests with the same purpose as those of the preceding phase but in 

this case the articles being tested are the final version of production 

engineering and demonstration tests of operational capability plan an even 

more important part. Problems of maintenance, reliability and support will 

be extremely important as are those associated with organizational and 

employment concepts. 

Not all of the systems rigorously follow the above DSARC cycle. One 

such example is Command and Control systems. To the extent that this type 

of system goes through the DSARC procedure it is important to remember that 

the system has to be evolutionary in nature and flexible to accommodate a 

wide range of users, and because of this, systems (such as C&C) cannot be 

tested as a typical weapons system; however, it must always be considered 

and tested as a total system. 
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In conclusion, the checklists contained in this report should remind 

the elements of the Defense Department who prepare and execute the plans 

or who monitor them of a variety of problems which may appear and call 

their attention to those problems which have been neglected in the past. 

NO ATTEMPT IS MADE TO INCLUDE ALL POSSIBLE PROBLEMS; THE GUIDELINES 

AND CHECKLISTS ARE BASED ON LESSONS LEARNED FROM PAST EXPERIENCES AND 

PROBLEMS. THEREFORE, IT IS EXPECTED THAT NEW PROBLEMS WILL APPEAR. How

ever, it is hoped that this report will be a useful tool to focus the 

attention of the reader not only on old problems but also on the new ones. 
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III. GENERAL ISSUES 

A. SYSTEM RELIABILITY 

One of the major factors contributing to degraded weapon systems per

formance is the lack of system reliability, maintainability, and service

ability, three of the major components of availability. The lack of 

sufficient reliability has been observed in many of the systems studied by 

the Task Force. 

It should be emphasized that the lack of reliability is not measured 

only by random failures of components but also by the failures induced by 

poor hardware design, poor software design, operator errors, wear out, and 

failure to appreciate the severity of environmental conditions. The above 

failure modes proved difficult and expensive to overcome when they were 

allowed to persist into the production article. 

Ordinarily, reliability specifications are included in the development 

contract. For some systems, these requirements tend to be far in excess of 

what is truly needed or achievable in the program. As a result, reliability 

specifications set by the developing agency were not met, were progressively 

relaxed, and, in some instances, were never met. As a consequence, real

istic reliability goals were not set, and the program lacked a basis for 

achievement of realistic goals. 

The Task Force therefore concludes that the test and evaluation moni

tors must require that functional (as contrasted with design) reliability 

goals be defined, in terms of such operational measures as the probability 

.of completing a mission of specified duration, and that testing adequate to 

demonstrate achievement of these goals be accomplished successfully. 

It is not expected that final operational goals will be achieved 

during the early stages of the R&D program, but it is necessary that the 

improvement of reliability be planned during the development and engineer

ing phases, be monitored during these phases, and its achievement proven 

by testing prior to the major production decision. 
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Reliability is not a uniquely fixed property of a system, but is 

achieved progressively in the development of a complex system. Conse

quently, interim goals, and tests based on these interim goals, must be 

devised to allow tracking of reliability growth through the program. The 

alternative of having only a final goal, which is not demonstrable at early 

stages of the program, allows (if not encourages) contractor and developer 

alike to overlook the steps necessary before the production decision to 

achieve the final goal. 

Therefore, the progressive attainment of reliability goals must be 

reviewed at critical points or milestones of the program. Specifically, 

these are: 

1. At the time the service requests initiation of engineering 
development, it should be prepared to show a reliability 
growth plan with sufficient test time and funds to achieve 
the program goal for reliability achievements. 

2. At the time the service requests initiation of limited production, 
it should be prepared to show: 

(a) By demonstration test results, the system has achieved, at 
a reasonable confidence level, some percent of the relia
bility goals for the program, where both confiden~e level 
and percent achievement are appropriate to the program. 

(b) There still remains between this time and the end of the 
development program, sufficient system testing to 'carry 
on reliability growth from the point achieved to the 
program goal for reliability achievement. 

3. At the time that the service requests authorization for full
scale production, it should be prepared to show: 

(a) By demonstration test results, the system has achieved, 
at a reasonable confidence level, nearly all the program 
reliability goals, if not the final value. 

(b) There still remains between this time and the end of 
the development program, sufficient system testing 
to carry on reliability growth from the point achieved, 
to the program goal for reliability attainment. 

(c) A management plan, test plan and funds to utilize the 
remaining test time for a vigorous program of relia
bility growth. 

This proposal would, it may be noted, permit the Services to obtain 

full production approval even prior to the end of the development program. 

provided reliability growth was tracking well, and thereby reduce the time 
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to operational capability that would have been required if one had to 

strive for the last most difficult reliability growth. 

If the above reconnnendations are followed, the percentage of R&D funds 

required will be higher; however, the total program costs should be lower 

because of the resulting improved reliability and the associated decreased 

potential for cost overruns. 

B. COMPUTER SOFTWARE 

Although most of the programs examined by the Task Force did not use 

large computer programs, those that did displayed a serious difference in 

attitude between the development of the computer software and the develop

ment of the hardware. Whereas the hardware development was for the most 

part scheduled, monitored, tested and regularly evaluated, the software 

development was not. One should not assume that software testing plans 

are right. 

It is more difficult to determine the status of completion of various 

phases of the software program (as compared to hardware programs), so it 

is important to explore how the software program is developed and managed 

as well as how it is being tested. No standard procedure seems to be 

available within OSD for orderly testing of software items; the Task Force 

considers this situation unacceptable. Accordingly, the Task Force there

fore has outlined a software development procedure which should provide 

for orderly concept program definition, and for continuous testing and 

monitoring of the software program development, to provide assurance that 

adequate, efficient, reliable operation will be possible. 

The increased percentage of development cost introduced by software 

makes the establishment of a suitable procedure a matter of utmost impor

tance. For this reason the procedure suggested is given in this report 

in some detail, in Annex A. The reader is urged by the Task Force not 

to assume that the editorial decision of including the procedure in an 

annex rather than in the text, indicates a low priority for this 

recommendation. 
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C. HUMAN FACTORS 

The Task Force turned up a surprisingly large number of instances in 

which designs lacked adequate human factor considerations, and, notable 

from a T&E point of view, many in which development engineering testing 

did not lead to early awareness of the problem. The problems were varied: 

excessive sound levels, insufficient space, or inconvenient access, even 

poor placement of controls and readouts sufficient to double the manpower 

requirements for operation of a system. 

The solution is obvious: first, more attention should be given to 

human factors in the initial design, during modifications and updating of 

e~uipment; and second, T&E should be planned and conducted so as to ensure 

that human factor requirements have been adequately considered during 

design, demonstrated at the first mockup of the system, and monitored 

throughout subsequent testing. 

User interaction through active participation in the design and 

execution of test programs is important in all weapon system developments. 

In systems with a high degree of human interaction--such as Command and 

Control systems--it is vital that it start with the system design. 

D. THE TEST AND EVALUATION GAP 

A test and evaluation gap may develop in acquisition programs for 

expendable equipment between the end of the basic R&D/IOT&E phase and the 

beginning of the follow-on OT&E, if IOT&E is conducted with R&D prototypes 

and no provision is made to obtain production articles until after success

ful IOT&E is complete. This gap, during which no testing occurs, lasted 

about 2 years on one recent program. The time lost in maturing the pro

duction system and the costs to the contractor and the government from 

the stopping and starting of hardware construction activities as the pro

gram moves from R&D to production are highly undesirable. 

There are three basic alternatives for addressing the acquisition of 

expendable equipment for the later OT&E phases: 

1. Plan at the start of engineering development for additional 
R&D hardware, to be R&D funded and built for IOT&E and for 
an additional phase of testing to cover the T&E gap. 
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2. 

3. 

Paragraph 5 of DoD Directive 5000.3 recognizes that 
additional phases of OT&E may be needed prior to the 
availability of production hardware. In this case, 
every effort would be made to production tool each 
subsystem as soon as it could be qualified. In this 
way, the R&D would gradually evolve into the pro
duction configuration. 

Plan the development and OT&E phases so that DT&E and 
IOT&E hardware is funded with R&D. Early in the DT&E 
effort, defend long lead time production funding and 
seek production funds for low rate pilot production. 
Again, emphasize early conversion to production con
figuration so that the evolving production configuration 
hardware will be available to continue the OT&E immediately 
after the IOT&E. The testing would be continuous and at a 
point where all the qualified subsystems were in production, 
the follow-on OT&E would be initiated. 

Simply allow the gap to exist, which may be preferred when 
the effort to reduce the gap would require the commitment 
to a very large percentage (or amount) of the expected 
program cost before T&E assurance of a successful product 
could be obtained. 

For further discussion on the T&E gap solutions, the reader is referred 

to Annex B. 

E, FUNCTIONAL SPECIFICATIONS VERSUS DESIGN SPECIFICATIONS 

Typically, the contractor who is to produce a new system has been 

given a set of design specifications which the hardware must meet. The 

contracting service believes that if these design specifications are met, 

the resulting functional capabilities of the hardware will meet the 

service needs. Unless the contractor and the government specifically 

agree otherwise, the government assumes the responsibility of proving 

that the design specified will perform according to a set of functional 

specifications (the latter not being binding to the producer). 

If the system does not meet functional specifications, the resulting 

problem can be so serious that one should conclude that the government should 

never take the responsibility to tie a design to a performance. An alterna

tive solution is to assign contracts of a system or device on the basis of 

"form, fit, function and interfaces." Then the interchangeability and per

formance are clearly the responsibility of the producer. This leads to the 

following: 
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number of national test ranges available, it is not clear that they could 

adequately accommodate all new system OT&E programs. In some cases, in 

order to have a realistic environment, possibly in simulating a NATO area 

battle scenario or an amphibious landing, it is necessary to have a portable 

range instrumentation system available so that the tests can be conducted on 

and over terrain that provides a realistic operational environment. 

For these reasons the DSB Task Force recommends serious consideration 

of such instrumentation. Further, because of the "free play" type testing 

usually conducted during OT&E, the portable instrumentation must be capable 

of covering large areas and providing data on player location and events. 

Such portable instrumentation is especially pertinent to missile and air

craft testing. 

H. SHIP TESTING 

The testing of ships considered as a system rather than an aggregate 

of items is a new concept. There could be a tendency not to give ser-ious 

consideration to Directive 5000.3 because of the many loopholes left in 

the directive. The Task Force believes that it must restate, at greater 

length, the procedures given in Directive 5000.3 for testing ships, and 

emphasize the importance of not bypassing any of the steps. 

DoD Directive 5000.3 states that "to the degree practicable first 

generation subsystems will have been approved for service use prior to the 

initiation of integrated operational testing." Subsystem approval for 

service use, by application of other provisions of the Directive, should 

be preceded by extensive development and operational test and evaluation. 

The Task Force urges that "first generation" should be liberally interpreted 

to include subsystems previously approved for service use but which have 

been "improved" or modified for the new application. It is essential that 

the DCP for the ship program identify, and make provision for resolution 

of any remaining uncertainties about the qualification of critical subsystems 

for inclusion in the ship. Note that the provision of the Directive relates 

to initiation of integrated testing, rather than to initiation of construc

tion of the lead ship. It is assumed that the lead ship could be well into 

construction before all equipments were service approved. 
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GUIDELINE: 

When the designer and producer are different, tests should be conducted 

to ensure that the producer meets the design specifications. The test plan 

should make provisions for the case when the design specifications are met 

but the performance is below requirements. In this case it may be necessary 

to do additional R&D work. Normally, the producer will be assigned this 

task. 

F. OFFENSE/DEFENSE TESTING 

The Department of Defense Directive 5000.3 states, "OT&E is that test 

and evaluation conducted to estimate the prospective system's military 

utility, operational effectiveness, and operational suitability ••.• OT&E 

will be continued as necessary during and after the production period to 

refine these estimates, to evaluate changes, and to reevaluate the system 

to ensure that it continues to meet operational needs and retains its 

effectiveness in a new environment or against a new threat." 

Some new systems go through the OT&E without being exposed to any 

offense/defense environment. 

To comply most fully with the spirit of the DoD policy, it would be 

ideal to have test ranges established with the purpose of maintaiµing in 

the field and continuously updating systems based on the most modern tech

nology both for defense and offense. For example, it would be necessary 

to provide inter-netted defense complexes to test a wide variety of offen

sive weapons. We would require the test ranges to be capable of testing 

new defensive systems against a similar large variety of offensive devices. 

The costs of these facilities could be overwhelming and may well be 

not justifiable in some cases. Criterion C-5 in our general checklist 

refers to this issue and gives the basis for analyses of this tradeoff. 

An example where this type of activity was in fact conducted and the cost 

justified was in the test range designed to validate our ABM concepts. 

G. PORTABLE INSTRUMENTATION 

DoD Directives 5000.1 and 5000.3 stress that OT&E will be conducted in 

as realistic an operational environment as possible. Although there are a 
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"When combat system complexity warrants, there is to be constructed a 

combat system test installation wherein the weapon, sensor, and information 

processing subsystems are integrated through their interfaces in the manner 

expected in the ship class." The ?ask Force believes that all combatant 

classes and most auxiliary classes of ships equipped for ocean use would 

be of sufficient complexity to warrant such test installation. 

The foregoing words allow either a land-based or at-sea installation, 

and, possibly, a good deal of latitude about the detail to be incorporated 

in the installation. It is recommended that the installation, at a minimum, 

include accurate, geometrically identical spacing and placement of all 

critical equipments, at least mockups of other installed equipment in 

spaces, cable and utility conduits and piping identical to that to be 

installed in the production ship, antennas, lighting and ventilation as in 

the production ships (even if augmented for non-test repair and modifica

tion), and provision for feeding the test system either real or simulated 

input as it would occur in operational situations. Real inputs should be 

used if at all possible and simulated inputs permitted only in cases such 

as sonar on a land-based test installation. 

If the new class of ships incorporates advancements in propulsion tech

nology, there should be a propulsion test site. The Task Force feels that 

its interpretation of the policy of 5000.3 as it applies to a combat systems 

test site is equally applicable to a propulsion test site if one is required. 

The Directive also states, "for all new ship classes continuing phases 

of OT&E on the lead ship will be conducted at sea as early in the acquisi

tion process as possible for specified systems or equipments and, if 

required, full ship operational evaluation to the degree feasible." The 

Task Force would add that where possible, in the case of a large number of 

ships in a class, no more follow ships than necessary for economy and early 

deployment be contracted before completion of this phase of testing. The 

Task Force also urges that contract methods be devised to minimize the 

cost impact of changes found necessary in such operational testing. 

The Task Force concurs that there should be prototyping of the entire 

ship and combat system if the new ship's hull design will contain 
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technological advancements and/or significant scale-ups of previously 

proven technologies, with operational tests at sea prior to production com

mitments to follow ships. 

I. TEST PLANNING AND SCHEDULING 

The review of past programs indicated widespread inadequate early plan

ning for test and evaluation. 

The original program estimates were based on incomplete considerations 

of time and cost implications of the test program. Once the test program 

requirements were established, there was a great reluctance to modify the 

schedule or cost estimates. In most cases, the result was inefficient 

testing and evaluation and cost and schedule overruns. 

There are a number of actions that should be taken to improve early 

planning and test conduct. DoD Directive 5000.3 requires that the DCP pre

pared at the time of the program initiation" .•• will also provide a 

summary statement of test objectives, schedules, and milestones." 

For this summary to be most meaningful, it is necessary that all agen

cies who will be involved in the tests be consulted to identify testing 

time, funds, and resources required for the program. 

Many checklist items are contained in later chapters of this report 

as reminders of those elements that should be considered in developing this 

overall plan upon which the program is scheduled and costed. Some of these 

items cover such things as: 

• Ensure that the whole system, including the user people, is tested. 
Realistically test the complete system, including hardware, soft
ware, people and all interfaces. Get user involvement from the 
start and understand user limitations. 

• Ascertain that sufficient time and test articles are planned. When 
the technology is stressed, the higher risks require more test 
articles and time. 

• In general, parts, subsystems and systems should be proven in that 
order before incorporating them into the next higher assembly for 
more complete tests. The instrumentation should be planned to 
permit diagnosis of troubles. 

• Major tests should never be repeated without an analysis of failures 
and corrective action. Allow for delays of this nature. 
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It is essential that DSARC actions protect the time and the funds 

provided for T&E from encroachment due to overruns of time and money in 

other phases of the program. 

The DSARC procedures and attitudes can be used in a positive fashion 

to improve the test planning and scheduling performance by being aware of 

the situation as discussed above and mainly by insisting upon adequate con

tingency planning in preparation of the initial DCP, by encouraging thorough 

updating of the test planning in the Validation Phase before the initiation 

of full-scale development, and by carefully avoiding the establishment of 

any deadline or reviews that foster a feeling that testing must be completed 

by a given date. 
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IV. GENERAL CHECKLIST ITEMS 

The set of checklist items presented in this chapter is oriented toward 

good procedures and practices relative to T&E. This checklist contains 

items which for the most part cut broadly across both weapon system types 

and time phasing of testing. It should serve as a basis for a rapid, if 

not exhaustive, overall review of a test plan. The organization has been 

chosen to facilitate just such a quick review, with the expectation that 

this will be followed by a more thorough examination against the specific 

checklists. Several of the items in the General Checklist have applicability 

under several headings (e.g., Scheduling and Resources) and are repeated 

under each, perhaps with different emphasis. The subjects touched on by 

the checklist are: 

A. General Planning 

B. Scheduling 

c. Criteria 

D. Resources 

E. Costs 

F. Issues 

• Performance 

• Operational Realism 

- General 

- Personnel 

- Threat and Environment 

G. Reporting 
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NOTE 

The T&E expert in reading this chapter will find 

many precepts which will strike him as being too obvious 

to be included in checklists of this type. These items 

are included because many examples were found where even the 

obvious has been neglected, not because of incompetence 

or lack of personal dedication by the people in charge 

of the program, but because of financial and temporal 

pressures which forced competent managers to compromise 

on their principles. It is hoped that the inclusion of 

the obvious will prevent repetition of the serious errors 

which have been made in the past when such political, 

economic and temporal pressures have forced project 

managers to depart from the rules of sound engineering 

practices. 

It is the conviction of the Task Force that, in the 

long run, taking short cuts during T&E to save time and 

money will result in significant increases in the over-

all costs of the programs and in the delay of the delivery 

of the corresponding weapon systems to the combatant forces. 
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A. GENERAL PLANNING 

The following are checklist items contained in this 
section: 

1. Effects of Test Requirements on System Acquisition 
Strategy 

2. Test Plan Coverage 

3. Test Requirements and Restrictions 

4. Trouble Indicators 

5. Effect of Incentives on Test and Evaluation 

6. Software Testing 

7. Requirement for Test Rehearsals 
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1. EFFECTS OF TEST REQUIREMENTS ON SYSTEM ACQUISITION STRATEGY 

The acquisition strategy for the system should: 

(a) Allow for a sufficient time between the planned end of 
demonstration testing and major procurement as contracted 
with limited production decisions so that there is a 
flexibility for modification of plans which will be 
required during the test phases of the program; 

(b) Ensure that sufficient dollars are available not only to 
conduct the planned T&E but to allow for the additional 
T&E which is always required due to failures, design 
changes, etc.; 

(c) Be evaluated relative to constraints imposed by: 

• The level of system testing at various stages of 
the RDT&E cycle, 

• The number of test items available and the schedule 
interface with other systems needed in the tests, such 
as aircraft, electronics, etc., 

• Support required to assist in the preparation, conduct 
of the tests, and the analysis of test results; 

(d) Be evaluated to minimize the so-called T&E gap caused by a 
lack of hardware. Specifically, a test gap can result if 
funds are not applied until the results of IOT&E are known 
because of the required lead time for production planning~ 
production facilities, and tool and production hardware. 
(See the T&E gap discussion in Volume 1, Chapter II.) 

2. TEST PLAN COVERAGE 

Every test plan should include clear statements of: 

• The overall purpose of the test 

• Critical issues with respect to operational requirements 

• The major test objectives 

• The schedule of test milestones 

• The major resources required 

- Test environment, facilities, and instrumentation 

- Operational environment 

• The organizations which will conduct the test program 

• The analysis and evaluation approach 
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3. TEST REQUIREMENTS A..'ID RESTRICTIONS 

Tests should: 

• Have specific objectives 

• List in advance actions to be taken as a consequence of the test 
results 

• Be instrumented to permit diagnosis of the causes of lack 
of performance including: 

• 

- "Random" failures 

- Design induced failures 

- Wear out failures 

- Operator error failures 

- And those as a result of accidental environmental conditions. 

Not be repeated if failures occur, without a detailed analysis 
of the failure. Most likely, the failure will not go away. 
Note that this rule, essential as it is, can be violated if the 
failure mode analysis reveals that, even if the same failure 
reoccurs, very useful results can still be obtained about the 
performance of other subsystems or components. 

4. TROUBLE INDICATORS 

Establish an early detection scheme for top government and contractor 
management to determine that a program may be becoming ill. 

At this time there may be a good possibility of recovery. Some of the 

indications of trouble are: 

• A test failure 

• Any repetitive failure 

• A revision of schedule or incremental funding that exceeds 
the original plan. Predicted downstream recovery may not 
have a realistic basis. 

• Any relaxation of basic requirements such as lower performance, 
etc. 

5. EFFECT OF INCENTIVES ON TEST AND EVALUATION 

Improper incentives can warp the proper conduct of the test and 
evaluation. 

In demonstrations, the success criteria should be broader than simply 
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hit or miss in a single given scenario. Otherwise, the entire program may 

be skewed to meet the requirements of the selected scenario to the detriment 

of testing a wider area of the performance envelope. 

6. SOFTWARE TESTING 

Test and evaluation should ensure that software products are 
tested appropriately during each phase. 

Software has often been developed more as an add-on than as an 

integral part of the overall system. Software requirements need the same 

consideration as hardware requirements in the Validation Phase. Usual 

practices often do not sufficiently provide for testing the software sub

system concept. Facilities available to contractors for software develop

ment and verification are becoming increasingly critical to schedule and 

cost. Note that this topic is treated at greater length in Chapter II and 

in Annex A. 

7. REQUIREMENT FOR TEST REHEARSALS 

Test rehearsals should be conducted for each new phase of testing. 

The purpose is to shake down the test plan, the instrumentation con

cept, and the data analysis plan. A secondary, but vital, purpose should 

be to provide training for the test participants. The pilot run should 

be scheduled and conducted in such a way that sufficient time will be avail

able to make the necessary changes to the test as dictated by the results of 

the pilot run. 

In the pilot run, particular attention must be given to the range 

safety aspects so that range safety officials do not destroy a good test 

because of previously undiscovered momentary deficiencies which might occur 

during the surveillance of the test article. 

Simulation and other laboratory or ground testing should be conducted 

to predict specific test outcomes. The test run should of course be run 

to verify the test objectives. Evaluation of the simulation versus the 

actual test results will help to refine the understanding of the system. 
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B. SCHEDULING 

The following are checklist items contained in this 
section: 

1. Building Block Test Scheduling 

2. ,Component and Subsystem Test Plans 

3. Phasing of DT&E and IOT&E 

4. Use of Functional Milestones 

5. Test Schedule Constraints 

6. Requirements for Military Construction Program 
Facilities 

7. Scheduling of Tests Using Government Furnished 
Equipment 

8. Scheduling IOT&E to Include System Interfaces with 
()ther Sys terns 
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1. BUILDING BLOCK TEST SCHEDULING 

The design of the set of tests to demonstrate feasibility prior to 
DSARC II should be based on a building block concept. 

High technical risk items should be tested early and subsequent tests 

should incorporate more and more of the hardware until the complete system 

concept has been demonstrated as feasible. 

2. COMPONENT AND SUBSYSTEM TEST PLANS 

Assure a viable component and subsystem test plan. 

Studies show that almost all component failures will be the kind that 

cannot easily be detected or prevented in full system testing. All experi

ence indicates that new systems will exhibit the "new system syndrome" and 

that the best return on test investment will come from applying substantial 

attention to component and subsystem level test effort. Detecting a sub

system or component failure only at the operational test level puts the cost 

of correcting such failures at the high end of an exponential cost curve. 

3. PHASING OF DT&E AND IOT&E 

In evaluating test plans, look favorably on phasing where the IOT&E 
is run in parallel with continued DT&E. 

Problems that become apparent in the operational testing can often be 

evaluated much more quickly and more completely with the instrumented DT&E 

hardware. This is more attractive where the DT&E is performed with non

expendable hardware like airplanes. 

In general, DT and OT plans and schedules must be rejected if they do 

not make provisions for the occurrence of failures. Plans should include 

time and money necessary for investigating test failures and making provi

sions for elimination of the cause before other similar tests take place. 

(However, see A-3.) Further, it is imperative that a percentage of the 

total tests (sorties, runs, trials, experiments) be allowed for retesting 

over and above the number required to successfully complete the program. 
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This percentage must be related to the probability of achieving success as 

opposed to failure. 

4. USE OF FUNCTIONAL MILESTONES 

System milestones should be flexible with respect to time. 

In evaluating the adequacy of the scheduling as given by test plans, it 

is important that milestones be tied to the major events of the weapon 

system (meeting stated requirements) and not the calendar. The acquisition 

process should be based on the achievement of major milestones and suffi

cient time and resources allowed between these milestones. This flexibility 

must not be hampered by the contracting mechanism. Contractors should be 

required to demonstrate successful accomplishment of technical milestones 

before proceeding to the next phase of development. 

5. TEST SCHEDULE CONSTRAINTS 

The test schedule for the system should: 

(a) Allow for a sufficient time between the planned end of 
demonstration testing and major procurement decisions so 
that there is a flexibility for modification of plans which 
may be required during the test phases of the program; 

(b) Be evaluated relative to constraints imposed by: 

• The number of test items available and the schedule 
interface with other systems needed in the tests, 
such as aircraft, electronics, missiles, etc. 

• Support required to assist in the preparation, conduct 
of the tests and the analysis of test results; 

(c) As stated previously in A-1, be adjusted to minimize the 
so-called T&E gap caused by a lack of hardware. Specifi
cally, a test gap can result if funds are not applied until 
the results of IOT&E are known because of the required lead 
time for production planning, production facilities, and 
tool and production hardware. 

6. REQUIREMENTS FOR MILITARY CONSTRUCTION PROGRAM FACILITIES 

Some systems cannot be fully tested without Military Construction 
Program (MCP) facilities. 
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The long lead times to obtain authorization, appropriations, and to 

construct facilities can pace a program. Many steps and considerable time 

may be involved in getting facilities ready and test gear in place to start 

system tests. 

If completion of DT&E and the operational testing requires the MCP 

facility, these matters must be considered in preparing and evaluating the 

test plan. 

7. SCHEDULING OF TESTS USING GOVEID~1ENT FURNISHED EQUIPMENT 

If there are GFE and other government commitments in the proposed 
contract, be concerned about the following: 

(a) Can the gear with required performance be available 
when required? 

(b) Can government supported facilities provide the assis
tance required at the time needed? If not, is it reason
able to construct the required facilities (test range, 
instrumentation, building, etc.)? If not, what alter
natives are available? 

(c) Avoid contract terms on fixed price contracts that vaguely 
commit the government. Do not include "Government support 
as required" or "test facilities will be made available 
when needed." 

8. SCHEDULING IOT&E TO INCLUDE SYSTEM INTERFACES WITH OTHER SYSTEMS 

Whenever possible, the IOT&E (as well as the FOT&E) of a weapon 
system should be planned to include other systems which must have 
a technical interface with the new system. 

Thus missiles should be tested on most of the platforms for which they 

are programmed. Interfaces between systems should receive special attention. 
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C. CRITERIA 

The following are checklist items contained in this 
section: 

1. Criteria for Critical Issues 

2. Criteria for Competitive Testing 

3. Criteria for Performance Demonstrations 

4. Reliability Determinations in IOT&E 

S. Expected Value of Testing 
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1. CRITERIA FOR CRITICAL ISSUES 

In evaluating the initial DCP (or its equivalent documentation such 
as PMs), it is important to ensure that the tests to be conducted 
during the period from DSARC I to DSARC II address the major critical 
issues, especially those technological issues which are identified in 
the DCP. 

By the end of the systems Definition Phase, test and evaluation should 

make certain that "test criteria" are established so there is no question 

as to what constitutes a test and what performance is to be attained. Each 

test should have a single objective if possible, and the objective should 

be simply stated. A plan for the conduct of the test and the data collection, 

reduction, and analyses must be in sufficient detail that one can readily 

evaluate the performance of the system and whether or not the test objective 

can be met. A relationship between the identified performance parameters 

and the test results should be established prior to the conduct of the test. 

Further, the set of objectives for each of the tests should be clearly re

lated to the program objective as defined in the DCP. When this relationship 

is not clear, amplifying data should be required. 

2. CRITERIA FOR COMPETITIVE TESTING 

When competitive designs are under consideration, criteria for 
selection should be specified in advance, with critical issues 
identified for each design. 

The DCP, or equivalent documentation, should include the evaluation 

criteria to be used for the selection of the final system design. They 

should be based on performance factors which are measurable through test

ing. A data collection and evaluation plan should be developed which will 

permit description of the range of acceptable performance for each factor. 

3. CRITERIA FOR PERFORMANCE DEMONSTRATIONS 

In designing contractually required demonstration tests upon whose 
outcome may depend large incentive payments, or even program con
tinuation, it is essential to specify broader success criteria than 
simply hit or miss in a single given scenario. 
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If this is not done, the entire program may be skewed to meet the 

requirements of the selected scenario, to the detriment of exploring a 

wider area of the performance envelope. With too much weight attached to 

a go/no go outcome, temporary hardware, not designed for the final purpose, 

may be retained beyond the early stages of the program to enhance the 

probability of successful demonstration. 

Demonstrations should be designed to measure overall performance, with 

statistical weighting to compensate for reduced probabilities of occurrences 

at edge values of condition parameters. 

Contract requirements and incentives should not be weighted heavily on 

performance at extreme corners of the theoretical performance envelope 

unless there is a very high payoff for such performance, since excessive 

effort may be spent on obtaining it. 

4. RELIABILITY DETERMINATIONS IN IOT&E 

IOT&E can provide valuable data on the operational reliability of 
weapon systems which cannot be obtained through DT&E. 

Apparent operator error failures and apparent random failures should be 

looked for in the operational tests and investigated to determine if serious 

problems are underlying reasons for the failures. Especially important is 

the procedure used to evaluate the oper&tional reliability of the system 

as determined by the relatively small but significant amount of data obtained 

through IOT&E and the larger amounts of data on hardware design reliability 

collected through DT&E. Further, maintenance practices should be careftllly 

studied to assess their impact on the observed operational reliability 

obtained through IOT&E. 

Validation of system life cycle cost should be a primary objective of 

IOT&E. Inasmuch as procurement cost of any system is only the tip of the 

iceberg, other costs such as operation and maintenance will, over the life 

cycle, make up a larger portion of the cost to the taxpayer. Where inordi

nate expenditures for replacement of high-cost components, heavy operator 

manning requirements, or high maintenance man-hours per operating hour can 
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be identified or forecast through IOT&E, this should be done. Where possible, 

such predictions should be made in quantitative terms. 

5. EXPECTED VALUE OF TESTING 

Operational testing is essential, but it is also expensive and 
time consuming. 

Be sure in advance that the value received is worth its weight in not

delivered systems. Think in terms of: 

(a) Involving operational groups in test planning and in 
establishing measures of effectiveness, so that the 
outcome of the tests will be accepted as being opera
tionally significant. 

(b) Determining whether the scope of the planned tests will 
provide sufficient data to justify any change at all in 
the eyes of potential users. 

(c) Comparing the scope of proposed tests against checklists 
of issues frequently raised at major decision milestones, 
to assure that the data needed for such decisions will be 
forthcoming to the extent this is possible from testing 
alone. 

(d) Recognizing in the formulation of test plans that major 
system decisions are judgments based on a wide range of 
qualitative considerations, rather than on statistical 
compilations, and that the outcome and limitations of 
operational tests must be comprehensive and meaningful 
to the decision makers as well as to the testing community. 
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D. RESOURCES 

The following are checklist items contained in this 
section: 

1. Identification of Test Resources and Instrumentation 
Requirements 

2. Requirements for Joint Service OT&E 

3. Military Construction Program Facilities 

4. Government Furnished Equipment 

5. Instrumentation Packages for OT&E 

6. Test Sample Sizes 
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1. IDENTIFICATION OF TEST RESOURCES AND INSTRUMENTATION REQUIREMENTS 

Before DSARC II the test facilities and instrumentation requirements 
to con~uct operational tests should be identified, along with a 
tentative schedule of test activities. 

The applicability of existing test ranges and the adequacy of current 

facilities and instrumentation should be verified. Insofar as possible, 

alternative approaches (different ranges, etc.) and instrumentation improve

ments needed should be specified. Of prime importance are the constraints 

to be placed on the test because of the range and instrumentation. If 

range and instrumentation factors are found to cast significant doubt on 

the meaningfulness of the test data because of a lack of operational real

ism, the steps necessary to assure meaningful data should be identified 

and planned prior to DSARC II. 

2. REQUIREMENTS FOR JOINT SERVICE OT&E 

Joint service operational test and evaluation should be considered 
for those weapon systems which require new operational concepts 
involving other services. 

Emphasis in the joint tests should include investigations of the 

impact on the effectiveness of the weapon system of such aspects as CCC, 

target acquisition, damage assessment, and countermeasures. If jdint 

testing is recommended, an analysis of the impact of this type of demon

stration on time and resources needed in the program and the additional 

resources needed to execute the joint tests should be conducted before 

DSARC II. 

3. MILITARY CONSTRUCTION PROGRAM FACILITIES 

Some systems cannot be fully tested without Military Construction 
Program (MCP) facilities. 

As stated before, the long lead times to obtain authorization, approp

riations, and to construct facilities can pace a program. Many steps and 

considerable time may be involved in getting facilities ready and test gear 

in place to start system tests. 
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If completion of DT&E and the operational testing requires the MCP 

facility, these matters must be considered in preparing and evaluating 

the test plan. 

4. GOVERNMENT FURNISHED EQUIPMENT 

If there are GFE and other government commitments in the proposed 
contract, be concerned about the following: 

(a) Can the gear with required performance be available when 
required? 

(b) Can government-supported facilities provide the assistance 
required at the time needed? If not, is it reasonable to 
construct the required facilities (test range, instrumentation, 
builting, etc.)? If not, what alternatives are available? 

(c) Avoid contract terms on fixed price contracts that vaguely 
commit the government. Do not include "government support 
as required" or "test facilities will be made available when 
needed." 

5. INSTRUMENTATION PACKAGES FOR OT&E 

The manner in which T&E instrumentation is used can be extremely 
important in determining the realism possible in the OT&E phases. 

The instrumentation package should be fixed early in the design 

phase of the development; it is difficult and costly to change thereafter. 

For this reason, instrumentation requirements must be specified early tn 

the program and operational factors must be incorporated early. 

6. TEST SAfiPLE SIZES 

The primary basis for the test sample size is usually based on one 
or more of the following: 

• Analysis of test objectives 

• Statistical significance of test results at some specified 
confidence level. 

• Availability of test vehicles, items, etc. 

• Support resources or facilities available 

• Time available for the test program. 
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One should not hesitate to terminate a test prior to its completion 

when it becomes clear that the main objective of the test is unachievable 

(because of hardware failures, unavailability of resources, etc.), or that 

additional samples will not change the outcome and conclusions of the test. 
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E. COSTS 

The following are checklist items contained in this 
section: 

1. Budgeting for Test 

2. Funds for Correction of Faults Found in Testing 

3. Component and Subsystem Test Plans 
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1. BUDGETING FOR TEST 

The DCP and later budgeting documents should be regularly reviewed to 
ensure that there are adequate identified funds for testing, relative 
to development and fabrication funds. 

A review of previous programs shows that testing funds and test 

articles have been postponed or eliminated to keep program costs in line 

as projected development requirements or costs have increased. 

2. FUNDS FOR CORRECTION OF FAULTS FOUND IN TESTING 

The DCP and later budgeting documents need careful scrutiny to ensure 
that there are adequate contingency funds to cover correction of 
difficulties at a level which matches the Industry/Government experi
ence on such contracts. (Testing for difficulty without sufficient 
funding for proper correction results in band aid approaches which 
ultimately require correction at a later and more expensive time 
period.) 

Discussions with industry representatives indicate almost universally 

an erosion process of contingency funds throughout the bidding and nego

tiation process. This fact has led to enormous financial difficulties to 

the contractors in "package procurement programs." Today there .is a trend 

toward funding difficulties on Cost Reimbursement Contracts because con

tractors have been encouraged to be optimistic because of their +ow legal 

liability. Further, inadequate contingency funding is being carried by 

the government. 

3. COMPONENT AND SUBSYSTEM TEST PLANS 

Assure a viable component and subsystem test plan. 

As previously stated, studies show that almost all component failures 

will be the kind that cannot easily be detected or prevented in full system 

testing. All experience indicates that new systems will exhibit the "new 

system syndrome," and that the best return on test investment will come 

from applying substantial attention to component and subsystem level test 

effort. Detecting a subsystem or component failure only at the operational 

test level puts the cost of correcting such failures at the high end of an 

exponential cost curve. 
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F. ISSUES: Performance 

1. Necessity for Ranges of Criteria 

2. Effects of Incentives on Test and Evaluation 

3. High Technical Risk Development 

4. Proof of Performance on Major Critical Issues 

5. Proof of Performance of Software 

6. Proof of Performance of Human Factors Concepts 
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1. NECESSITY FOR RANGES OF CRITERIA 

Analytic and empirical studies should be conducted prior to DSARC I 
to ensure that the range of critical performance characteristics has 
been specified. 

Each performance characteristic so specified should be measurable 

through bench and laboratory or proving ground testing. The test design 

and the number of tests should be adequate to provide results with con

fidence limits compatible with the statements of desired characteristics. 

Testing in advanced development should be planned to explore performance 

characteristics over a broad range of environments so as to provide insight 

into system performance over the expected operational range and not just at 

a single point. 

2. EFFECTS OF INCENTIVES ON TEST AND EVALUATION 

Improper incentives can warp the proper conduct of testing and 
evaluation. 

In reviewing contractually required demonstration tests upon whose 

outcome may depend large incentive payments, or even program continuation, 

it is essential to specify broader success criteria than simply succesb 

or failure in a single given scenario. If this is not done, the entire 

program may be skewed to meet the requirements of the selected scenario, 

to the detriment of exploring a wider area of the performance envelope. 

At the same time, contract requirements and incentives should not be based 

upon performance at extreme corners of the theoretical performance envelope 

unless there is a very high payoff of such performance since excessive 

effort may be spent in obtaining it. 

3. HIGH TECHNICAL RISK DEVELOPMENT 

When high technical risk is present, development should be structured 
around the use of prototypes designed to prove the system concept 
under realistic operational conditions before proceeding to engi
neering development. 
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It is good to take a risk; however, when an implied commitment to pro

duction is involved, the technology should be operationally proof tested 

prior to commencing Full-Scale Development. On the other hand, avoid the 

temptation of thinking that anything is "state-of-the-art" until it is 

working in the field. 

4. PROOF OF PERFORMANCE ON MAJOR CRITICAL ISSUES 

In evaluating the initial DCP (or its equivalent), it is important 
to ensure that the tests to be conducted during the period from 
DSARC I to DSARC II address the major critical issues, especially 
those technological issues which are identified in the DCP. 

Each test should have a single objective if possible, and the objec

tive should be simply stated. A plan for the conduct of the test and the 

data collection, reduction, and analysis must be in sufficient detail so 

that one can readily evaluate the performance of the system whether or not 

the test objective can be met. A relationship between the identified per

formance parameters and the test results should be established prior to 

the conduct of the test. Further, the set of objectives for each of the 

tests should be clearly related to the program objective as defined in the 

DCP. When this •relationship is not clear, amplifying data should be 

required. 

The design of the set of tests to demonstrate feasibility prior to 

DSARC II should be based on a building block concept, with high technical 

risk items being tested early and with subsequent tests incorporating more 

and more of the hardware until the complete system concept has been demon

strated feasible. 

Also, if any suLsystem is being tested as a complete assembly, it 

should be examined to ensure that it is truly state-of-the-art and has 

been previously proven. 

5. PROOF OF PERFORMANCE OF SOFTWARE 

Test and evaluation should ensure that software products are 
tested appropriately as described in Chapter II and Annex A. 
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As previously stated, software has often been developed more as an 

add-on than as an integral part of the overall system. Software require

ments need the same consideration as hardware requirements in the Vali

dation Phases. Usual practices often do not sufficiently provide for 

testing the software subsystem concept. Often the facilities available 

to contractors for software development and verification are critical to 

schedule and cost. 

6. PROOF OF PERFORMANCE OF HUMAN FACTORS CONCEPTS 

At an appropriate time in concept definition or Development Phase, 
T&E should authenticate the human factors concepts embodied in the 
proposed system design, examining questions of safety, comfort, 
appropriateness of man-machine interfaces, as well as the number 
and skill of the personnel required. 

The numbers of personnel required should be validated against both 

operational and maintenance requirements. Testing early versions in the 

"human acceptability and compatibility" environment is extremely important. 

This will also help to validate the manning requirements. 
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F. ISSUES: Operational Realism/General 

The following are checklist items contained in this section: 

1. Testing in Degraded Modes 

2. Evaluation of Testing with Pre-Operational Equipment 

3. Effect of Instrumentation on Test Realism 

4. Joint Tests 

5. Realism in Demonstrations 

6. Realism of Maintenance and Repair in Testing 

7. Operational Reliability Estimation in IOT&E 

8. Effect of Observers on Test Realism 

9. Justification for Realistic OT&E 
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1. TESTING IN DEGRADED MODES 

The system concept and possible implementations must not hinge on the 
requirement for the system or subsystems to be finely tuned when the 
expected operational environment suggests that this will not be likely. 

The system should degrade gracefully as a result of detuning caused 

from expected operational usage. If the capability to keep the system 

peaked is expected to degrade with operational use then tests should be 

conducted under the degraded conditions. 

2. EVALUATION OF TESTING WITH PRE-OPERATIONAL EQUIPMENT 

Results of tests conducted during exploratory development and which 
most likely have been conducted on brassboard, breadboard, or modi
fied existing hardware should be evaluated with special attention 
to items such as: 

(a) The packaging of the hardware may significantly affect the 
performance characteristics such that the suggested proof of 
validation is inconclusive. 

(b) Scaling laws may invalidate the findings or introduce new 
technology problems. 

(c) The laboratory type environment in which the hardware was 
tested may preclude the generation of data needed to validate 
that the concept and technology approach will be applicable 
to an operational environment. 

(d) The tests may not include signals and noise sources repre
sentative of those that might be expected in an operational 
environment. 

3. EFFECT OF INSTRUMENTATION ON TEST REALISM 

The constraints to be placed on the test because of the range and 
instrumentation are of prime importance. 

As previously stated, before DSARC II the test facilities and instru

mentation requirements to conduct operational tests should be identified, 

along with a tentative schedule of test activities. The applicability of 

existing test ranges and the adequacy of current facilities and instru

mentation should be verified. Insofar as possible, alternative approaches 
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(different ranges, etc.) and instrumentation improvements needed should be 

specified. If range and instrumentation factors are found to cast signifi

cant doubt on the meaningfulness of the test data because of a lack of 

operational realism, the steps necessary to assure meaningful data should 

be identified and planned before DSARC II. 

4. JOINT TESTS 

Joint service operational test and evaluation should be considered 
for those weapon systems which require new operational concepts 
involving other services. 

Emphasis in the joint tests should include investigation of the im

pact on the effectiveness of the weapon system of such aspects as CCC, 

target acquisition, damage assessment, and nominal types of countermeasures. 

If joint testing is recommended, an analysis of the impact of this type of 

demonstration on time and resources needed in the program and the additional 

resources needed to execute the joint tests should be conducted before 

DSARC I. 

5. REALISM IN DEMONSTRATIONS 

Demonstration and acceptance tests, as well as tests intended to 
evaluate performance under operational conditions, should always 
be conducted under conditions as close to those anticipated in 
practice as possible. 

On the other hand, test conditions during development should be 

determined by the primary ob~ectives of that test, rather than by more 

general considerations of realism, etc. Whenever a non-tactical, non

operational configuration is dictated by test requirements, the results 

of the tests should not be challenged by the fact that that coPfiguration 

~as not tactical or operational. 

6. REALISM OF MAINTENANCE AND REPAIR IN TESTING 

Prior to the decision to go into Full-Scale production of the 
weapon system, a complete technical/maintenance data package 
must be prepared and tested to ensure that the system can be 
maintained. 
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The testing of this package shculd be considered first as part of 

DT&E and then as part of the IOT&E cf the system. Criteria for success

ful demonstration of this package should be established in both types of 

tests. 

7. OPERATIONAL RELIABILITY ESTIMATION IN IOT&E 

IOT&E can provide valuable data on the operational reliability of 
weapon systems which cannot be obtained through DT&E. 

Factors such as operator error failures and apparent random failures 

should be looked for in the operational tests and investigated to determine 

if serious problems are underlying reasons for the failures. Especially 

important is the procedure used to evaluate the operational reliability 

of the system as determined by the relatively small amount of, but signi

ficant, data obtained through IOT&E and the large amounts of data on hard

ware design reliability collected through DT&E. Further, the maintenance 

practices should be carefully studied to assess their impact on the observed 

operational reliability obtained through IOT&E. 

8. EFFECT OF OBSERVERS ON TEST REALISM 

Test conduct can be influenced by the actions of the observers and 
umpires. 

These people can provide important clues to the participants of 

operational suitability testing and in that way lessen the validity of 

the test. For example, in situations where air/ground duels are to be 

conducted, briefed observers who look in the direction of the aircraft, 

might inadvertently tip-off the direction of approach to the ground 

party in the duel. Similarly, concentrations of observers at a certain 

location may clue the aircrews where to search first for the ground 

targets. 

9. JUSTIFICATION FOR REALISTIC OT&E 

Operational testing is essential, but it is also expensive and time 
consuming. 
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Be sure in advance that the value received is worth its weight in 

not-delivered systems. Think in terms of: 

(a) Involving operational groups in test planning and in 
establishing measures of effectiveness, so that the 
outcome of the tests will be accepted as being oper
ationally significant. 

(b) Determining whether the scope of the planned tests will 
provide sufficient data to justify any change at all in 
the eyes of potential users. 

(c) Comparing the scope of proposed tests against checklists 
of issues frequently raised at major decision milestones, 
to assure that the data needed for such decisions will be 
forthcoming to the extent this is possible from testing 
alone. 

(d) Recognizing in the formulation of test plans that major 
system decisions are judgments based on a wide range of 
qualitative considerations, rather than on statistical 
compilations, and that the outcome and limitations of 
operational tests must be comprehensive and meaningful to 
the decision makers as well as to the testing community. 
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F. ISSUES: Operational Realism/Personnel 

The following are checklist items contained in this section: 

1, Use of Appropriate Personnel During Test 

2. Training Personnel for Tests 

3. User Participation in Testing 

4. Test Planning Personnel Qualifications 

5. Continuity of OT&E Personnel in Test Planning 

6. OT&E Pre-Test Training and Transition 
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1. USE OF APPROPRIATE PERSONNEL DURING TEST 

Testers, evaluators and operators have quite different backgrounds 
and needs which affect the T&E of the weapon system. 

Each has a different approach which has merit and utility at almost 

all points in the T&E program. A mix of these types is needed throughout 

the program. Early in the program, the lead emphasis should be from the 

tester, shifting to the evaluator and finally the operator, but at all 

times all parties and their needs should be coordinated. 

2. TRAINING PERSONNEL FOR TESTS 

Training plans and certification plans for test personnel should be 
established early in the Full-Scale Engineering Development Phase. 
Errors by test personnel are usually expensive and often cloud the 
reason for test failures. 

3. USER PARTICIPATION IN TESTING 

It is imperative that the Independent Test Agency participate in 
all of the T&E phases to ensure that the user needs are represented 
in the development of the system concept and hardware. 

Initially, the Independent Test Agency should play an advisor role 

during the feasibility and engineering testing, and gradually take over 

leadership in the conduct of the testing program as it becomes more and 

more operational. This should facilitate the necessary communication and 

interaction between developing and user commands--especially needed during 

the DT&E and IOT&E phases. 

4. TEST PLANNING PERSONNEL QUALIFICATIONS 

The test director and/or key members of the test planning group 
within the project office should have significant T&E experience. 

If the requisite experience does not exist at the appropriate levels 

within the project office, test plans may be based on too shallow or too 

naive a conception of the role and potential utility of the T&E process. 

All too often, key test personnel are assigned to T&E slots with little 
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prior exposure to T&E or its management, and with inadequately experienced 

support as well. The test planning group should have personnel experienced 

in engineering testing, development testing and operational testing. This 

experience should be available very early and all efforts should be made to 

encourage these people to remain with the weapon system project office 

through the T&E phases of the program. 

5. CONTINUITY OF OT&E PERSONNEL IN TEST PLANNING 

The planners and evaluators for the OT&E of the production equipment 
can do a better job if they are initially involved in planning and 
conducting the IOT&E. 

The program plan should be reviewed to ensure that the FOT&E people 

are identified for IOT&E participation and that the personnel system of 

their service retains identity of these people for use in planning, con

ducting, and evaluating FOT&E which may not be run until a year or two 

afterwards. 

6. OT&E PRE-TEST TRAINING AND TRANSITION 

In the initial conduct of OT&E, the participants should be given a 
period of time to dry run the scenario and to shake-down the instru
mentation and the overall operation before key resources are expended 
in tests for record. 

In a properly planned OT&E program, the people will have completed 

proper individual training on the new system but the operational organi

zation will not be able to conduct full unit training until the hardware, 

software, and support equipment are on hand. After the period when the 

unit is qualified as being operationally ready, it would be ready for 

assignment to OT&E testing. 
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F. ISSUES: Operational Realism/Threat and Environment 

The following are checklist items contained in this section: 

1. Offense/Defense Environment 

2. Joint Service Operational Testing 
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1. OFFENSE/DEFENSE ENVIRONMENT 

The OT&E p_lan should include offense/defense engagements in the 
environments in which the new system is expected to operate. 

Offense/defense testing may be addreised in several phases, such as: 

(a) One-on-one testing against existing U.S. counter systems and 
available simulators of the assumed threat. 

(b) One-on-one testing against advanced U.S. technology which may 
be representative of a logical threat. 

(c) Multiple vehicle testing in a multiple threat environment. 

(d) Comparative testing of the new system with existing systems 
to estimate the increased capability. 

Test range and resource requirements should be estimated, and, if 

inter-service testing is cont2mplated, preliminary plans for such testing 

should be coordinated with the cooperating service. 

2. JOINT SERVICE OPERATIONAL TESTING 

Joint service operational test and evaluation should be considered 
for those weapon systems which require new operational concepts 
involving other services. 

As stated twice before, emphasis in the joint tests should include 

investigation of the impact on the effectiveness of the weapon system of 

such aspects as CCC, target acquisition, damage assessment, and nominal 

types of countermeasures. If joint testing is recommended, an analysis 

should be conducted before DSARC I of the impact of this type of demon

stration on time and resources needed in the program and the additional 

resources needed to execute the joint tests. 
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G. REPORTING 

The following are checklist items contained in this section: 

1. Feedback of Test Results 

2. Data Reporting Format 

3. Data Collection on Subsystems and Components 

4. Provision of Data for Modeling of Alternative Conditions 
and Scenarios 
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1. FEEDBACK OF TEST RESULTS 

A good test program makes provisions for feedback of test results, 
during conduct of the testing, so as to influence: 

(a) Course of the T&E program (test director, program manager). 

(b) Trade-off decisions between modifying the system design and 
relaxing the operational requirements (program manager, 
operating/supporting commands, HQ). 

(c) Missions, employment doctrine, tactics and constraints, tactical 
organization, etc. (operating command, ope~ational units). 

(d) Parts provisioning. 

2. DATA REPORTING FORMAT 

Establish a T&E reporting format for the program--insist on its use 
throughout the duration of the program. 

Use this to: 

(a) Establish a closed loop reporting and resolution process which 
assures that each test failure at every level is corrected by 
appropriate action, i.e., redesign, procurement, retest, etc. 

(b) Establish a program-to-program crosstalk relative to T&E problems 
and approaches. 

3. DATA COLLECTION ON SUBSYSTEMS AND COMPONENTS 

When developing, testing and evaluating the various subsystems (and 
systems) of non-expendable weapon systems, each component of the 
systems should be numbered and a performance history kept which allows 
an analysis of that component's performance with respect to reliability, 
maintainability, availability, etc . 

.An analysis of failure modes should be made in advance so as to relate 

test results to the operational capability of the system when in a degraded 

condition. 

4. PROVISION OF DATA FOR MODELING OF ALTERNATIVE CONDITIONS AND SCENARIOS 

Develop techniques and system range instrumentation to provide the 
type of data in the proper form to allow economic, analytical, and 
mechanical simulation for alternate scenarios and combinations. 
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Annex A 

SOFTWARE 
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SOFTWARE 

A. INTRODUCTION 

This annex is intended to provide guidelines for program managers 

and program monitors in tracking the development of computer programs 

essential to the functioning of weapon systems. The purpose is to ensure 

that the software development is scheduled, performed, and tested with the 

same degree of attention to quality, schedule, and cost as is the hardware 

part of the system. It is assumed that the program manager's office will 

include in its staff experienced professionals who are skilled in program

ming design, implementation, testing, and support, and that the contractor 

or service developer will bring to bear the necessary talents for excellence 

in program design, implementation, testing, and support. It is also assumed 

that the program manager and his staff will provide sufficient information 

on overall system and software objectives to enable the developer to pre

pare two essential documents prior to development of test plans. These 

essential documents are the Program Functional Description and the Program 

Logic Description. 

A number of checkpoints at which developer and program manager achieve 

agreement on critical issues are necessary to accomplishment of a success

ful development. The following list is a suggestion for the timing and 

critical issues to be covered at the specific points. 

Checkpoint 1: Timing: At the start of the development. 

Critical issues: 

1. User/developer agreement in statement of and inter-
pretation of requirement. 

2. Establishment of the changes policy. 

3. Establishment of the development plan. 

4. Determine source of hardware required for software 
development. 

Checkpoint 2: Timing: Upon completion of Program Functional 
Description. 

Critical issues: 

1. Reaffirm user statement of requirements. 

2. Identification of potential problems in interfaces, 
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performance, diagnostics, human factors, standards 
compliance. 

3. Adequacy of resources. 

4. Development schedules. 

Checkpoint 3: Timing: Upon Completion of Program Logic 
Description. 

Critical issues: 

1. Documentation of proposed data flow, logic flow, and 
program organization to implement each required function. 

2. Determination of interfaces between segments of the 
program. 

3. Reaffirm user statement of requirements. 

4. Adequacy of computer facilities to accommodate program. 

Checkpoint 4: Timing: Upon completion of test plan. 

Critical issues: 

1. Completeness and consistency of test plan with Program 
Functional Description and Program Logic Description. 

2. User approval of test plan/criteria. 

3. Credibility of schedule and cost planning. 

Checkpoint 5: Timing: After critical functions in the program 
have been programmed. 

Critical issues: 

1. Verification in coordination with the user that critical 
functions have been completely and adequately covered by 
programming. 

Checkpoint 6: Timing: After all testing is complete. 

Critical issues: 

1. Verification in coordination with user that the program 
meets all functional requirements. 

2. Verification that program meets all specifications and 
user requirements. 

3. User acceptance of test results. 

4. Verification that program documentation is acceptable. 

S. Verification that program support is feasible and plans 
for support are complete. (Support includes distribution, 
installation, training, publications, corrections to 
programs, updating of programs, development of field tests 
for user, etc.) 
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This list of checkpoints is intended only as a basic outline, leaving 

unsaid many details on procedures, working arrangements, record keeping, 

scheduling, etc. Likewise, it makes no attempt to provide guidance to 

programmers inasmuch as developers will have their own design methods and 

review procedures. 

Testing, however, is the prime concern of the Task Force, and the 

following contains guidance on developing test plans. In what follows, 

not all items discussed may be applicable to every system. Furthermore, 

it is not comprehensive. Some systems, because of their nature, may have 

additional requirements that are not foreseen here. Implementation of the 

test plan assures that the system is satisfactorily tested. 

Unit testing, a necessity in the testing of any system, is not pre

sented in this document. This is the testing by a programmer of his code 

before incorporating it into the system. Procedures should be established 

to ensure that this testing is done exhaustively. 

B. TEST PLAN OVERVIEW 

The test plan must involve two major elements. The first is the design 

of the test cases. The system specifications form the basis for derivations 

of an exhaustive list of the functional variations. As the list• is developed, 

test cases are designed to exercise each variation. A matrix of test cases, 

versus variations, provides a means of measuring the extent of coverage. 

The second element of the approach is measurement. Unexecuted code 

(functions) must be detected and exposures evaluated. The test streams may 

then be expanded to cover those exposures. 

Goals pertaining to the percentage of variations to be tested and the 

percentage of conditional branches executed should be established. They 

should be at a level which will assure the program manager that his software 

has been adequately tested. Completion of the testing effort would then be 

determined by achievement of the goals, not by schedules. 

An integral part of the test plan must be detailed development and 

testing schedules. Each test plan must include a discussion of how the 

following areas will be tested: 
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• Reliability/Availability--the objective is to eliminate product 
incidents. This means that no software errors will result in 
reinitialization. 

• Serviceability/Maintainability--provide for effective problem 
determination, problem diagnosis, and repair. 

• Compatibility--the ability of a user to transfer from one program 
to another and continue to execute the jobs he has been executing. 

• Usability--evaluate human factor characteristics. 

• Capability--the ability of the program to function at various 
levels of stress. 

• Security/Integrity--the ability of the program to protect data. 

• Publications--the examples, limits, and externals specified in 
the publications are accurate and executable. 

C. TEST PL.Ai.~ CHECKLIST 

Nature of Development Activity 

Dependencies & Interfaces 

Software 
Hardware 

Identification of Variations 

Major Testing Areas 

Function 
Environmental Testing 
Configuration Testing 
Compatibility Testing 
Limits Testing 
Error Messages & Conditions 
Publications Examples 
Recovery Testing 

Performance Testing 

Stress & Load Testing 

Additional Testing Considerations 

Reliability/Availability 
Serviceability/Maintainability 
Usability 
Security/Integrity 
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Test Criteria 

Entry Criteria 
Exit Test Cases 
Exit Criteria 

D. TEST PLAN OUTLINE 

1. Nature of Development Activity 

Give a brief abstract of the nature of the development activity and 

the approximate size of the effort in terms of the number of modules affected 

or the amount of code required. 

Include copy of description or a reference thereto and Checkpoint 

Plan documentation pertinent to the test plan, e.g., development schedule. 

If these documents do not contain the names of new/changed modules, include 

the names here. 

2. Dependencies and Interfaces 

a. Hardware 

• Identify any dependencies on hardware that are not available 
at the coder's location. 

• Identify commitments to obtain this hardware. 

• Identify any unique critical dependencies upon hardware that 
are available at the coder's location and contingency plans 
in the event of nonavailability. 

• Identify any hardware standards to include communication 
interfaces, applicable to this development. 

b. Software 

• Identify all dependencies 
at the coder's location. 
products and on drivers. 

on software that are not available 
Include dependencies on other 

• Identify all new interfaces with other parts of the product 
or include a copy of the specifications that contain these. 

• Identify commitments to obtain required software in suffi-
cient time to adequately test interactions before integration. 

• Identify significant internal development checkpoints. 

• Identify any software standards applicable to the development. 

• Identify standard data elements and code applicable to this 
development. 
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3. Identification of Variations 

Identification of all syntactical and semantic variations stated 

in the Programming Functional Specifications. These variations are all 

candidates for test situations. 

4. Major Testing Areas 

For each of the following areas (or others as applicable) indicate 

the extent of testing planned, the origin and format of the test cases, 

and the procedures and tools to be used in conducting the tests. Also in

dicate where test cases are planned to cover two or more areas with the 

same test cases. In the case of previously released products, plans for 

testing the new code in any area should incorporate the plans for testing 

maintenance changes for that product which are scheduled for the same time 

period. 

a. Function Testing 

Verification that the specified functions match the programmed 

functions. This encompasses the following areas of testing: 

• Programming Function Specification Testing--verification 
that the explicit functional specifications have been cor
rectly implemented. Error injection techniques are rec
ommended, where applicable, rather than simulation 
techniques. 

• Programming Logic Specification Testing--verification that 
the explicit logic specifications have been correctly 
implemented. 

• Interference Testing--verification that all programmed 
functions have been fully specified. 

b. Environmental Testing 

Verification by means of both test cases and procedures that 

the system operates in a realistic environment (i.e., the way that it is 

intended for a user to use it). It should cover such areas as: 

• Running at peak or near peak load conditions for a 
sustained period of time. 

• Utilization of such hardware configurations as are available. 

• Testing on a driver. 
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c. Configuration Testing 

Verify that the program operates within the hardware and 

software systems that support it. 

• Hardware Configuration 

- Should exercise the hardwsre-dependent code. 

Should exercise the code on various hardware configurations 
to verify that there are no hidden hardware dependencies. 

• Software Configuration 

Verification that the function is viable in the supported 
software environments, e.g., sequential scheduling, multi
processing, multiprogramming, etc. 

d. Compatibility Testing 

Verify that the program is consistent with any other program(s) 

with which it claims compatibility. It should cover such areas as: 

• Previous versions of the same program. 

• Other design levels of the same program. 

e. Limits Testing 

Verify that the program limits are correctly stated. The 

program should be tested outside of the limit, at the limit, and within 

the limit. This testing should include: 

• External Limits 

- Verification of capacity, i.e., t~e quantity of input 
permissible under various storage levels. 

- Verification of the quantitative constraints stated in 
the functional specifications, e.g., the size of a record, 
depth of nesting, number of characters in an identifier; 
e.g., design point. 

• Internal Limits 

Verification of internal limits, e.g., table sizes, queue 
entries, etc. 

f. Error Message and Error Condition Testing 

Verify that the error handling facilities of the program oper

ate as stated and that these facilities are sufficient for the errors that 

occur. 
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• Force every error message and verify the accuracy and 
clarity of each. If the same error message appears for 
more than one error or can appear at significantly differ
ent times in the execution of the product, then these 
situations should also be covered. 

• Plans for introducing various·error conditions, for example: 

Operator errors 

Source language errors 

Hardware failures 

• Verification of interfaces with error handling routines. 

• Provide a list of all new/changes messages and completion 
codes. 

g. Publications Example Verification 

Verify the validity of publications, e.g., figures in the 

storage examples, and tables concerning function(s) appearing in program 

documentation. 

• Program documentation verification should include such 
things as: 

- Sample programs 

- Sample procedures 

- Examples 

• Provide a list of all new/changes publications. 

h. Recovery Testing (if applicable) 

Verify that the Recovery Specifications are met under all 

environments. This should include the following: 

• Verify proper creation and maintenance of the Recovery 
Environment. 

• Simply stated, this requirement is to ensure that the 
proper recovery routine gains control at the proper time. 
This may be affected by the following four factors, each 
of which must be verified: 

- Verify that the correct recovery type was established. 

- Verify that proper conventions are observed. 

- Verify that the required parameters are effective on the 
recovery routine exits. 

- Verify that all routines which make a recovery routine 
known cancel that recovery routine before returning to 
caller. 
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• Exercise recovery code for all error types. 

• Exercise recovery code under all entry conditions. 

• Exercise recovery code under all critical interface 
situations. 

5. Performance Testing 

Identify how performance specifications will be verified. 

6. Stress and Load Testing 

Identify to what extent the program will be run at peak or near 

peak load over an extended period of time. 

7. Additional Testing Considerations 

For each of the following areas that are applicable, include a 

discussion of how the topic will be tested: 

a. Reliability/Availability 

The objective is to eliminate program incidents. This means 

that no software errors will result in reinitialization. 

b. Serviceability/Maintainability 

Provide for effective problem determination, problem diagnosis, 

and repair. 

c. Security/Integrity 

The code must conform to the specification. 

8. Test Criteria 

Select criteria to be considered necessary for entry into the 

testing phase and sufficient for exit from the testing phase. 

a. Entry Criteria 

List what criteria must be met before this testing phase will 

begin. 

b. Exit Test Cases 

List any test cases that are required to be successful before 

exit. 
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c. Exit Criteria 

List the criteria that have been selected as being required 

for exiting the test phase. 
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Annex B 

THE TEST AND EVALUATION GAP 
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THE TEST AND EVALUATION GAP 

Figure 1 illustrates some of the typical factors involved in the Test 

and Evaluation Gap problem. The chart shows key events and phases after the 

go-ahead for full-scale development, which occurs as a result of a favorable 

DSARC (II) decisian. Typical R&D phasing is shown, where the first year or 

so is used in designing and building the initial test hardware. The subsys

tems then move into engineering tests, including R&D qualification tests. 

In the second and third year the system tests are conducted. Some Military 

Preliminary Evaluations (MPEs) occur early. IOT&E tests would be conducted 

after the R&D system demonstrated adequate adherence to the contract perfor

mance specifications. 

If the IOT&E is reasonably successful and the service only then requests 

and obtains production authority for equipment to be used in OT&E, there will 

be a delay before production hardware is• available because of the production 

tooling and production hardware lead time. To avoid the gap, depending upon 

the calendar time of the DSARC and the annual DoD budget submission and con

gressional defense, limited production funds would have to be defended a 

minimum of about 8 months prior to the major production decision. With 

less fortunate phasing, the budgeting lead time might be 4 ·to 6 months 

longer. Note on the Figure that this would require defense of the limited 

production program before the completion of the R&D system tests. 

The limited production would normally be used by the first operational 

unit or the evaluation unit to do unit training and to work up to operational 

readiness for follow-on OT&E with production hardware. If there were no 

limited production the T&E gap would last for about 2 years, from the com

pletion of IOT&E to the initiation of follow-on OT&E. 

As illustrated in Figure 1, under GAP solution, if it were decided at 

the onset of the full-scale development that an additional phase of OT&E 

were to be pursued during what was formerly a gap period, then funds for gap 

filler test hardware and resources would have to be defended within about a 

year after the R&D go-ahead. The funds would have to be committed for long 

lead time items early enough so that the gap filler hardware, which would 

evolve from R&D to production configuration, would be available initially 
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at the end of the IOT&E. This additional OT&E phase would provide an 

additional year or two of operational experience before the major production 

output, thus providing a valuable opportunity to find and fix problems early, 

probably with R&D effort, hence minimizing costly modification programs which 

might be necessary if major production output followed a T&E gap. In addi

tion, if the initial operations unit conducted this additional OT&E phase, 

the unit training would be accomplished and the unit should be ready to 

conduct follow-on OT&E as soon as the initial production hardware was 

available; hence, the initial operational capability (IOC) could be advanced 

several months. Certainly, the added years of experience during the former 

gap period should make the true capability at IOC much more effective. 

It should be noted that the alternative of simply allowing the gap to 

exist, may be preferred when the effort to reduce the gap would require the 

commitment of a very large percentage (or amount) of the expected program 

cost before T&E assurance of a successful product could be obtained. Also, 

non-expendable system acquisition programs, such as aircraft developments, 

can continue to fly the R&D hardware during the gap period, but the stop and 

go in the building of aircraft is costly and key OT&E issues, such as 

reliability of production equipment, could not be addressed, 

In summary, the T&E gap between IOT&E and follow-on OT&E is costly 

because inertia in the program is lost; government, contractor and sub

contractor manpower are cut back and then in a short time built up again; 

valuable time is lost which could be used for perfecting and learning to use 

the system; faults not discovered early can be more costly to fix after 

production acceleration; and the true operational capability data is delayed. 

The problems in closing the gap are that funds for additional hardware must 

be defended before the R&D program will have shown much progress as an 

operating system, and more funds are required for the program prior to the 

major production decision. 
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Appendix A 

TASK FORCE - TERMS OF REFERENCE 



DIRECTOR OF DEFENSE RESEARCH /\ND ENGINEERING 

'A•~SHINGTON. D C 20301 

MEMORANDUM FOR THE CHAIRMAN: DEFENSE SCIENCE BOARD 

SUBJECT: Study of Past Procurement 

I have asked Dr. Eugene Fubini to form a Task Force which will 
undertake a thorough analysis of a number of past system acquisi
tion programs to enhance our understanding of the role which 
test and evaluation should have had in the identification of 
their problems and to make recommendations for the role of test 
and evaluation in future programs. I wish this Task Force to be 
established as a pa.rt of the Defense Science Board. 

A copy of rey letter to Dr. Fubini with the Terms of Reference 
for this study is attached. Lt.Gen. Alfred D. Starbird (Ret), 
Deputy Director (Test and Evaluation), ODDR&E, is the respon
sible deputy, and Mr. Howard Kreiner, Civilian Staff Assistant, 
Office of Assistant Director (Strategic and Support Systems Test 
and Evaluation) is the staff action officer for this Task Force. 

John S. Foster, Jr. 

Attachment 
Ltr to Dr. Fubini 
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DIRECTOR OF DEFENSE RESEARCH AND ENGINEERING 

WASHIN<.oTON D C 20301 

Dr. Eugene G. Fubini 
Suite #816 
1411 Jefferson-Davis Highway 
Arlington, Virginia 22202 

Dear Gene: 

14 Nov 1972 

In the past few years there have been a number of reviews and studies of 
past and on-going weapons system acquisition programs, looking for means 
of avoiding or overcoming problems such as cost and schedule overrun, and 
system deficiencies in performance, reliability, and maintainability. Test 
and Evaluation activities have been looked at peripherally during some of 
these reviews, and some useful results have been obtained. 

However, there has not been a major effort to investigate the possibility 
that effective testing could have resulted in earlier discovery and action 
on system problems. 

I believe that a more complete investigation of representative programs 
would enable us better to understand how to improve our test and evalua
tion activities, where to concentrate more heavily and how to give our 
test and evaluation activities their highest potential payoff. 

To conduct this investigation, I propose to establish a. Task Force under 
your Chairmanship as a part of the Defense Science Board. I request that 
you assemble a select group to serve on the Task Force, to conduct the 
investigation of a group of specific programs. Please select the programs 
for study in coordination with Lt. Gen. A. D. Starbird (Ret.), my Deputy 
for Test and Evaluation. General Starbird will provide a full time staff 
member to your Task Force, and arrange for additional professional staff 
assistance through a contractor to be selected. 

Your Task Force should conduct its investigations so as to establish for 
each program: 

a. Whether the program had cost, schedule, or performance diffi
culties; from what specific aspects of the program these difficulties 
arose; and when the difficulty first became apparent (e.g., during design 
verification testing, acceptance testing, operational testing, or after 
deployment). 
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b. For each program and specific difficulty, was the discovery of 
the problem as early as reasonably could be expected? If not, what addi
tional test measure reasonably could have been taken that might have found 
the difficulties? What test changes in the testing of future similar pro
grams would appear warranted? 

c. Based on the analysis of the entire group of programs, what areas 
and what potential problems should we examine more thoroughly and through 
what type and phase of testing? Further, are there areas in w'lich excessive 
testing has been or is being carried out? 

I expect that a year will be needed to address these questions. However, 
during this year we will work directly and closely with you in order to 
insure that the Task Force is working on the most important issues and 
that the Department is getting full benefit from early results of the 
Task Force's study. 

Enclosures 
Memo for Chairman, DSB 
Ltr for Prosp Task Force Mbr 

& Distr List 

Sincerely, 

John S. Foster, Jr. 
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Appendix B 

DOD DIRECTIVE 5000.3 TEST AND EVALUATION 



\ I \ 

SUBJECT 

Refs.: (a) 

(b) 

(c) 

(d) 

I. PURPOSE 

January 19, 1973 
NUMBER 5000. 3 

DDR&E 

Department of Defense Directive 

Test and Evaluation 

DoD Directive 5000.1, "Acquisition of Major Defense 
Systems," July 13, 1971 

DepSecDef multi-addressee memorandum, 11Conduct of 
Operational Test and Evaluation," February 11, 1971 
(hereby cancelled) 

DepSecDef multi-addressee memorandum on the subject 
of the role of DDR&E in test and evaluation as 
related to the DCP System, April 21, 1971 (hereby 
cancelled) 

DepSecDef multi-addressee memorandum, 11Test and 
Evaluation in the System Acquisition Process," 
August 3, 1971 (hereby cancelled) 

This Directive establishes policy for the conduct of test 
and evaluation by the Military Departments and Defense hgencies 
(hereinafter referred to collectively as ''DoD Components") 
in the acquisition of defense systems (Sections III through 
VI). In addition, it codifies the responsibilities of the 
Deputy Director of Defense Research and Engineering, Test 
and Evaluation (DD(T&E)), which were previously promulgated 
by references (b), (c), and (d)(Section VII). 

II. CANCELIATIONS 

References (b), (c), and (d) are hereby superseded and 
cancelled. 

III. SCOPE AND APPLICABILITY 

The provisions of this Directive encompass major programs 
of defense systems acquisition as designated by the Secretary 
of Defense (described in Section II., of reference (a)) and 
apply to all DoD Components that are responsible for such 
programs. In addition, it provides principles to be applied 
by the DoD Components in their acquisition of Defense Systems 
that do not fall in the "major acquisition programs" category. 
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TV. POLICIES AND PRINCIPLES 

A. General. 

1. Test and evaluation shall be commenced as early as 
possible and conducted throughout the system acquisition 
process as necessary to assist in progressively reducing 
acquisition risks and in assessing military worth. 

2. Acquisition schedules will be based, inter alia, upon 
accomplishing test and evaluation milestones prior to the 
time that key decisions which would commit significant 
added resources a.re to be made. 

3. Before the initiation of development of a new system, test 
and evaluation using existing systems, or modificatio_ns 
thereto, may be appropriate to help define the military need 
for the proposed new system and to estimate its military 
utility. Determination of military worth, need, and utility 
will be accomplished in accordance with other DoD directives. 

4. All test and evaluation activities shall consider environ
mental issues and provide assessments for review as early 
as possible in the test planning cycle. (See DoD Directive 
6050. 1.) 

B. Development Test and Evaluation (Dr&E). DT&E is that test and 
evaluation conducted to: demonstrate that the engineering design 
and development process is complete; demondtrate that the design 
risks have been minimized; demonstrate that the system will meet 
specifications; and estimate the system's military utility when 
introduced. DT&E is planned, conducted, and monitored, by the 
developing agency of the DoD Component, and the results thereof 
are reported by that agency to the responsible Military Service 
Chief or Defense Agency Director. 

1. DT&E shall be started as early in the development cycle as 
possible and include testing of component(s), subsystem(s), 
and prototype or preproduction model(s) of the entire 
system. Compatibility and interoperability with existing 
or planned equipments· and systems shall be tested. 

2. During the development phase following the Program. Initiation 
Decision (Milestone I), adequate DT&E shall be accomplished 
to demonstrate that technical risks have been identified 
and that solutions are in hand, 

3. During the Full-Scale Development phase and prior to the 
first major production decision, the DT&E accomplished 
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shall be adequate to insure: that engineering is reasonably 
complete; that all significant design problems (including 
compatibility, interoperability, reliability, maintainability, 
and logistical considerations) have been identified; and that 
solutions to the above problems are in hand. 

4. For those systems which have a natural interface with equipment 
of another Component or may be acquired by two or more Components, 
joint rt.r&E may be required. Such joint testing will include 
participation and support by all affected Components as 
appropriate. 

c. Operational Test and Evaluation (OT&E). OT&E is that test and 
evaluation conducted to estimate the prospective system's military 
utility, operational effectiveness, and operational suitability 
(including compatibility, interoperability, reliability, maintain
ability, and logistic and training requirements), and need for any 
modifications. In addition, OT&E provides information on organi
zation, personnel requirements, doctrine, and tactics. Also it 
may provide data to support or verify material in operating instruc
tions, publications, and handbooks. OT&E will be accomplished by 
operational and support personnel of the type and qualifications of 
those expected to use and maintain the system when deployed, and 
will be conducted in as realistic an operational environment as 
possible. OT&E will normally be conducted in phases, each keyed to 
an appropriate decision point. During Full-Seal~ D~velopment OT&E 
w,.!ll.b~accomplished_ to assist in-eva.l~at_~ng op~~?,t:i,ona],_i,_,.f..f.~.£:ldve
nes s and sui t~_!,y ( incluaingcompati bili ty, interoperability, 
reliabTlity, maintainability, and logistic and training requirements). 
OT&E will be continued as necessary during and after the production 
period to refine these estimates, to evaluate changes, an,d to re
evaluate the system to insure that it continues to meet operational 
needs and retains its effectiveness in a new environment or against 
a new threat. 

1. In each DoD Component there will be one major field agency 
(or a limited number of such major field agencies) separate 
and distinct from the developing/procuring command which will 
be responsible for OT&E and which will: 

a. Report the results of its independent test and evaluation 
directly to the Military Service Chief or Defense Agency 
Director, 

b. Recommend directly to its Military Service Chief or 
Defense Agency Director the accomplishment of adequate 
OT&E. 

c. Insure that the OT&E is effectively planned and conducted. 
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2. In addition, each DoD Component will provide within its 
immediate headquarters staff a full-time, strong, focal point 
organization to assist the independent OT&E field agency and 
to keep its Military Service Chief or Defense Agency Director 
fully informed as to needs and accomplishments. 

3. Operational testing should be separate from development testing. 
However, development testing and early phases of operational 
testing may be combined where separation would cause delay 
involving unacceptable military risk, or would cause an unac
ceptable increase in the acquisition cost of the system. When 
combined testing is conducted, the necessary test conditions 
and test data required by both the DoD Component developing 
agency and OT&E agency must be realized. In addition, the 
separate Component OT&E,agency must: insure that the combined 
test is so planned and executed as to provide the necessary 
operational test information; participate actively in the test; 
and provide separate evaluation of the resultant operational 
test information. 

4. Acquisition programs will be so structured that at least an 
initial phase of operational test and evaluation (IOT&E) will 
be accomplished prior to the first major production decision 
adequate to provide a valid estimate of expected system opera
tional effectiveness and suitability (including compatibility, 
interoperability, reliability, maintainability, and logistic 
and training requirements). Pilot production items will be 
employed for IOT&E wherever practicable, Prototypes, if they 
are reasonably representative of the expected production items, 
may be employed, where there otherwise would be delay involving 
unacceptable military risk or unacceptable increased acqui-
sition costs. · 

5. For more complex systems, additional phases of OT&E may be 
required and performed with pilot or preproduction items 
subsequent to the first majpr production decision but prior to 
the availability of first production items. When production 
items are available in sufficient quantity, follow-on phases 
of OT&E adequate to meet the full objective outlined above 
will be accomplished by the appropriate DoD Component's inde
pendent OT&E agency. 

6. For those systems which have a natural interface with equip
ment of another Component, or may be acquired by two or more 
Components, joint OT&E will be conducted where required. Such 
joint testing will include participation and support by all 
affected Components as appropriate. 

D. Test and Evaluation for Major Ships of a Class. The long design, 
engineering, and construction period of a major ship will normally 
preclude completion of the lead ship and accomplishment of test 
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thereon prior to decision to proceed with follow ships. In lieu 
thereof, successive phases of DT&E and OT&E will be accomplished 
as early as practicable at test installations and on the lead 
ship so as to rapidly reduce risks and thereby minimize the need 
for modification to follow ships. 

1. When combat system complexity warrants, there will be constructed 
a combat system test installation wherein the weapon, sensor, 
and information processing subsystems are integrated through 
their interfaces in the manne~ expected in the ship class. 
Adequate initial DT&E and OT&E of the integration of those sub
systems will be accomplished thereon prior to the first major 
production decision on follow ships. To the degree practicable 
first generation subsystems will have been approved for service 
use prior to the initiation of integrated operational testing. 
Where subsystems cannot be service approved prior to the initial 
operational testing, their integration will be tested at the 
test site installation as early as possible in their acquisition 
cycle. 

2. For new ship types incorporating major technical advancements 
not earlier proven in hull or not-nuclear propulsion design, 
a prototype incorporating these advancements will be employed. 
If the major technological advancements are contemplated in 
only some features of the hull or non-nuclear propulsion design, 
the test installation need incorporate only the applicable new 
features. Adequate test and evaluation on such prototype will 
be completed prior to the first major production decision on 
follow ships. 

3. The prototyping of Navy nuclear propulsion plants will be 
accomplished in accordance with the methods in use by the 
Atomic Energy Commission. Construction of the lead and follow 
ships will be done in the sequence now being used. 

4. For all new ship classes, continuing phases of OT&E on the 
lead ship will be conducted at sea as early in the acquisition 
process as possible for specified systems or equipments and, 
if required, full ship operational evaluation to the degree 
feasible, 

5. A description of the subsystems to be included in any test 
site ©r test prototype, the schedules to accomplish test and 
evaluation,and any exceptions to the above policies will be 
set forth in the initial and any subsequent DCPs and approved 
by the Secretary of Defense, 

E. Test and Evaluation for One-of-a-Kind Systems. For one-of-a-kind 
systems, or systems involving procurement of only a very few over 
an extended period, the principles of DT&E of component(s), subsystem(s) 
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and prototype or first production model(s) of the entire system 
will be applied. Compatibility and interoperability with existing 
or planned equipnents will be tested. ar&E will be conducted as 
early as possible by the OT&E agency as necessary to provide a 
valid estimation of operational suitability and effectiveness. 

F. Production Acceptance Test and Evaluation (PAT&E). PAT&E is test 
and evaluation of production items to demonstrate that the items 
procured fulfill the requirements and specifications of the procuring 
contract or agreements. It is the responsibility of each DoD Component 
to accomplish the necessary PAT&E throughout the production phase of 
the acquisition process. 

G. Integrated T&E Plans. The DoD Component will prepare as early as 
possible in the acquisition process, and prior to initiation of 
Full-Scale Development, an overall test and evaluation plan to 
identify and integrate the effort and schedules of all T&E to be 
accomplished and to insure that all necessary T&E is accomplished 
prior to the key decision points. This plan will be kept current 
by the DoD Component. 

H. S stems Acquisition Review Council DSARC ent 
DCP Procedures for Ma·or Defense S 

1. The DCP prepared for use at the time of the Program Initiation 
Decision (Milestone I) for a major Defense System will identify 
the critical questions and areas of risk to be resolved by test 
and evaluation. It will also provide a summary statement of 
test objectives, schedules, and milestones. The DSARC in its 
review will determine the adequacy of the statement of questions 
and issues and of test objectives and schedules. 

2. When the DoD Component proposes to initiate Full-Scale Develop
ment the revised DCP will give the results of T&E accomplished 
to that date, an updated statement of critical questions and 
areas of risk still needing test to resolve, and a detailed 
statement of test plans and milestones. The DSARC will assess 
and comment to the Secretary of Defense as to the adequacy of 
T&E progress and of planned T&E to occur prior to the first 
major production decision. 

3. The DSARC in its review prior to the first major production 
decision will assess and comment to the Secretary of Defense 
as to the adequacy of test results to support a decision to 
proceed with major production and the adequacy of plans and 
schedules for any remaining testing. 

4. In case of DCP revisions and DSARC reviews subsequent to the 
first major production decision, an updated assessment of test 
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V. WAIVERS 
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~esults and plans and schedules for additional test and 
evaluation will be presented. 

A. In the case of major programs, any waiver of the accomplish
ment of the T&E as outlined in the approved DCP will be 
granted only by the Secretary of Defense. 

B. For other than major programs, the DoD Components will designate 
the minimum threshold for definition of less than major 
programs. For such programs the waiver of the required T&E 
will: 

1. Within the Military Departments, be granted only by the 
Secretary, the Under Secretary, or such Assistant 
Secretary as the Secretary may designate. 

2. Within the Department of Defense Agencies, be granted 
only by the Director. 

VI. EXCLUSIONS 

Test and evaluation of nuclear weapons subsystems which are governed 
by other joint DoD/AEC agreements are excluded from the foregoing 
provisions of this directive. 

VII. RESPONSIBILITIES OF THE D'.EPUTY DIRECTOR OF DEFENSE RESEARCH AND 
ENGINEERING, TEST AND EVALUATION (DD(T&E)) 

The DD(T&E) has across-the-board responsibility for OSD in test 
and evaluation matters. This responsibility includes: 

A. Reviewing test and evaluation policy and procedures applicable 
to the Department of Defense as a whole and recommending 
changes he believes appropriate directly to the Secretary of 
Defense. 

B. Monitoring closely the test and evaluation planned and conducted 
by the DoD Components for major acquisition programs and for 
such other programs as he believes necessary. 

C. Assisting in the preparation of, and/or reviewing, the Test 
and Evaluation Sections of DCPs and Progral!i Memoranda (PMs). 

D. For major programs,reporting to the DSARC and the Worlgwide 
Military Command and Control System Council as appropriate, 
and directly to the Secretary of Defense for such programs, 
at each major milestone decision point his assessment as to 
the adequacy of the identified critical issues and questions 
to be resolved by test and evaluation, test plans and sched
ules, and the adequacy of the accomplished T&E to justify the 
action recommended for that milestone decision. 
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E. Monitoring closely such joint testing as is accomplished by 
the DoD Components in connection with their planned acquisition 
of specific systems. In addition, initiating and coordinating 
the accomplishment of such additional joint testing as is 
necessary, with specific dele~ation to an appropriate Component 
(or Components) of all practical aspects of the joint test. 

F. Coordinating and reviewing the test and evaluation of foreign 
systems for possible DoD use. 

G. Fulfilling OSD responsibilities for the National and major 
Service test facilities. 

H. Monitoring, only to the extent required to determine the 
applicability of results to weapon system acquisition or 
modification, that test and evaluation: 

1. Directed by the Joint Chiefs of Staff which relates to 
the Single Integrated Operational Plan (SIOP) operational 
factors. 

2. Conducted primarily for development or investigation of 
organizational or doctrinal concepts. 

To accomplish these duties, statements of critical issues for 
DCPs/PMs, test plans for their resolution, and test results will 
be made available to DD(T&E) at his request as early as developed. 

VIII. REPORTING REQUIREMENTS 

The reporting requirements prescribed herein are exempt from formal 
approval and control in accordance with III.D.3., of DoD Directive 
5000.19. 

IX. EFFECTIVE DATE AND IMPLEMENTATION 

This Directive is effective immediately. Each DoD Component which 
has authority and responsibilities under reference (a) will imple
ment this Directive withia 60 days and will forward three copies 
of each implementing document to the Director of Defense Research 
and Engineering. 
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OFFICE OF THE DIRECTOR OF DEFENSE RESEARCH AND ENGINEERING 
WASHINGTON, 0 . C. 2030\ 

·· 1-11,,,,, 30 April 1975 

MEMORANDUM FOR SECRETARY OF DEFENSE 

THROUGH : DIRECTOR OF DEFENSE RESEARCH AND ENGINEERJNG 

The Defense Science Board's Task Force on Independent Research 
and Development ( IR&D) has completed its study of IR&D considering 
the rationale for supporting IR&D, the administration of the 
IR&D Program by the Department of Defense and the alternatives 
for the contractor r ecovery of IR&D costs . The final report on 
the study is hereby submitted. The conclusions and recamnendations 
of the Task Force are summarized in the first few pages of the 
report. 

:(/~-/ 
Solomon J . Buchsbaum 
Cha irman 
Defense Science Board 
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OFFICE OF THE DIRECTOR OF DEFEN SE RESEARCH AND ENGINEERING 
WASHINGTO N , 0 . C. 20301 

18 April 1975 

MEMORANDUM FOR THE CHAIRMAN, DEFENSE SCIENCE BOARD 

SUBJECT: Report of the Task Force on Independent R&D 

Submitted herewith is the report of the Defense Science Board 
Task Force on Independent Research & Development. The Task Force 
supports the national policy of dependency primarily upon industrial 
suppliers for goods and services and emphasizes strongly that the 
exercise of an independent research and development effort by the 
potential contractors is a necessary condition for promoting competition 
and making progress. 

The Task Force believes that much of the confusion surrounding 
the Defense Department funding of Independent Research and Develop
ment (IR&D) and Bid and Proposal (B&P) expense is associated with a 
misunderstanding of their roles. The Task Force has devoted consider
able attention to this problem and has attempted to point out that the 
support of contractors ' Competitive Technical Effort (CTE), which 
collectively describes IR&D and B&P, is necessary to achieve maximum 
returns to the Government. 

We find no significant deficiencies in the present system but 
do believe that simplifications and improvements can be made such that 
the burden on the Department and the contractor can be reduced while 
still obtaining the benefits of technical information exchange , planning 
and competition. 

The Task Force has discussed its conclusions and recommendations 
with the IR&D Policy Council. 

;f C _-
/1~i <drt. ·-J, Y/~-

Gerald F . Tape 
Chairman , Task Force on 

Independent R&D 
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 

The Task Force concurs in the national policy that 
requires the Department of Defense to rely primarily on 
competition to select sources for developing and pr oducing 
its military hardware and for providing it with needed 
services. The Task Force believes that the DoD's own best 
interests are served in this way . It also believes that 
DoD reimbursement of independent Competitive Technical 
Effort (CTE) - the combination of Independent Research and 
Development (IR&D) and Bid and Proposal (B&P) - 1s 
necessarily implied by such a policy . Finally, it believes 
that the CTE allowance is basically a method of compensation 
f or past costs incurred by the contractor in preparing him
self to compete technically and pricewise f or the contracts 
against which the allowances are charged . Prior approval 
of the content and relevancy of CTE activi ties is, t herefore, 
not really appropriate. 

Specifically, since much of the benefit of competition 
fl ows to the government, the Task Force recommends that: 

• the DoD reimburse , thr'ough overhead , defense 
contractors for CTE in the amount considered 
necessary to maintain a truly comp€tit1ve 
environment among DoD's industrial sources of 
supply; 

• the amount of CTE authorized be determined to the 
greatest extent possible automatically on the basis 
of commercial market place experience or negotiated 
on the basis of s i mple formula and guidelines 
changeable by DoD periodically as conditions 
dictate; 

• the DoD IR&D Policy Council provide guidance as 
to the level of CTE reimbursement by setting CTE 
policy and guidelines, and reviewing CTE goals 
and results at regular intervals; 

• the DoD not a t tempt to manage, direct, or require 
prior approval of the substance of CTE programs; 
however, continue technical exchanges for the 
benefit of contractor and DoD; 

• DoD reduce the tendency to be more restrictive 
than the agency-wide intent of the law in 
defining relevancy, by issuing instructions 
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that assure that relevancy tests are not 
limited by the narrow interests of reviewing 
specialists. In any consideration of future 
changes, DoD should support the view that it is 
in the Government's greater interest that there 
be no tests for relevancy applied to CTE, or, 
at a minimum, that s uch tests be for Government
wide benefits, not simply f or individual agency 
benefits; and 

• the DoD promote the use of inter-agency coordinated 
CTE policy and procedures to the extent other agenc ies 
depend on com~etitive sources of supply in the way 
DoD does, but not support a central agency for 
CTE administration. 

I n utilizing the term CTE in this report to describe 
collectively IR&D and B&P, the Task Force does not intend 
that the present systems be rewritten to replace the terms 
IR&D and B&P. 

As a final note , while the Task Force believes that the 
DoD should support a strong CTE among its contractors, it 
recognizes that CTE is only one aspect, though a n important 
one, of the large and complicated question of how best to 
establish and maintain a competitive industry to serve DoD 
needs. It therefore warns against attempting to solve 
the whole problem through control of CTE, an attempt that 
is not onl y unlikely to succeed, but which may lessen the 
contribution CTE itself makes . 

A more detailed listing of the Task Force's Conclusions 
and Recommendations is provided on the next two pages. 
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I. 

II. 

III. 

CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS 

Conclusions 

The major benefits from IR&D 
are derived principally from 
the "I" ; namely, the indepen
dence of choice and execution 
by the contractor . 

Recommendations 

1 . Competitive Technical Effort 
(CTE), independently conducted 
by a contractor, must be 
accepted as an essential com
ponent in the maintenance of 
a competitive industrial base 
responsive to DoD needs . 

2 . CTE must be considered i n 
conjunction with direct 
contract/ grant R&D and in
house R&D; each has a role to 
play in maintaining the 
Nation 1s · technological base 
and capability. 

CTE (IR&D/B&P) is a legitimate 3. 
cost of doing business and is 
logically an overhead expense. 

Treatment of CTE expense, 
including burden but not G&A, 
as an overhead cost element 
should be continued . 

The treatment of CTE expense 
and the test for reasonable
ness should be closely coupled 
to commercial practice a nd as 
free from technical audit 
judgment as possible. 

xi 

4 . The DoD should employ to the 
greatest extent possible com
petitive market place controls 
over contractor IR&D/B&P (CTE) 
and less judgmental pre and 
post audit- type controls. In 
doing s o, subjective tests for 
reasonableness would be re
placed where applicable by 
objective criteria as illus
trated by the CWAS concept . 

5- The DoD IR&D Policy Council 
should exert greater control 
at the policy level , reviewing 
CTE trends and needs, estab
ling guidance for reimbursement 
and implementation, et9 . This 
efford should concentrate on 
minimizing the number of 
negotiated agreements , in pro
viding crisp guidance and 



IV. Government controls on CTE in 
the absence of direct and 
continuing ~market pressures 
on contractor costs stould 
seek to achieve an optimum 
balance between protecting 
the Government 1s interest 
and encouraging the greatest 
freedom in the exePcise of 
the CTE resource. 

All agencies of the govern
ment should support CTE to 
the extent that the contrac 
tors involved are a part of 
a pool of competitive 
suppliers. 

xii 

procedures to shorten the 
negotiating periods of 
advance agreements a nd in 
expediting implementation 
at the field level. 
Negotiators should be 
encouraged to refer unusual 
situations to the Service 
Policy Councils for specific 
guidance . 

6 . Relevancy requirements 
ultimately should be 
eliminated in their entirety 
or, as a minimum, the narrow 
agency relevancy requirement 
be broadened to one of 
government-wide relevancy. 
In the meantime, DoD should 
reduce the internal tendency 
to be more restrictive than 
the agency-wide intent of 
the law. 

7. Effective technical exchanges 
between the contractor and 
appropriate DoD personnel 
are important and should 
continue to be encouraged, 
but not for the purpose of 
prejudging IR&D programs. 

8. Where other government agencies 
rely on competitive sources 
in a manner similar to DoD, 
DoD should encourage CTE 
policies and procedures that 
recognize CTE as a necessary 
business expense. 



An Analysis of Independent Research and 
Development/Bid and Proposal 

INTRODUCTI ON 

The issue of reimbursement of contractors ' independent 
research and development and bid and proposal costs (IR&D 
and B&P) has had a long history within the DoD and the 
government generally . The debate has usually centered 
around amount, specific relationship to individual contract~ 
control and financing . An added consideration for the 
government as a whole and a concern expressed by many con
tractors has been the lack of uniformity in treatment from 
agency to agency . 

The Defense Science Board (DSB) Task Force on IR&D has 
reviewed the extensive work done by others both inside and 
outside of the government in the examination of IR&D poli 
cies and procedures . Discussions were held with members 
of an industry Tri -Association study group; with the IR&D 
Directors from several defense industry firms; with senior 
representatives of government agencies, such as DoD, AEC, 
NASA, SBA, GAO: and finally with repr esentatives of small 
contractors, some working exclusively in the commercial 
market place, some working almost exclusively for the 
government , and others with mixed product lines. 

The Task Force was asked not to start de novo but to 
reassess the fundamentals concerning IR&D/B&P with specific 
emphasis on: 

1 . the various objectives and uses of IR&D/B&P 
from t he viewpoints of both the government and industry, 
and 

2. alternate means for satisfying the various 
objectives, including analysis and evaluation of methods 
to l:)e used . 

The full charter of the Task Force is included in Appendix l; 
the rrembership of the Task Force is given in Appendix 2. 

To avoid misunderst andings, the definitions used by 
the Task Force are those developed by DOD and are stated in 
Appendix 3. The major points of the present DoD policy on 
I R&D/B&P and the general features of its implementation are 
given in Appendix 4 . 
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RELATED STUDIES 

At the request of the Chairmen of two Senate 
Subcommittees and a member of the House, the General 
Accounting Office (GAO) has undertaken a study of IR&D/ 
B&P and has submitted a number of questions to the DoD. 
The basis f or the GAO review appears to be a questioning 
by some Members of Congress as to whether there should be 
increased government control over . that part of a con
tractor ' s IR&DIB&P that is reimbursed by the government, 
whether there should be more emphasis on direct R&D 
contracting versus IR&D, and whether there should be a 
budgetary ceiling on the total IR&D supported by DoD . The 
GAO study is still in progress; however, the GAO has issued 
a partial report of its investigation (dated 16 Aug 1974) . 

On the industry side, the Ad Hoc Committee on IR&D/ 
B&P of the Tri-Association (Electronic I ndustries 
Ass ociati~n, Aerospace Industries Association and National 
Security Industrial Association) has completed a study of 
the subject and has presented a statement of principles and 
recommendations in a Position Paper dated 22 March 1974. 
(See Appendix 5 for a listing of specific recommendations.) 
The following recommendati ons are pertinent to this dis
cussion: 

1 . The requirement for potential military 
relevancy should be eliminated. 

2. The requirement for establishing ceilings on 
IR&D/ B&P costs should be eliminated in the interest of 
encouraging competition and maintaining a strong industrial 
capability. 

3 . IR&D/B&P costs are indirect costs , part of 
~verhead, and should not become line items in agency budgets. 

4 . IR&D/B&P are indirect business expenses and 
should be fully reimbursed . The government should pay for 
such costs on the same basis as all other customers . 

The Commission on Government Procurement included 
recommendations on IR&D in its December 1972 report; the 
majority view, set forth under recommendation B- 10, sought 
to: 

1 . recognize in cost allowability principles 
that IR&D and B&P expenditures are in the Nation ' s best 
interests to promote competition, to advance technology, 
and to foster economic growth; 
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2. establish a policy recognizing IR&D and B&P 
efforts as necessary costs of doing business and provide 
for a) uniform Government - wide treatment , b) acceptance 
of company practice when over 50% of sales are accounted 
for by firm fixed price Government contracts and commer
cial products and services, and c) application of relevancy 
to a potential agency function or operation when contractor 
cost centers have more than 50% cost - type contracts. 

There were dissenting views by some members of the Commission. 
These includ~d, inter alia, a more encompassing requirement 
for relevancy, greater""""a'ccess to contractor records in order 
to determine allowability, and annual agency reporting to 
the Congress on criteria and magnitude of allowances. An 
additional dissent noted that other mechanisms to achieve 
the benefits of IR&D had not been sufficiently explored and 
further study was necessary . The recommendations of the 
Commission on Government Procurement are under review by 
the Executive Branch; a policy position has not been estab
lished. 

Other principal documents reviewed by the Task Force 
included "A Review of IR&D" dated February 1974., prepared 
by a DoD Working Group on the Nature, Objectives and Effects 
of the Independent Research and Development Program, and a 
staff report to the Commission on Government Procurement 
entitled "Independent Research and Development Special 
Project No. l" by James E. Carpenter. A bibliography of 
the more significant documents considered by the Task Force 
is given in Appendix 6 . 

No attempt has been made to present individual points 
of view nor to distill the essence of the various dis
cussions or studies. The Task Force has, however, as a 
result of all of its discussions and deliberations, reached 
certain conclusions and offers recommendations which are 
later set forth . 

COSTS AND TRENDS 

The costs associated with IR&D/B&P programs of major DoD 
contractors since 1964 are given in Appendix 7 . The contractors 
included are estimated to account for more than 85% of all 
IR&D/B&P (and in earlier years OTE) expenditures recovered 
in DoD contracts. It must be noted that many changes have 
taken place that make trend comparisons dif ficult. For 
example: (1) A requirement for reporting burdened dollars 
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was introduced (this did not take place at one time and the 
actual figures for a number of rears are a mixture of 
burdened and unburdened dollars); (2) the base of contractors 
reported on changed from year to year (while a large number 
of companies are in the base through the entire time period, 
the remainin$ part of the data base varies considerably from 
year to year); (3) the DCAA current rules for companies to be 
reported is different in the last years than in the initial 
years; (4) OTE costs reported separately in earlier years have 
in later years been included for the most part in IR&D 
reporting. 

From Appendix 7 it will be noted that for 1974, 90 
major defense contractors incurred total costs of $1,694 
million. Through advance agreements with the larger contrac
tors and by apVrlication of a formula for others, the DoD 
considered as 'acceptable", cost of $1,405 million . Since 
these contractors also have non-DoD contracts, the DoD 
portion, allocated on the basis of sales, was $808 million, 
about 57% of the total acceptable. It should be emphasi zed 
that under the present DoD policy, essentially all of these 
expenditures, $779 million out of the $808 million, were 
covered by advance agreements. The comparable figures for 
IR&D only were $445 million out of $457 million. 

IR&D/B&P - THE TASK FORCE APPRAISAL 

The Need for Independent Techni cal Effort in Contractors • 
Organizations 

Every successful organization must have the ability 
to survive in the cQllpetitive market place. This applies 
to the U.S. Government in its continuing effort to maintain 
a world leadership role, to provide for the Nation's security, 
and to satisfy the needs of its citizens. The U.S. Govern
ment provides a framework within which elements of its 
society can operate but leaves much of the actual responsi
bility for meeting these needs to the private market place . 
The necessary continuing technical advances therefore, 
result principally from the individual initiative of those 
interested in and having a responsibility for education, 
research, development, production and provision of services . 
From long experience, we have found that the most innovative 
and productive ideas stem from grass roots initiatives by thos, 
individuals and organizations that recognize and understand 
what needs to be done and what can be done. 

•:\ All organizations, and especially those whose 
continuing success is dependent upon more advanced tech
nologies, must carry out research and development in order 
to remain aware of and to make advances in the state of the 
art, generate new products or new techniques to meet ever
changing needs, reduce costs, etc. In other words. they 
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must remain competitive . This a pp l ies to universities in 
generating new knowledge and in training students, to 
Government l aboratories i n fulfilling their commitments 
to their r espective agencies , and t o industry in supplying 
products and services for both the public and private 
sectors . 

R&D of the highest qual i ty i s nece ssary for the 
preservation of our National s ecurity s ince we must be 
prepared t o cope with potential adversaries who continue 
to demonstrate their full commitment to advanced and ever
i mpr oving military systems . The question is how best to 
obtain the necessary R&D to satisfy U.S . needs. A part of 
the answer is that we must take advantage of all possi
bilities,ranging from that which i s contr oll ed and directed 
by the customer, i . e . , the Government, to tha t which 
encourages the grea test possible independence and initiative 
by the supplier . 

Virtually e veryone the Task Force talked to, a s 
well as the Task Forc e members themselves, believe that 
IR&D/B&P plays a role in meeti ng DoD needs that is at least 
highly important if not absolutely necessary . Yet it is 
clear f r om the hist ory of IR&D and the voluminous docu
mentation made available to the Task Force that IR&D has 
been almost continuously subject to serious challenge . 
The challenges have usually been about one or another 
aspect of the procedures for handling IR&D and how inde
pendent it s hould be rather than whet he r or not IR&D 
should exist . Since, however , there did not seem to be 
anything seriously wrong with existing procedures, the 
Task Force came to the conclusion that the real trouble may 
lie in the lack of a generally- agreed upon , or perhaps 
understood, rational e for IR&D for which a consistent set 
of procedures could be applied. It became clear that with
o.ut agreement on why DoD supports IR&D and what it hopes 
to accompl ish by so doing, t he misunderstandings would 
r emain . 

The Task For ce, therefore, discussed this problem 
at some length and has defined a rat i onale which it believes 
goe s to the hear t of the issue . 

A Rationale for IR&D/B&P 

The two f undamental questions concer ning Government 
support of IR&D/B&P are: 

• Why should the Government reimburse 
expendi tures for IR&D/B&P? 
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• If there are sound reasons for such 
reimbursement, what rules should be used 
to allocate the funds available for i t 
among competing claimants? 

The answers commonly given to the first question 
include objectives such as to increase knowledge, to improve 
technology, to explore and test innovative ideas and con
cepts, to retain key staff, etc. These are all worthy 
objectives and they contribute to the health of the defense 
community. Since they are generally stated in industry
benefiting terms, the question naturally arises: Since 
they are beneficial to industry, why shouldn 1 t companies 
use their "own money 11 to pay for them rather than expecting . 
the Government to do so? And, even if° beneficial to 
industry, what makes them beneficial to the Government? 

The answer commonly given to the second question 
generally takes the form of a statement that work of this 
sort is a necessary cost of a f irm' s doing business, and, 
therefore, should be paid for by any customer -- including 
the Government. While this is valid, under the present 
method for reimbursing IR&D/B&P expenditures confusion 
arises since the Government seems to be paying the costs 
of preparing for and acquiring future work as part of the 
expense of current, sometimes unrelated contracts. This 
raises questions such as : Why should the Government invest 
in a company's fut ure work? And how can the Government be 
sure that the money invested is actually spent in work from 
which it can benefit? 

Why should the Government support IR&D/B&P? 

The Government has decided as a matter of 
National policy that the Department of Defense and other 
Government agencies should rely primarily on competition 
to select sources for developing and producing its 
milita~y hardware and providing them with needed services. 
The Task Force believes that this policy is fundamentally 
sound. Competitive procurement, whether of a formal or 
informal nature, will in the long run be more efficient 
and economical, result in higher quality, and be more 
flexibility responsive to DoD 1 s changing needs. 

This policy has a pric e, however. The price 
includes assuring the continued existence of sufficient 
number of organizations qualified to meet DoD needs so that 
a truly competitive environment can exist . Furthermore, 
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these organizations must be sufficiently staffed with 
qualified and knowledgeable people that they can do the 
jobs r equired . The cost of eonduct i ng the actual compe
titions must also be met . To the private or ganizations 
i nvolved in the competitions, t h is cost is the expense of 
preparing quality proposals, with all the underlying 
t echnical and administrative activities that such pro
posals require. To the Government, the cost i s tha t of 
informing industry of its needs , managing the competition, 
evaluating the proposals and selecting the performer . 
These costs a r e not smal l . They a re , in fact , substan
tial; but they are considered t o be more than justi fied 
by the savings accruing to the Government from effective 
compe tition as well as technology gr owth inherent from 
such competition . 

Since the ultimate benefits of such competi
tion accrue to the Government , i t is the Government which 
must pay for the cost of them . Part of such cost i s what 
i s commonly called IR&D/B&P - - the technical activities of 
the compet itive compani es including research, development , 
design, demonstration, proposal wr iting, etc ., i.e . , all 
those activities required for them to engage in real compe
tition . As a result, such activities might better be 
described as Competitive Technical Effor t - CTE. 

Thus, the answer to the fi r st fundamental 
question - - why the Government should reimbur se the costs 
of IR&D/B&P -- is that it must do so to help gain t he bene 
fits of competition, benefits which are the essence of a 
free enterprise system. It should be emphasized that if the 
Government is unwilling to pay in some fashion for the price 
of such competiton, then the competitive atmospher e will 
weaken as some organizations withdraw from the arena and 
others cea se to maKe significant i nvestments i n the compe 
tition, thereby resulting in proposals that are inadequately 
supported or technically unimaginati ve . In either case, the 
DoD would be left in a position in which it would not have 
real choices , but would have to make its source se l ections 
on the basis of less appropriate criteria, such as, for 
example , whose turn is next . 

DoD like the AEC and NASA does, of coorse, satis
fy some of its needs through the use of organizations which 
are essentially "chosen instr uments" in various areas, selected 
to compete for specific programs and paid to do so as a part 
of their contractual relationships with the Government . 
The se include in- house laboratories , GOCO (Government - owned 
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contractor- operated) organizations and FCRC 1s(federal 
contract re search centers). But , while i mpor tant to DoD 
and other Government agencies to be able to provide this 
type of tailored competition for special needs, this 
approach i s not the solution to their obtaining the vast 
bulk of the goods and services they need annually. 

How should the Government pay for Competitive TechnicaJ 
Effort? 

A private contractor must have made an 
investment .in CTE for him to have obtained a competitive 
contract . The Government should , therefore, permit the 
contractor to recover prior CTE costs as a part of each 
such contract. The Government should recognize that CTE 
costs are company-initiated costs, made under company con
trol for the purpose of being able to satisfy Government 
needs in a competitive manner . The Government should also 
recognize that it is really compensating a contractor for 
his investment only if he has been suc~essful in obtaining 
a contract. In fact , it should be clear that the Govern 
ment will reimburse only successful contractors and not 
t hose whose prior CTE was not good enough to satisfy some 
Government need. 

Successful competitors will wi sh to use CTE 
monies recovered on contracts in a variety of ways, all 
being investments in the future, that is, directed at 
increasing the contractor's ability to obtain new contracts . 
The choices are up to them. It is also up to them to 
decide what contracts -- and, in fact, what customers -
they wish to go after, and to decide how to allocate the 
money in their various CTE activities. They can invest 
more if they are hopeful that this will pay off; they can 
invest less if they are pessimistic . The essential point 
is that recovered CTE monies provide an opportunity to 
invest in ways determined by the company to enable it to 
engage effectively in valid competitions . 

If a company is successful on the average in 
competitions, such investments will pay off; if a company 
is unsuccessful on the average, CTE investments will fail 
to pay off . "On the average" is stressed because, to stay 
in business, contractors must recover their CTE costs on 
unsuccessful as well as on successful bids . If, for 
example, the Government would like three bidders on the 
average, then the average contractor will achieve one 
success out of three tries and must recover CTE costs 
expended on the two fai lures as well as CTE costs related 
to hi s one success . 
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With the exceptions noted i n the following 
discussion, the present DoD procedures for reimbursing 
CTE costs are believed to recognize the factors discussed 
in the previous paragraphs . 

Possible Procedures 

Having establi shed that CTE is the price that 
the Government must pay to maintain competitive sour ces 
of supply and that the payments should be considered as 
reimbursements for past expenditure_s, there remains the 
problem of how to size, all ocate, and control Government 
CTE reimbursements. 

The simpl est and most ideal solution to this 
problem is also the one most consistent wlth the stated 
philosophy - successful contractors would be allowed to 
recover CTE costs through charges to overhead up to a 
maximum determined by a simple formula. 

The formula would be determined at the highest 
level in DoD, probably by the IR&D Policy Council, and would 
be based on a considered, periodic judgment of the needed 
level of competitive activity . Allocation among contractors 
would be based primarily on this formula but deviations 
therefrom deemed desirable by contract negotiators would be 
possible as a result of review by appropriate authority . 
Such deviations might recognize magnitude of t otal con
tractor effort, unusual year to year f luctuations or other 
special circumstances . 

Since reimbursements would be for past independent 
technical activities ( which were, by definition, successful 
or t he contractor would have no contracts against which to 
recover them), there could be little question of relevancy, 
or content, or quality . Thus, no IR&D planning documents 
would be required and no technical evaluations of such 
plans would be called for . New CTE activities would be 
truly independent and contractors would recover their costs 
only if they ultimately bore fruit in new contracts. Normal 
pressures on contractors to find out what the DoD wants and 
to tell DoD of their capabilities would be depended on to 
force the needed information interchange . 

The question arises: Suppose the contractor, for 
whateve r reasons, does not apply his new CTE in a fashion 
that leads to effective competition for new Government work? 
There are two answers t o thi s question. The first is that 
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it is really his money; and if he wastes it, it is his 
mistake. The second is that, if he wastes it, he will 
fail to win future contracts , his contract level will 
fall and the DoD reimbursement for CTE will likewise 
fall. In the long run, the system would thus be self
correcting. 

---- ----··· - ---

The Task Force does not, however, recommend that 
DoD embrace this i deal CTE procedure completely, despite 
its attractive consistency and simplicity. The Task Force 
recognizes the special nature of the DoD's relationship 
with its major contractors and hence that IR&D/B&P reimburse
ments in a given case do not always result as fully and 
directly from competitive technical effort as ideally 
envisioned. I t also recognizes the Government's duty to 
oversee the expenditure of taxpayer money, even if such 
oversight reduces effectiveness and increases costs to 
some extent; and it is aware of the existence of a consider
able body of pertinent law, regulations and precedent. 
Most importantly, the Task Force recognizes that there 
are varying degrees of competition involved in DoD procure
ments. Competition covers a broad spectrum from formal 
price competitions for commercial shelf-items at one 
extreme, through informal competitions for design ideas 
and capabilities, to chosen instruments of long duration 
at the other extreme. These variations in competition and 
the differing degrees of cost control consciousness that 
these variations may invoke, need to be recognized and 
dealt with, even at the expense of some increase in the 
complexity of IR&D/B&P procedures. 

Finally, the Task Force recognizes that DoD 
has a need to keep close track of the CTE process, in order 
both to assure itself that CTE is playing its proper role 
in the larger matter of maintaining DoD's competitive sources 
of supply and to provide informed judgment to future CTE 
policy decisions. 

The Task Force had neither the time nor sufficient 
detailed knowledge to conduct an adequate study of the pro
cedural aspects of the problem. It, therefore, presents the 
suggested procedure more as an illustration of what it 
believes is needed than as a definite set of recommendations . 
The Task Force suggests a simplified ve~sion of the existing 
DoD procedure along the following lines: 

1 . The contractor-determined CTE overhead 
charge should be accepted where competition and continuing 
cost consciousness can be clearly demonstrated, i . e., 
where cost centers are dominated by competitive, firm, 
fixed-price contracts either Government or non-Government. 
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The goal should be to remove as many contractors from 
more detailed consideration as is reasonable based on an 
adequate competition/cost conscious environment. The 
criterion ought therefore to be easily understood and 
readily accepted as opposed to covering all possible 
special circumstances . 

2 . Where this situation does not exist, 
contractors (cost centers) should be divided into two classes ~ 

a. Small (DoD reimbursed CTE less than 
$2._0 million) - use a formula set by the IR&.P_ Poltcy Council. 
Exceptions either up _or down would be allowed with justifica
tion and appropriate approval. 

b . Large {DoD reimbursed CTE greater 
than $2 .0 million) - nego~iate a dollar ceiling, consistent 
with _ptandards developed and promulgated by the IR&D Policy 
council. 

3. Technical reviews should be kept to a 
reasonable level . Company brochures should be kept simple 
and used primarily for conveying information; and overhead 
costs associated with present reviews, which are probably 
too high for both government and contractors , should be 
reduced . The Task Force also believes that visits to con
tractors should be primarily to review past and on- going 
activities rather than future plans and that visiting 
groups s hould be made up primarily of those government 
people who are working in the fields to be covered and who 
want to go for their own information. Finally, the Task 
Force believes that reliable evaluations of qua lity are 
unlikely to result from the limited time that government 
scientis t s can apply to the review of brochures or to 
quick visits and therefore questions the desirability of 
computing an evaluation score to be used in negotiating 
the CTE level. The self- correcting nature of the overall 
system, as mentioned above, seems to be the best guarantee 
of quality . 

4. The Task Force understands thati however 
undesirable it may be, the law requires a test for 'a potential 
relationship to a military function or operation1

' and that it 
is therefore not within the discretion of the DOD to omit 
such a test. Further, the Task Force notes that Service 
procurement managers are all understandably tempted to lock 
in their suppliers to their own i nterests when they can . 
The Task Force believes that the DoD should resist this 
temptation and take a broad view of the Government interest. 
As a result, the DoD definition of relevancy should be clearly 
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stated -- and the instructions, procedures and forms used 
designed - - t o assure that the test is at least DoD-wide 
and not limited to the parochial interests of reviewing 
specialists. Furthermore , narrow interpretations should 
be avoided by contract officers. 

5. The IR&D Policy Council should play a 
strong role in determining CTE policy, establishing 
the relationship of IR&D/B&P to the defense environ
ment, setting formulas, and in reviewing overall results. 
Such a role is needed to assure proper DoD awareness 
and control of this large and important Government 
investment . 

Alternate Recovery Methods 

The Task Force was asked to consider alternate 
methods for reimbursing or financing CTE (IR&D/B&P) . It 
concluded that the present procedure of reimbursement as 
an item of indirect expense should be continued . *Alternate 
methods considered included funding as a direct cost,from 
profits, and through tax credits. Comments on these rejected 
alternatives follow: 

• Direct cost reimbursement places CTE in 
the same category as direct research contracting and sub
jects it to all of the same judgments and controls at the 
many Government levels involved. In short, all of the 
advantages of independence in R&D are lost without any 
comp~nsating benefits. 

• Financing from profits would provide the 
independence sought for CTE, namely, complete company con
t r ol . One difficulty is that present fee structures would 
have to be revised significantly upwards to allow for the 
necessary CTE funding (perhaps 3-5% after taxes) . An upward 
rev;ision of f e.e struct ure does not seem likely. A second 
difficulty is that the Government and I ndustry under the 
present arrangement conduct a conside rable amount of tech
nical interchange . This might be diluted under complete 
company control and result i n l i mitations on the dissemi
nation of technology . 

• From time to time there have been pro
posals to permit I R&D- type costs to be r ecovered in whole 
or part as tax credits. IR&D cost recovery i s only part 

* Toward the end or its work , the Task Force was made aware 
of the GAO's list of 14 possible alternatives. In the 
opinion or the Task Force , these are not i ndependent 
alternatives but variations within t he categories that had 
already been considered. 
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of a larger program of tax credit incentive problems 
which must be solved . Since the tax credit route would 
probably not eliminate some test of reasonableness which 
is also necessary under the overhead allocation procedure, 
the latter is preferable. 

CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS 

General 

The Task Force concurs in the policy that requires the 
Department of Defense to rely primarily on competition t o 
select sources for developing and producing its military 
hardware and for providing it with needed services . There
fore , the conclusions and recommendations which follow 
address the question of how best to maintain a highly 
competitive industry, especially in fields of advanced 
technology that are of greater importance to the military 
than to the civilian market. 

The Task Force believes that the Government should 
encourage a strong contractor Competitive Technical Effort -
CTE (IR&D/B&P) . At the same time, it recognizes that CTE 
is but one aspect, albeit an important one, of the large 
and complicated question of establishing and maintaining a 
competitive industry to serve DoD needs. The Task Force 
warns against attempting to solve the whole problem through 
control of CTE, an attempt that is not only unlikely to 
succeed but may lessen the contribution CTE itself may make. 

The present system of implementation by the DoD is 
generally satisfactory. The following recommendations are 
made in part to emphasize various important features of CTE 
and in part to propose improvements such as administrative 
simplification, greater reliance on market place type controls, 
greater dec ision authority remaining wi th performers, etc . 

Conclusion I . The major benefits from IR&D are derived 
principally from the "I", namely., the independence of choice 
and execution by the contractor. 

Direct cont racting (including grants) for research 
and development is most useful when end objectives or fields 
of research are clearly specified . Government specialists 
then play an important role in selection and direction. The 
selection process is complex and the response time, which 
must include budgetary consideration and planning, is long . 
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Direct contracting will and should remain the principal 
method for controlling the major allocation of R&D 
resources . With the wide variety of projects to be 
accomplished, different performers can be employed as 
appropriate, e . g ., academic, not - for - profit, Government 
in- house, and industrial institutions. 

The benefits from Independent R&D stem princi
pally from the contractor's flexibility in decision 
making and execution of the work. Those with the deepest 
technical involvement are encouraged to innovate . Research 
and development decisions as to what, how , who and when 
are made where the work is done . Immediate judgments by 
peers permit more rapid and imaginative responses . 

Additionally, the present procurement process 
depends heavily on guaranteed success, that is, previous 
extensive R&D, testing, evaluation, etc . Exploratory and 
conceptual research, component development and early 
testing through IR&D provide a better base from which DoD 
decisions for follow-on R&D or fabrication contract effort 
can be made. 

All in all, IR&D is a major component of the 
contractor's Competitive Technical Effort . It provides 
him with both the expertise and knowledge ~ith which to 
r espond promptly and responsively as well as to propose 
new innovative concepts. 

Recommendation 1 . 

Competitive Technical Effort (CTE), independently 
conducted by a contractor, must be accepted as 
an essential component in the maintenance of a 
competitive industrial base response to DoD needs . 

Recommendation 2 . 

CTE must be considered in conjunction with direct 
contract/grant R&D and in- house R&D; each has a 
role to play in maintaining the Na t ion ' s techno
logical base and capability. 
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Conclusion II. CTE (IR&D/B&P) is a legitimate cost 
of doing business and is logically an overhead expense. 

All organizations , e specially those engaged in 
advanced technology programs, must support strong pr ograms 
of GTE . I t is a cost of remaini ng competitive and must be 
recovered either as a reimbursable cost or, if not 
allowable, f rom profits. 

Recovery from profit would cer tainly provide the 
independence sought for CTE, namely, comple te company 
control . The difficulty is that the present DoD fee 
structure would have to be revised upwards to allow for 
the necessary CTE funding (perhaps 3-5% after taxes) if 
gross profits from Government work were not to drop below 
present levels ; such upwa r d revi sion of fee str ucture does 
not seem likely . Yet to remain in business, a company 
must be profitable, and if it finds doing business with DoD 
is not pr ofitable it will s eek other customers where it can 
remain profitable . 

Treating CTE a s a direct cost places it in the 
same category as direct r esearch contracting and subjects 
it to a ll of the same Governmental judgments and controls 
while losing all of the advantages of independence . 

In the final analysis, CTE is an incurred cost 
having a bearing on the company' s (or cost cent er ' s) total 
effort especially as that effort influences its future 
business . Since such work is not necessarily a ssociated 
directly with an on- going product l ine , it should be 
expenseu as an overhead cost and distributed in accordance 
with accepted accounting principles . 

Recommendation 3. 
Treatment of CTE expense, including burden but not 
G&A , as an overhead cost e lement should be continued. 

Conclusion III . The t reatment of CTE expense and the 
t e st for reasonableness should be closely coupled to 
commercial practice and as free from technical audit 
judgment a s possible . 

Given that CTE is a necessary business expense, 
the question then center s on how much CTE is necessary. 
When buying a commercial product at a catalogue or shelf 
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price, the amount of CTE expense included is not in 
question since it i s included in the total price arrived 
at through market place f orces. For a firm fixed price 
contrac t based on competition, the element of CTE expense 
is also in t he firm fixed price and i s therefore subject 
to cost control. The question of " how much" arises when 
the contract negot iated i s sole sour ce or cost - type and 
the Government negotiator is looking for a test of 
reasonableness . 

Since the Task For ce recommends that CTE be 
t r eated as an overhead expense, t he problem is then one of 
negotiating an acceptable over head allowance of which CTE 
is but one component . The present DoD-A~PR system recog 
nizes this and also that CTE deserves special attention, 
especially for the larger contractor s . Thus for a CTE 
annua l cost of less than $2 .0 million pe r contractor, 
general overhead negotiating principles are followed with 
formula guidance on CTE f or the negotia tor. For con
tractors with larger CTE expense, dollar limits ba sed on 
technical quality and relevancy tes ts are negotiated in 
advance . 

Experience to date indicates that most high- t echnol 
ogy defense contractors f ind i t desirable if not necessary to 
spend more for CTE tha n tne Government is prepared to reim
burse . While this f actor mus t be taken into account in the 
evaluation of reasonableness, i t would be unrealistic to 
expect full reimbursement of CTE costs in t nose instances 
where there are few , if a ny , market controls on those costs . 

The Task Force recognizes that many advantage s 
are t o be gained through simplifi cation of the tests for 
reasonableness. This could be automatically accomplished 
by making a s much procurement a s possible competitive firm 
fixed price . Next, where strong and continuing competl 
tive cost pressures exist on a company's allocation of 
its own resour ces, the company' s own decisions can be 
utilized for negotiated Government contracts as well . 
In s hort, every effort should be made t o accept the 
pres sures of competition and continuing cost c onscious
ness a s automat ic tests f or reasonableness wher e they exist. 

In an earl ier section ot' this report, entit l ed 
"Possible Procedures", the Ta sk Force has offered a 
suggested proc edure which in its opinion would provide 
for simpl ification, greater independence t'or some con
tractors, c ontrols for DoD in the most sensi tive a r ea s , 
and exchange of techni cal information. 
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Recommendation 4 . 

The DoD should employ to the greatest extent 
possible competitive market place controls over 
contractor IR&D/B&P (CTE) a nd less judgmental pre 
a nd post a udit-type controls . In doing so, 
subjective tests for reasonableness would be 
replaced where applicable by ob ject ive criteria, 
as illustrated by the CWAS concept . 

Recommendation 5. 

The DoD I R&D Polic y Council should exert greater 
control a t the pol icy level, reviewing CTE trends 
a nd needs, estab l ishing guidance for reimbursement 
a nd implementation, etc . This effort should 
concentrate on minimizing the number of negotiated 
a greements, in providing crisp guidance and 
procedures to shorten the negotiating periods 
for ad va nce agreements and in expediting 
i mplementation at the field level . Negotiators 
should be encouraged to refer unusual situations to 
the Service Policy Councils for specific guidance . 

Conclusions I V. Government controls on CTE in the 
absence of direct and c ont inuing market pressures on 
contractor costs should seek to achieve an optimum balance 
between protecting the Government 's interest and encouraging_ 
the greatest f r eedom in the exercise of the CTE resource. 

The princ i pal Gover nment controls in effect today 
are on those contractors whose CTE expense is in excess of 
$2 . 0 million . The r equirement f or an advanc e agreement 
based on technical quality, potential military relationship 
and reasonableness consumes considerable effort on the 
part of both contractor and Government and does impa ct on 
the contractor 's independenc e in pursuing his R&D program. 
On the other hand , some exchange of technica l information 
at the planning stage and a t appropriate a chievement stages 
is beneficial to both par ties. 

The Task Force finds that benefits f r om the 
technica l reviews a ccrue t o the Government through exchange 
of information and in the early disclosure of new directions 
and results. Similarly, the company benefits from guidance 
on priorities, duplications and evaluat ions. The Task 
Force believes, however, that industry 's application of 
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CTE is best influenced by DoD through DoD's making known 
its future needs and intentions and not by judging in 
advance what CTE should be done to satisfy these needs . 
Therefore, current procedures may entail greater than 
necessary effort . More attention should be paid to 
the technical interests of those who participate . 
Review teams should be composed of those who will really 
contribute and benefit from such exchanges. 

IR&D, almost by definition, should not be 
subject to a relevancy test . If, however, relevancy 
tests continue to be required, the Task Force fails to 
see why single agency relevancy should be applied, when 
the Government as a whole should benefit if possible 
from IR&D conducted by all Government contractors. 
Therefore, tests for relevancy, if necessary, should 
be general tests made by those who ha ve a broad apprecia
tion of relationships rather than by those seeking 
contributions to narrowly defined objectives . 

Recommendation 6. 

Relevancy requirements ultimately should be 
eliminated in their entirety or, as a minimum, 
the narrow agency relevancy requirement be 
broadened to one of Government-wide releva ncy . 
In the meantime, DoD should reduce the internal 
tendency to be more restrictive than the a gency
wide intent of the law. 

Recommendation 7. 

Effective technical exchanges between the contractor 
and appropriate DoD personnel are i mportant and 
should continue to be encouraged, but not for the 
purpose of prejudging IR&D programs. 

Conc lusion V: All agencies of the Government should 
support CTE to the extent that the contractors involved are 
a part of a pool of competitive suppliers. 

The purpose of a contractor ' s CTE is to permit 
him to supply, and the Government to obta i n , the best pro
duct possible in terms of performance and cost. Since such 
competition is of benefit to the Government, the policies 
and procedures applied should be as consistent Government
wide as is possible. It is recognized that for various 
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reasons there may be valid agency to agency differences. 
Thus, while the Task Force believes that there should be 
uniformity in the treatment of CTE among agencies having 
similar objectives and relationships with their suppliers, 
it sees the necessity for a clear understanding of the 
role GTE plays in helping a particular agency to accom
plish i ts objectives and to maintain its supplier relation
ships before such uniformity is mandated . In any case, 
creating a central agency to administer CTE will not help . 

Recommendation 8 . 

Where other Government agencies rely on competitive 
sources. in a manner similar to DoD , DoD should 
encourage CTE policies and procedures that 
recognize CTE as a necessary business expense . 
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Appendix 1 

OFFICE OF THE DIRECTOR OF DEFENSE RESEARCH AND ENGINEERING 
WASHINGTON, D. C. 20301 

12 April 1974 

MEMORANDUM FOR THE CHAIRMAN, DEFENSE SCIENCE BOARD 

SUBJECT: Charter of DSB TAsk Force on IR&D 

The letter of 8 November 1973 requested assistance from the 
DSB in the study of IR&D. As a result of several activiti es 
that are under way both in DoD and industry, it now seems 
clear that the prime thrust of the DSB effort should be the 
identification and examination of alternative ways to 
accomplish the various IR&D/B&P objectives, both government 
and industry. 

Several studies currently under way, namely the GAO study 
and the Tri - Association Industry study, are primarily 
concerned with improved administration of the current DoD 
approach to IR&D/B&P allowance. There are many who believe 
that the current statutes and regulations concerning IR&D/ 
B&P are so constrictive that a fundamental change in the 
policy may be necessary to preserve the independence and 
the innovation of the effort . Some hold the view that the 
s ingle approach to the allowance of IR&D/B&P has never 
completely satisfied the sometimes conflicting objectives 
both of government and industry. 

I am, therefore, requesting that the DSB Task Force effort 
be aimed primarily at a reassessment of the fundamentals 
concerning IR&D/B&P. It should address but not necessarily 

· limit its work to the following tasks. 

1 . I dentify the various objectives and uses of IR&D/ B&P 
both from the government and from the industry viewpoints 
and assess the criticality of each objective and use. 
Included would be objecti ves , such as 

increasing the base of fundamental knowledge; 

advancing the technology of current product areas; 

advancing the t echnology of future product areas; 

reta ining key technical and scientific talent; 
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identifying, exploring and developing innovative 
components/subsystemslsystems; 

initiating innovative and responsive proposals . 

2. Identify alternative means for satisfying each 
objective as developed under task 1 . These could include 
the usual techniques of overhead a llowance and profit 
allowance but could also consider other means such as 
contracts, grants, competitive l y funded continuing concept 
studies, etc. 

3. Set forth and assess the pros and cons of various 
alternatives and recommend possible modus operandi for 
achieving the most important objectives as concluded under 
the task 1 assessment . 

The Task Force should seek inputs from a broad spectrum of 
government and industry- being particularly careful to 
r ecognize the possib l e differences in objectives between 
government and industry and between companies of different 
size and product. 

The Task Force should target its efforts for completion and 
presentation to the DDRE by 1 September 1974 , 
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Appendix 3 

DEFINITIONS 

To avoid misunderstanding , the definitions used by the 
Task Force are those deve loped by DoD as fo llows: 

Independent Research & Development (IR&D) 

A c ont rac tor 1 s independent research and development 
effort ( IR&D) is tha t technical effort which is not 
sponsored by, or required in performance o f, a contract 
or grant and which consists of projects falling with in 
th e foll owi ng three areas: (i ) basic and applied 
research, (ii ) development , and (iii ) systems and other 
concept fo r mu lation studies . IR&D effort sha ll not 
include t echnical effort expended in the development 
a nd preparation of technical data specifically to 
support the submission of a bid or proposal. (ASPR 
15 - 205.35) . 

Bid & Proposal (B&P) Expense 

Bid and proposal (B&P) costs are the costs incurred 
i n preparing, submitting, and support ing bids and 
proposals (whethe r or not solicited) on potential 
government or non-government contracts which fall 
within the following: 

(A) Administrative costs including the cost of t he 
nontechnical effort f or the physical preparation 
of the technical proposal documents and also 
the cost of the technical and nontechnical 
effort for the preparation and publication o f 
the cos t data and other administrative data 
necessa ry to support t he contractor's bids 
and proposals, and 

(B ) Technical costs incurred to specifically 
support a cont r actor's bid or proposal, 
including the cos ts of system and concept form
ulation studies and the development of 
engineering and production engineering data. 
(ASPR 15- 205 . 3). 

Relevancy 

The requirement that IR&D work for which payment is 
received through overhea d recovery on DoD contracts mus t 
have a potential re lat ionsh ip to a military function or 
ope r at i on . (Public Law 91-441, Section 203 ) . 
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Appendix 4 

MAJOR DOD IR&D POLICY AND IMPLEMENTATION FEATURES 

POLICY 

1. Use individually negot iated advance agreements fo r 
the control and reimbursement of these costs f or 
large defense contract ors (approx. 100). Such 
a greements , after a formalized detailed technical 
review of the proposed IR&D program, will establish 
a separate dollar ceiling for the D0D 1 s reimburse
ment of each of these costs , but al l owing the 
contractor t o combine the individual amounts i nto 
a single pool if he chooses; and requiring the 
contractor to burden these cos ts as he would for 
a contract , except that G&A would not be added . 
The requirements to negotiate a timely advance 
agree ment will be-enforced by automatica lly 
establishing a low threshold for recovery of these 
costs where no advance agreement exists . 

2 . Use the DoD developed formula for control and 
determination of r easonableness o f t hese costs 
for the remaining large number of smaller companies 
who recover IR&D or P&P. This will prov i de a 
workable, uniform system that can be uniformally 
applied and easi ly adjusted as needed . 

3 . That t echnical review and evalua tion of contractors• 
IR&D programs, as currently established under DoD 
Instruction 5100 . 66 be strengt hened and t hat 
detailed review and eva luation procedures be estab
lished and made uniform t hroughout the DoD. The 
system will require both t he review of a company 1 s 
individual IR&D pro jects as submitted at the time 
of the advance agreement and will be supplemented 
by periodic technical reviews of the contractor's 
ongoing IR&D programs at his facility . I n addition, 
a data bank wil l be es tablished to provide a 
centralized body of IR&D project informat ion . This 
information will be available t o the DoD technical 
commu~ity at large . 

4. That each of the Military Departments formally 
recognize the need to increase the support and 
resources needed to effectively perform t he required 
IR&D technical reviews and e valuations by establish
ing a specific l i ne item in the Management and 
Support Category of their RDT&E Program to support 
this technical r eview a nd eva luation effort . 
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5. That the Department of Defense continue its present 
pol i cy of not acquiring rights to techni cal data 
and patents arising from industries ' I R&D programs . 

GENERAL IMPLEMENTATI ON FEATURES 

1 . For major contracts involving I R&D/B&P annual 
expense of over $2 million , advance agreements are 
n0gotiated . These agreements are based on technical 
quality, relevancy to DoD needs , and reasonabl eness. 
Costs include cost center burden but no general and 
administrative (G&A) expense since the allowed 
IR&D/B&P is final l y trea t ed as a G&A cost . 

2 . For all other contracts no advance agreement i s 
necessary, but in negotiating overhead allowances, 
a formu l a for cont rol and deter mina t ion of reason 
ableness is used . No tes t for relevancy is applied 
nor are technical reviews carried out . 

3, Technical reviews encompass a review of the I R&D 
technical plan at the time of negotiation of t he 
advance agreement and periodic on- site reviews of 
ongoing IR&D programs . 

4 . Acquisition of rights to techni cal data and patents 
arising from IR&D programs is not required. 
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TRI - ASSOCIATION STUDY OF 
IR&D/B&P 

PRINCIPLES AND RECOMMENDATIONS 

Appendix 5 

As the subject of IR&D and B&P is undoubtedly headed 
for continued debate in the Congress again this year, it 
is important that this study of the industry position on 
IR&D and B&P be clearly understood. A number of points 
have become evident during the course of this examination 
of the subject. Some of these points are more properly 
defined as statements of principles; others are more 
appropriately presented as specific recommendations. 

Let us first consider those points which constitute a 
statement of principles on the industry position on IR&D 
and B&P : 

1. The Congress and all Government agencies should 
understand and fu l ly recognize in their actions the 
vital nature of IR&D and B&P in support of our 
national interests . Relative to programs of key 
national importance, these activities play a major 
role in advancing the technological capabilities 
of those industries most directly involved in 
support of the Government. Examination of the 
benefits of these activities suggests that a sub 
stantial part of many technological advances that 
have resulted in the US position of world leader
ship in defense and space have had their genesis 
in IR&D. 

2. The right of industry to exercise management 
discretion on the content and amount of IR&D 
and B&P should not be abridged by arbitrary 
laws or regulations. It is essential that 
each company be able to evaluate the needs of 
the future in light of its own special capabilities 
and product interests . This is not only basic 
to the continued development of vigorous com
petition in a strong industrial base, but also 
provide the most prolific generation of new 
technology and concepts to address problems of 
major significance to the Nation. Rather than 
consideration of means to control and constrain 
the scope of IR&D and B&P efforts, t he Government 
should be jealously guarding the "independent " 
aspect to avoid the loss of great ideas. 
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3. The Government should be motivated to encourage 
industry to increase IR&D and resulting B&P effort . 
In view of the need for i ncreased effort for the 
US to stay in the lead in the competition between 
nations, and the rnaJor source of technological 
innovation represented by IR&D and B&P , it seems 
obvious that they should not be allowed to decrease . 
Yet in the past five years, the level of effort 
expended on IR&D and B&P has decreased . The increased 
.dollar expenditures have not been sufficient to 
maintain real effort in terms of man- hours . This 
point should be ~nderstood, and preoccupation with 
misleading cost data, which has not been normalized 
to account for Government- directed changes to 
financial reporting method, including application 
of burden to IR&D and B&P, should be avoided . The 
international challenge is gr eat; this is the time 
to increase IR&D and B&P in terms of real effort 
to help meet the challenge, not the time for 
further retrenchment . 

4 . The Government should not seek ownership free rights 
in industry patents or inventions resulting from 
IR&D. This issue has been raised within the Govern
ment on_ numerous occasions in the past , and is a 
further indication that the nature of IR&D and B&P 
is not understood . I t should be recognized that 
these efforts are company initiated and company 
funded within the indirect costs of doing business. 
The Government acceptance of its share of these 
costs appropriately all ocated to Government contracts 
is no different than any other customer's payment 
of these costs included i n the purchase price of a 
company's products or services. As any other customer, 
the Government benefits from improved products or 
services resulting from inventions conceived during 
IR&D. Equity demands the company retain title to 
its own inventions and patents . 

5. A common policy and practice of independence and 
allowability of IR&D and B&P which recognizes their 
true nature as essential business costs should be 
employed by all Government departments and agencies. 
The restrictive regulations currently issued should 
be appropriately modified. 

6. Congress should recognize that IR&D and B&P costs 
are not "commodities to be purchased," but rather 
are norma 1 "costs of doing business. 11 As such, 
they are appropriately allocated to all products 
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and services; and are included in the purchase 
price . On Government contracts, industry is 
required to negotiate burden rates. In the process, 
all indirect costs are reviewed and judgments are 
made as to the reasonableness of these costs. Legis 
lation which singles out IR&D and B&P costs for 
undue scrutiny at the Congressional level implies 
that these efforts are 11commodities to be purchased 
or not" and jeopardize a company's ability to pla n 
and manage its total business activities. 

7. The basic difference between IR&D and B&P should be 
clearly recognized. IR&D efforts are primarily 
exploratory in nature, are directed toward the 
advancement of technology, are aimed at future needs, 
and are subject to continual evaluation to determine 
if adequate progress is being made or if a new or 
different approach is needed. By way of contrast, 
B&P efforts are directed toward a specific set of 
requirements, are aimed at present needs, and are 
primarily concerned with thoroughly explaining 
that t he company has already developed its expertise 
and technological capability to a sufficient degree 
to assure success. A company ' s proposal must 
demonstrate a complete understanding of all technical 
problems, to the point of describing therein a 
substantially finished design of a viable version 
of the system to be furnished, and discussion of 
the merits of the chosen design versus possible 
alternatives. Associated technical efforts range 
from studies, computer modeling and design calcu
lations to, in many cases, the construction of 
prototypes. Also involved in the B&P effort is 
the actual preparation of proposals, engaging in 
presentations and negotiations, ahd otherwise 
responding to the requirements of the procuring 
agency. This effort is often difficult and some
times impossible to forecast since companies are 
responding to evolving Government statements of 
need. Clearly, IR&D and B&P efforts should not be 
lumped together and treated as the same k i nd of 
effort simply because the same or simil ar technica l 
experts of a company are called on to support each 
of them. They are different in purpose and are 
performed for very different reasons . IR&D effort 
can be reasonably well planned while B&P effort is 
much more difficult to forecast since it must be 
responsive to custcmer requirements . 
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Having stated these principles, and recogniiing that the 
present method for handling IR&D and B&P costs does not fully 
conform to these principles, there are several specific 
recommendations that seem appropriate: 

1. The requirement for potential military relationship in 
Public I.aw 91 - 441 should be eliminated as unworkable . 
Defense- related technology does not exist in isolation, 
but is part of the main stream of knowledge generally 
described as the national technology base. Relevancy 
tests are fundamentally incompatible with the nature 
of IR&D and B&P and invite hindsight judgments . If 
such tests must be included in legislation, they 
should appear only in the broadest context and be 
expressed in terms of the totality of potential US 
Government needs. 

2. The requirement for establishing ceilings on IR&D and 
B&P costs should be eliminated because it is in basic 
conflict with stated Government ob jectives to encourage 
competition and maintain a strong industrial capability. 

3, Line items should not be established in any agency 
budgets for funding IR&D and B&P costs as though these 
efforts were commodities to be priced . These are 
indirect costs, part of industry overhead, and as 
such are appropriately included in product or contract 
estimates. 

4. A new Government agency responsible for operational 
aspects of IR&D and B&P should not be established . 
Rather all Government agencies should follow a common 
policy and practice for IR&D and B&P which recognizes 
their true nature. 

5. Congress, in the national interest , should specifically 
express positive support for IR&D and B&P and correct 
the current motivation to continually reduce this effort. 

6. In considering 11alternative methods" of funding IR&D 
and B&P, it should be remembered that IR&D and B&P 
are indirect business expenses and should be fully 
reimbursed. In summary, full cost recovery of IR&D 
and B&P would place the US Government on an equal 
footing with all other customers. Anything less than 
full reimbursement of these costs, in effect , 1s a 
subsidization of the Government by American industry . 
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and Space Administration, Washington, D.C ., 17 March 1967 
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COSTS AND TRf.MlS DA'.l'A 

STATISTICS RELATillG TO IR&D, B&P, AND OO'E POR MAJOR DEFlllSE CONTRACTORS 
(Millions or dollars) 

~ ~ ~ w ~ ~ !2IQ ~ 1912l/ ~ !JJ3!.4_/ 
Sales 

Total Goverrvncnt nnd carmer ciuJ. -3,470 2li ,054 .!8 ,1138 311,167 36 ,954 36,1130 3.? ,519 32,065 30,577 37 ,635 40,1,05 
TotaJ. DoD only 16, 442 15 ,6l14 17,889 21,371 22 ,275 22 ,692 21,315 19,568 19,117 21,148 21,690 

'1, DoD sal.es to totnl sales 1c:,f. 65'1, 631, 63'1, 61'1, 6.?'1, 65'1, 61'1, 63 56 54 

IR&D 
Total industry cost incurred 419 439 502 591 75.? 808 753 703 936 1,164 1,148 
Total. r eimbursed on DoD contracts 199 198 22'4 n1 333 389 376 354 392 441 457 
Amount reimbut'sed on DoD contracts 

451, As a 1, ot total incurred Ir ~ 45S 471, 44'1, 48'1, 5c:Jf. 5c:,f. 4~ 3~ 4c:,f. 
Aa a i or DoD salea 1. 21'1, l. 26'1, 1.25i l.3c:,f. l.461, 1.73'1, 1.1:,1, 1 .86'1, 2 . 051, 2.()9% 2 .17'1, 

B&P 
Total i.,dustry cost i ncurred 252 2n 315 338 387 426 414 428 469 553 546 
Total r eJ..mbursed on DoD contracts 182 1.86 202 230 275 286 ns 265 3o6 360 351 
Amount re1mbursed on DoD contracts 

As a '1, of total incurred 72'1, 671, 64'1, 681, 71'1, 67'1, 671, 62'1, 65'1, 651, 64'1, 
I 

All a '1, ot DoD sal.ea 1.11'1, 1.1% 1.13'1, l.~ L.23'1, l. 26'1, 1.3c:,f. 1.35'1, 1 .Gc:,f. l.7~ 1.621, 
w .... or.e ' Total induotry cost incurred 182 237 238 292 252 178 151 0 0 0 0 

Total rcJ..mbursed on DoD contracts 7l 76 91 92 77 79 6o 0 0 0 0 
l\tnount reimbursed on DoD contract s 

As a '1, of total incurred 3% 3~ 3~ 3~ 31'1, 44'.4 4c:,f. 
As a '1, of DoD sales o.431, 0.4% 0.51,;t o.t..31, 0 ,35'1, 0 ,35'1, 0.281, 

Grand Total 
IR&D, MP, orE incurred 853 953 1 ,055 1,221 1.,391 1,412 1 ,318 1 ,131 1,405 1,717 1,694 
Total reimbur sed by DoD 452 460 517 599 685 754 714 619 698 801 808 
Amount reimbursed by DoD 

53'.4 48'1, 4~ As a '1, of total i ncurred 4% 4% 53'.4 541, 551, 50J. 47$ 48'1, 
A• a '1, of OoD salea 2 . 75'1, 2.941, 2.~ 2 .ec:,f. 3. 07'1, 3.3~ 3.35j 3. 1.61, J.651, 3.7~ 3.731, 

Total i'ncurred o.s a 1, of tot nl sales 3 ,631, 3-~ 3,711, 3.5'~ 3,761, 3,881, 11,051, 3,52'1, li. 59'1, 4. 561, 4.1% 

SOURCE: Annual DCAA Report, "Sunmary of lll&D and B&P Costs Incurred by Major Defense Contractors" 

!/ The dnta represents that for 84 contractors can~r1s1.ng 175 profit centers . The cost principles in ASPR have been revised to include 
in their definit i ons of m&D Md B&P certain technical. costs not previousl.y included. These changes have becane effective and 
t herefore separate dats for these "other technical effort" will not be included in this and subse'luent r eports. 

~ The data r epresento t hat f or 77 C<J'\tro.ctor s canpr ir.lns 167 profit center s . $32M of tne costs i s burden applied to m&D and B&P for 
the rirs t time by those contractors who had not previously burdened IR&D/ ll&P. $13 .SM. is the arnow1t of Dl&D/ ll&P applicable to f oreign 

)> military sRles ret.mbursed to the DoD. .,, 
'JI The data r epresents that for 83 contr actor s comprisi ng 182 profi t centers. Included in the data are sales of $10.!7 ,3 to Coreign .,, 

r,J governments placed wider Do0 contracts but reimbursed to DoD by such foreign governments. The applicable IR&D/ B&P recover ed in these z 
soJ.es ls $JS.2M. $55M in the data r epresents burden applied to m&D/B&P by the last of those contractor s implementing the overhead t:? 

H 
requirement of D~ 90 doted l September 1971. X 

l:J The data represents that f or 90 contr actors canprising 236 profit centers -- an increase of 7 contractors and 54 profit centers due ..... 
primarily to the addition of contractor s with advanced agreement who previously were below audlt thresholds. Included are t he foreign 
government sales or $1353,5M vith $112?,1 of applicable IR&D/ ll&P allocabl e to these aales. There w a little or no impact due t o 
increased burdening in 1974 b~cause full J..mplementntion of burdeni ng as required by OPC 90 was canpletcd by most contractors in 1973. 
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CONTRIBUTORS TO DSB/IR&D PANEL 

Dr. John L. Allen 
Office, Director of Defense 

Research & Engineering, OSD 

Mr. Joseph Beardwood 
Electr onic Signal Processing, Inc . 

Dr. Frank Brand 
Microwave Associates, Inc. 

_Dr. Albert Brodzinsky 
Naval Research Laboratory 

Mr. James Carpenter 
National Science Foundation 

Mr. William Carry 
Dalmo Victor 

Mr. James Conway 
The Perkin-Elmer Corporation 

Mr . S. DeFillippo 
Tech Oper ations Inc. 

Dr. Richard DiBona 
Microwave Associates, Inc. 

Dr . Robert Fossum 
ESL, I nc . 

Mr. Osmund F. Fundingsland 
General Accounting Office· 

Mr. Elliott B. Harwood 
The Boeing Company 

Mr. Jack S. Heinbaugh 
General Accounting Office 

Mr. Max Heller 
Tri- Association (NSIA/EIA/AIA) 
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Mr . Richard E. Horner 
E. F. Johnson Company 

Mrs. Carol S. Ann Hubert 
Electronic Signal Processing , Inc. 

Dr. D. A. Linden 
Dalmo Victor 

Mr. Arthur D. Little 
Dalmo Victor 

Mr. James Lovett 
Tri-Association (NSIA/EIA/AIA) 

Mr. Neal Mackey 
National Aeronautics and Space 

Administration 

Dr. William J . McCune 
Polaroid 

Mr. James O' Brien 
ESL, Inc . 

Mr. Thomas Pawnall 
Tri-Association (NSIA/EIA/ AIA) 

Mr. Harold H. Rubin 
General Accounting Office 

Dr . Roderick Scott 
The Perkin-Elmer Corporation 

Mr . Charles Trell 
Atomic Energy Commission 

Mr. Robert Walsh 
Small Business Administration 
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OFFICE OF THE DIRECTOR OF DEFENSE RESEARCH AND ENGINEERING 
WASHINGTON, D. C. 20301 

27 February 1976 

TO: THE SECRETARY OF DEFENSE 

THROUGH: THE DIRECTOR OF DEFENSE RESEARCH 
AND ENGINEERING 

The Defense Science Board Task Force on Federal Contract 
Research Center (FCRC} Utilization has completed its review 
of DoD-FCRC relationships. The Task Force found that the 
FCRCs continue to provide, in appropriate areas, high quality 
essential services for the proper and efficient conduct of the 
mission of the Department. The report on the study is hereby 
submitted. The recommendations are summarized in the 
Task Force Chairman's memorandum to the Director of De
fense Research and Engineering. 

Solomon J. Buchsbaum 
Chairman 
Defense Science Board 



ABSTRACT 

Under the auspices of the Defense Science Board, acting on the request of the Director of 
Defense Research and Engineering, a comprehensive review of the relationships between the 
Department of Defense and the Federal Contract Research Centers (FCRCs) has been under
taken. The specially selected Task Force was asked to 'tlssess the DoD-FCRC relationships and 
recommend steps that could be taken to improve the short and long term posture of DoD with respect to 
FCRC utilization". 

The Task Force carefully reviewed the several previous studies of the FCRCs, and supple
mented these with its own hearings, interviews, and deliberations. The conclusions, which 
strongly endorse the current policy of Defense in the utilization of the FCRCs, are summa
rized in a Memorandum to the Director of Defense Research and Engineering. 

The following report details the investigation and, in addition to the summary memorandum, 
includes a series 6f specific recommendations from the Task Force. Several addenda provid
ing pertinent data on the current FCRCs are also included. 
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CHARTER 

DEFENSE SCIENCE BOARD TASK FORCE ON 
FEDERAL CONTRACT RESEARCH CENTER (FCRC) UTILIZATION 

I. PURPOSE: To assess the DoD - FCRC relationship and recommend steps that could 
be taken to improve the short-and long-term posture of the DoD with respect to FCRC 
utilization. 

II. BACKGROUND: The Department of Defense has used FCRCs for a number of years. 
They provide high-quality research and development to all Services and most Defense 
Agencies. They are closely controlled and often reviewed by Congress, DoD, Services, 
GAO, etc., because of the unique position they occupy in a competitive society. The 
DDR&E now believes it is time to review the FCRC-DoD relationship and develop short
and long-term plans relative to their use, if the continued use is deemed advisable. 

Ill. SCOPE: The review is to encompass all nine DoD FCRCs. 

IV. STATEMENT OF WORK: The group will make an assessment of DoD-FCRC relation
ships in light of the following factors: 

How are the FCRCs presently being used? 

How is appropriateness of work for an FCRC determined? 

What alternatives to FCRCs are there? 

Should DoD alter its diversification policy? 

How can the FCRC-DoD relationship, both from an FCRC and 
DoD point of view, be improved? 

The Task Force will make conclusions and recommendations pertinent to their assess
ment. Both oral and written reports are to be prepared. 

V. GUIDANCE: Close coordination with Services, Defense Agencies, and FCRCs is desired. 
Travel by the Task force to secure first-based information is encouraged. The report 
will be completed by 30 November 1975. 
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THAU: 

SUBJECT: 

15 February 1976 

MEMORANDUM FOR THE DIRECTOR, 

DEFENSE RESEARCH AND ENGINEERING 

Chairman, Defense Science Board 

Summary Findings and Recommendations: Task Force on 
Federal Contract Research Centers (FCRCs) 

The FCRC Task Force, established by DSB to examine the relationship between the De
fense Department and the FCRCs, has completed its investigations. We find that, with 
minor exceptions, FCRCs continue to provide high-quality essential services in appropriate 
areas for the proper and efficient conduct of the mission of the Department. We believe 
Defense should continue its present policy on their utilization and we make some sugges
tions for maintaining their current effectiveness. The nLne centers designated as FCRCs, 
down by half from the number so designated at the time of the last DSB study on this 
subject, are each distinctly different and therefore broad generalizations are difficult to 
apply. Arguments for need must be considered individually and no common criteria 
can be established, owing to the diversity. Strength of the individual arguments will vary, 
depending on the criteria employed in making the individual assessments. A need for 
organizations of this type has not been unique to Defense. NASA, ERDA, and NSF all 
support similar facilities. Lawrence Livermore Laboratory, Los Alamos Scientific Labora
tory, Jet Propulsion Laboratory, and the National Center for Atmospheric Research are 
among the well-known counterparts to the DoD FCRCs. 

Federal Contract Research Centers considered in the Task Force Study were: 

Aerospace Corporation, Los Angeles, California 

Analytical Services, Inc. (ANSER), Falls Church, Virginia 

The MITRE Corporation, Bedford, Massachusetts 

MIT Lincoln Laboratory, Lexington, Massachusetts 

RAND Corporation, Santa Monica, California 

Center for Naval Analyses (CNA/University of Rochester), Arlington, Virginia 

Applied Physics Laboratory, Pennsylvania State University, 
ARL(PSU), State College, Pennsylvania 

Institute for Defense Analyses (IDA), Arlington, Virginia. 

'),, \ ) 
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In an imperfect world, no given entity exactly matches in all respects every desirable attri
bute. However, as a group the FCRCs are pointed toward certain common desirable 
characteristics which are not generally matched by either government in-house agencies or 
industrial firms doing R&D. These organizations view Defense problems from a perspec-
tive completely different from that of either government or industry. We feel they provide l 
a standard by which in-house and industry performers can be both compared and challenged. 
By all of the conventional standards we have been able to employ, and by testimony from 
senior levels of their sponsorship, the quality of performance of the FCRCs is high, their 
competence is broadly based and deep, and perhaps even more significant, a lasting histori-
cal reservoir of lessons learned is resident in them. 

Our recommendations are formulated to assist Defense in maintaining the high quality of 
some of the FCRCs and to improve the effectiveness of all: 

1. We strongly endorse the current policy of Defense in the utilization of 
the FCRCs. 

2. The functions being performed are essential to the Defense mis
sion; as a consequence, no abrupt change appears feasible so we 
do not recommend such action. We have, however, detailed 
various alternatives to the FCRCs in a rank ordering should De
fense elect to phase out or replace the FCRCs. 

3. We feel that the FCRCs situated in Universities are reasonably 
self-regulating and that their quality and size are a continuing 
concern of the University management. We think the involve
ment of Defense with the University community is important and 
should be nurtured. A management philosophy which continues 
to apply Defense focus to their work and which satisfies account
ability standards for contract administration is about right. Over
management in detail is wrong. 

4. The Study and Analysis FCRCs are most in need of a line item 
support concept of management which is permissive to a high 
degree as far as initiative is concerned. Placement of management 
control at too low an organizational level. can defeat the purpose 
of the critical perspective needed to generate alternative command, 
and, in some cases, alternative service, policy advice. 

5. MITRE and Aerospace, the two large, nonuniversity, systems engin
eering contractors should continue to be managed in their present 
single-contract mode at the level of the Commanders of ESD and 
SAMSO, so that setting of priorities is under the control of the 
agent responsible for the mission. 
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6. The current system of FCRC control by Congressional ceiling 
on internal operating costs appears to us to be outdated and 
inefficient, requiring far too much effort for the results obtained. 
While that control mechanism may have been necessary in the 
past, we believe a more useful concept would be an annual re-

port of stewardship as recommended by the last DSB Task Force I 
studying this subject. No further controls appear necessary. 

7. Some margin for technical renewal and initiative must be provided 
in any management concept for these organizations. While the fee 
route, we agree, satisfies cash flow needs and plant and equipment 
renewal, at its current level as provided by the modified ASPR 
guidelines, it does not provide the government with an adequate 
independent planning and technological initiative. We believe some ~ 
negotiated percentage of total volume should be devoted to FCRC- ! 
initiated research and planning tasks supporting the mission of the 
sponsoring agency. Costs for such relevant tasks should be considered 
as allowable and reimbursable costs in every contract arrangement. 

8. All of the FCRCs exhibit some trends toward technical stagnation. 
We feel these trends, although not serious, should be ameliorated by 
planned technological renewal. 

9. Diversification practice should be a subject of individual annual re
view by the sponsoring activity. Our judgment is that, on balance, 
Defense today has more to gain than it loses through diversifica
tion. The individual sponsor should satisfy himself that he is getting 
what he needs in undiluted management attention. 

10. Staff salaries should continue to be allowed to move with the market 
for technical professionals as they do now. Average cost per mem
ber of technical staff and average salary per member of technical staff 
are not excessive by the standards we have been able to apply. 

11. Our judgment is that the total current size of the FCRC family is 
reasonable and appropriate. 

12. FCRCs are competitive, but in our judgment, rightly so. On the other l 
hand, we believe that to avoid built-in conflicts of interest, no FCRC · 
should be permitted to competitively respond to Requests for 
Proposal circulated to industrial sources. 
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We have made an oral report to your staff and we leave with the staff a comprehensive 
discussion-oriented paper with a more detailed treatment of the subject. 

Robert A. Duffy 
Chairman 
Defense Science Board Task Force 
on FCRC Utilization 
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111. INTRODUCTION 

The Director of Defense Research and Engineering has asked that a review be made, under 
the auspices of the Defense Science Board, of the relationship between the Department of 
Defense and the Federal Contract Research Centers. The review group is to assess the current 
status of this relationship, and as a result of this assessment, to make both short- and long
term recommendations on the utilization of the FCRCs by DoD. 

Current DoD policy is to use the FCRCs to augment, or in lieu of, in-house Research and 
Development agencies in those areas where the special characteristics of the FCRCs best fit 
Defense needs; this is under close management control in the form of Congressionally imposed 
ceilings on internal operating costs centrally administered as a bloc by the ODDR&E. A 
military service or a Defense Agency is specifically responsible for each FCRC. Congress regu
lates this control by an annual budget action specifying the amount of appropriated funds 
which may be expended for FCRC support. 

The FCRCs are a special grouping of the National Science Foundation's classification of 
Federally Funded Research and Development Centers (FFRDC) which are devoted to Defense 
Department needs. The Report of the Commission on Government Procurement (COGP) 
dated in FY 1973 describes these organizations as operating under long-term commitments to 
Federal agencies to perform or administer R&D, systems management, or study and analysis. 
COGP states, "the sponsoring agency has the responsibility for continuity of the center through funding 
its efforts and provides some degree of supervision of its activities". These organizations are operated 
by nonprofits such as universities and independent research institutes or by nonprofit corpora
tions. 

The oldest of the existing FCRCs is the Applied Physics Laboratory at Johns Hopkins Univer
sity, organized in 1942 at the request of the Office of Scientific Research and Development 
(OSRD). It gave central direction and technological support to an association of universities 
and industrial contractors developing new concepts for weapons systems. The variable time 
(VT) or proximity fuze for artillery and aircraft munitions was a prime output of this effort. 
Harvard University's Underwater Sound Laboratory, the MIT Radiation Laboratory, and the 
Jet Propulsion Laboratory at Cal Tech were similarly supported and administered during the 
war years. 

In the post-World War 11 years, comparatively low government pay scales for professionals, a 
conscious desire to prevent a large permanent technical staff from growing in the new Air Force, 
recognition of a need for independent technical judgments, increasing complexity of new 
weapons systems, and high degree of specialization required in their development, led govern
ment agencies to seek support from outside groups of recognized experts. FCRCs grew out 
of this need in the three areas now recognized as broadly characterizing them - study and 
analysis, systems engineering and technical direction, and specialized laboratory organizations. 
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At least in some cases, these special organizations were formed to circumvent the bureau
cratic delay inherent in government where critical-time weapons developments were the con
cern of the nation. At least in the case of the Intercontinental Ballistic Missile (ICBM) and 
the SAGE (Semi-Automatic Ground Environment) Programs, there did not exist in govern
ment, at that time, a broadly based systems engineering capability adequate to the task of 
organizing and directing those two very comprehensive efforts. Space Technology Labora
tories (STL), the predecessor to Aerospace Corporation, and for SAGE, the MITRE Corpora
tion were created to satisfy this need. 

The COGP states "these private institutions continue to be in a position to provide unique and valuable 
services to their sponsoring agencies. Because they have been successful in attracting many talented profes
sionals, possessing special skills and expertise in a diversity of fields, they can offer the services of multi
disciplinary . . . teams. Although largely dependent on the government agencies for their existence, they 
operate outside the government . . .and have an independent perspective. . . In principle, they are not tied 
to the particular sets of objectives and commitments that characterize the agencies, and their objectivity is 
not constrained by any profit or product bias that might arise in the profit motivated sector." 

The Congress has acted, in specific legislation, to curtail DoD's use of the. FCRCs and to im
prove the conditions for governmenes acquisition of the professional skills and talents neces
sary to reduce the need for "outside" assistance in the work areas the FCRCs have covered. 
The Professional Services industry, a growing technical skill pool operating in the for-profit 
sector, has challenged the "special status" of the FCRCs, contending that government has an 
obligation to place " .. maximum reliance upon the qualified for-profit performer". The National 
Council of Professional Service Firms, purporting to represent an industry of a $16.1 billion 
annual volume, in the same statement from which the above is extracted, states further 
" .. . the fundamental policy which should guide support of captive organizations such as FCRCs is to limit 
their activities to those for which the private sector has no competence or no existing capability. Where 
there exists no capability in the private sector and the government needs a service performed, this service 
may be performed in-house or through an FCRC initially, but at the same time, steps should be taken to 
encourage the private sector to develop such capability and to commence providing the required services 
at the earliest possible time'~ 

With this background, we address what we consider to be the key issues. Our findings and 
recommendations are formulated in that context. 
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IV. METHODOLOGY EMPLOYED IN THE STUDY 



IV. METHODOLOGY EMPLOYED IN THE STUDY 

The Task Force made no effort to define an FCRC but accepted as the scope of the review 
those organizations considered by the Congress and DoD to make up the present family of 
DoD FCRCs. This included the following institutions: 

Aerospace Corporation, Los Angeles, California 

Analytical Services, Inc., (ANSER), Falls Church, Virginia 

The MITR-E Corporation, Bedford, Massachusetts 

MIT Lincoln Laboratory, Lexington, Massachusetts 

RAND Corporation, Santa Monica, California 

Center for Naval Analyses (CNA/University of Rochester), Arlington, Virginia 

Applied Physics Laboratory/Johns Hopkins University, APL(JHU), 
Silver Spring, Maryland 

Applied Research Laboratory, Pennsylvania State University, 
AR L(PSU), State College, Pennsylvania 

Institute for Defense Analyses (IDA), Arlington, Virginia. 

In undertaking this review, the Task Force believed that it was important that both the 
FCRCs and the principal sponsors had an opportunity to express their views concerning the 
current DoD FCRC policy and to make recommendations to the Task Force concerning 
actions that should, or could, be taken to improve the efficiency and effectiveness of this 
approach to military R&D. In addition, public sessions were convened so that other than DoD 
personnel and/or organizations would have an opportunity to either advocate or oppose FCRCs 
as a means to meeting these objectives: 

Air Force, Pentagon, Washington, D.C. - 2 June 1975 
Navy, Pentagon, Washington, D.C. - 2 June 1975 
WSEG, Pentagon, Washington, D.C. - 2 June 1975 
IDA, Arlington, Virginia - 3 June 1975 
CNA, Arlington, Virginia - 3 June 1975 

APL(JHU), Howard County, Maryland. - 4 June 1975 
ANSER, Falls Church, Virginia - 4 June 1975 
MITRE, Bedford, Massachusetts - 5 June 1975 
Lincoln Laboratory, Lexington, Mass. - 6 June 1975 
RAND, Santa Monica, California - 21 July 1975 
Aerospace, Los Angeles, California - 22 July 1975 
AR L(PSU), State College, Pennsylvania - 24 July 1975 
Open Session, Pentagon, Washington, D.C. - 25 July 1975. 

(open session) 
(open session) 
(open session) 

The sessions with these organizations were structured to respond to a set of prepared ques
tions (Appendix I) provided by the Task Force. This, however, was not a limiting factor 
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and all parties were encouraged to depart from the format if they so desired. In addition, at 
laboratory installations where "hands on" R&D is under way, the Task Force visited labora
tory facilities and were briefed on work under way to understand the nature and scope of 
R&D at the various institutions. 

In seeking the views of the parties involved in the DoD FCRC interface, responsible officials of 
the visited organizations and/or institutions were contacted. Briefings and discussions were 
undertaken with Assistant Secretaries ( Research and Development) of the Services, Presidents of 
the Corporations, and Directors of the Laboratories acting as principals for their organizations 
and supported by top management assistants and advisors. The interest of high management per
sonnel facilitated the acquisition of information by the Task Force and ensured responsible re
sponses to specific questions. 

Of concern to the Task Force was the need to determine specific changes taking place, inten
tionally or unintentionally, in the use of the FCRCs with respect to the functions they perform. 
As a convenience, the breakout used by previous studies was employed: (1) Studies and 
Analyses FCRCs; (2) System Engineering/Technical Direction FCRCs; and (3) Laboratory 
FCRCs. 

The Task Force found that the Studies and Analyses FCRCs (RAND, IDA, ANSER and CNA) 
perform essentially the same type of work for the DoD (logistics, resource analysis and alloca
tions, force structure, requirements evaluation, etc.) as they have provided to DoD over the 
past decade. However, there is a significant reduction in the number of professional staff mem
bers used by the DoD for this activity. The total decreased from approximately 975 profes
sionals in 1967 to about 660 in 1975. The preponderance of the reduction was at RAND, 
but reductions also were significant at IDA and CNA. The Services and other sponsors con
tinue to consider the Studies and Analyses FCRCs to be their best source of high-quality, 
independent professional judgments available for use in the decision process. 

The System Engineering/Technical Direction FCRCs, Aerospace and MITRE, are continuing 
to provide the major portion of system engineering support to the Air Force Space and Missile 
Systems organization and the Air Force Electronic Systems Division, in lieu of in-house sup
port. MITRE's effort, in terms of professional staff, to DoD has remained essentially con
stant over a number of years. However, Aerospace has declined about 28 percent since 1967. 
The loss has resulted in Aerospace Corporation becoming essentially a space system engineering 
support organization to the Air Force. The missile engineering function has been assumed by 
other, nongovernment organizations. A second transition, not precisely definable, is the trans
ition from System Engineering and Technical Direction organizations to,primarily Systems 
Engineering organizations. The Technical Direction function has declined substantially at both 
MITRE and Aerospace. A third change has been the decrease to a near zero level of the plan
ning function provided by Aerospace and MITRE to their primary sponsors. The Air Force 
strongly endorses these FCRCs and the flexible manner in which they respond to Air Force 
needs. In addition, the lesser sponsors have high regard for the quality of these organizations. 
This creates a "demand" for additional use of Aerospace and MITRE that canhot be provided 
at this time because of overall ceiling limitations on FCRCs. 
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The Laboratory FCRCs [Lincoln, APL(JHU) and ARL(PSU)] have remained basically un
changed in size, with a collective professional staff that has neither grown nor dwindled 
significantly since 1967. All of the University laboratories have extremely close ties with 
their parent school and, although responsive to DoD needs, accomplish this goal within the 
broad policy guidance of their respective Universities. They continue to provide highly 
productive and innovative work for the DoD and have been most flexible in meeting chang
ing operational and/or technological challenges. The facilities and equipment of these 
institutions have kept up with the times and provide excellent background for the acquisi
tion of highly qualified professionals. The Services and other sponsors depend heavily on 
the Laboratory FCRCs for a relatively small but important portion of their laboratory R&D. 

The Task Force had the opportunity to review and use previous studies conducted by various 
groups during the past 10 years. Principal references used by the Task Force were: 

L ~ I l'.,,V-~.,(!,( 0 DSB Task Force on Federal Contract Research Centers, 24 October ;v-,-- -

1966 (Alpert Report) 

µ 
An Assessment, The Need for, the Roles of, and the Alternatives to Jl.µ\9--LA 
the Use of MITRE and Aerospace, 3 October 1968 (Terhune Report) 

~-)J-, 
Report of the Special Study Group on Federal Contract Research Cen- JJ-
ters, 30 August 1971 (Harwood Report) A {);;ocr7;) (::, 

Statement by the Director, .~fense Research and Engineering before 
the ad hoc Subcommittee on R&D of the Senate Armed Services Com-
mittee, 5 April 1972 

Final Report on Air Force Federal Contract Research Center Sponsor-~ 
ship, October 1974 (Small Review Group). 

These reports, plus other material developed for the evaluation of FCRCs, provided the 
Task Force a baseline upon which to make considerations without the necessity of redoing 
much of the effort undertaken by the previous study groups. The Task Force acknowledges 
the values of this past work in arriving at its recommendations and conclusions. . ( 
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V. DISCUSSION OF ISSUES 



A. NEED FOR FEDERAL CONTRACT RESEARCH CENTERS 

At the risk of some repetition of remarks made in the introduction to this study, some his
torical context is necessary to an understanding of the need issue with respect to the FCRCs. 
During World War 11, desire for the involvement and active participation of the scientific 
community in decision making and in solution to real problems experienced by the govern
ment in the conduct of the war led to formation of FCRCs. The Radiation Laboratory at 
MIT, the Underwater Sound Laboratory at Harvard, and the Applied Physics Laboratory of 
Johns Hopkins were the progenitors. The need for the "honest technical broker" attitude 
continued after the war as a full realization of the complexity of the new technology and its 
impact on the military, and the civilian management of the military, became evident to the 
decision makers in government. They sought out, or created, the study and analysis talents 
of the not-for-profits such as RAND and I DA to satisfy this need. Finally, although profes
sional engineering services and scientific assets were present in the government civil service 
and military ranks at the time, the Ballistic Missile programs and the Air Defense Electronics 
programs were too large and too complex tasks for the Air Force to accommodate within its 
internal resource structure at that time. TRW/Space Technology Laboratory, with hardware 
manufacturing exclusion, and MITRE Corporation, a not-for-profit, were created to systems 
engineer these two program families. Aerospace Corporation replaced STL under Congres
sional pressures questioning the propriety of a profit-seeking corporation in this role. Parallel
ing the DoD pattern, the AEC managed its weapon development activity through the auspices 
of the University of California by the establishment of the Los Alamos and Livermore Labora
tories. 

The characteristics of the FCRCs noted above were judged at the time to be vital to the roles 
played. In general, detachment from day-to-day operations, the absence of proprietary manu
facturing prejudices and concomitant financial considerations, the technical excellence and 
dedication of the people in research at university centers, and the absence of military service 
biases, tended to influence the decisions in what were judged to be purely technically dictated 
terms. It was also felt that renewal of vitality and quality could better be assured in the 
management environment of the not-for-profit corporations. Finally, and very importantly, a 
priceless memory could be, and was, stored in these organizations' cataloging of lessons learned 
over a very broad and deep spectrum of events and circumstances. 

Changes have occurred since the inception of the FCRCs. Federal salary structures have changed 
upward, military and civil service personnel have been schooled in the new technologies and 
in modern analytic methods, and a total industry in technical services has been born and is 
growing in the private sector. These factors and others have led to an average of one study_p~r 
y_ear on the subject of either the need for, or the management and control of, the FCRCs. -- .. ---·-~-·-----·" 

Perhaps the most telling criterion for judging need is the expression of demand. All FCRCs 
involved in this survey were, in effect, oversubscribed. In every case, we found positive state
ments of need and expression of intent for continuing sponsorship and support on the part of 
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DoD agencies concerned. Not all specific statements of need were free of criticism of the 
FCRCs emphasis on sponsor priority of effort nor in every case did we find precise agree
ment on detailed roles. In no case did we find any suggestion that, in the short term, the 
mission of the sponsor could be performed without the service the FCRCs are now provid-
ing. On the other hand, almost universally, statements were made to the effect that the 
mission could, in time, be performed by alternative methods. Since we have ample evidence 
that th is latter case is, in fact, true, one then must make value judgments as to relative merits 
for the longer term solution in various forms. In the case of RAND and to some extent 
ANSER, CNA, and IDA, thejssue becomes one of perspective. Can one describe a problem 
to another agent in a sufficiently detached manner so as to provide objective analysis free 
from the influence of sponsor viewpoint and prejudice? At what level organizationally would 
one introduce the product of this analysis? Does the need in itself create characteristics of 

the performer?- Could one expect detached treatment from a performer with organizational 
loyalties, memory and aspiration related to his product? In the case of the product-related 
FCRCs - APL(JHU), ARL(PSU) and Lincoln Laboratory/MIT, the need issue is more broadly 
related to their total environment. The academic and research orientation of these institutions, 
their special facilities and people, and their divorce from proprietary-product interest in manu
facturing is attractive to their Service sponsorship because of the creative totality the institu
tion itself represents. The large Systems Engineering agencies, MITRE and Aerospace, are 
a more difficult case to substantiate in a need sense over the long term. No question is raised 
as to the basic need for the function both perform. Both were created at a time of acutely 
perceived need when industry was judged either to be incapable or politically unacceptable 
as satisfiers of a real need. The case for these two agents needs .to be considered at least in 
terms of start-up costs. They exist, their function must be performed, and a cost is entailed 
in converting to any other form for satisfaction of the need. Civil service organizations do per
form similar functions elsewhere and one answer in the long term would clearly be the 
establishment of such an agency. Military organizations, on a lesser scale, have accomplished 
complex tasks with some similarity to those performed by the FCRCs and that solution is an 
option. The establishment of suitable billets and the recruitment in depth of qualified per
sonnel to fill the billets could prove troublesome in these two latter cases. Private industry, 
with suitable restrictions, can and does perform similar roles. On the other hand, no clamor 
has been noted for new additions to the FCRC list and these restrictions on management free
dom have had, at least., that effect. Some transient effect will, in every case, be encountered 
in any conversion. A new "special relationship" will have to be established. A time of over
lap and a proper, careful, transitional phasing will need to be arranged. Finally, some arrange
ment for the establishment of a new corporate memory and the transfer of the old memory 
will be essential if minimum impact on mission is to be expected. It is doubtful that this 
corporate memory can be provided on an across-the-board basis in a major field of endeavor 
by competitive industry - without having the Defense Department provide an unfair advan
tage to the company that would have access to all of the information required to perform 
th is function effectively. 
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B. APPROPRIATENESS OF FCRC WORK ASSIGNMENTS 

A continuing, frank, intimate, and privileged · working relationship between sponsor and per
former is probably the single common attribute one can make for the FCRC. The special 
relationship so created is not a unique FCRC/Sponsor characteristic; government agency/ 
industrial contractor intimate relationships do exist on some critical programs. This intimacy 
may also be the occasion for the largest body of criticism about the FCRCs. It gives the 
appearance of favoritism to the critic who feels outside the family when government procure
ment actions have eliminated him from an award. The critic construes the action as having 
been influenced by advice received by the procuring agent from an FCRC; perhaps, too, he sees 
work being performed by the FCRC for which he feels qualified. In both cases, he is frustrated 
and the FCRC is the common element. Since taxpayer resources are involved, his recourse 
is to the executive department appointed official or to the Congressional element responsible 
for oversight and appropriation. Is the government interest best served, then, when this 
challenge to its conduct of affairs in the public interest is constantly brought to its attention? 

The consensus of prior studies to which we have had access was: 

(a) It is in the DoD's interest for each major DoD component to do its 
own decision making, but to have at least one intimately related study 
and analysis capability outside its command structure. This allows 
objective challenge to be offered the decision maker to sharpen his 
views of the advocacy position taken by his in-house agents. 

(b) A combination of in-house R&D activities, industrial muscle and tech
nical capabilities, and the unversity-related laboratories, provides both 
a mix and a control, which strengthens the overall defense R&D com
munity and provides the comparative performance necessary to give 
options for choice to the Government on how best to perform a given 
task. 

(c) Some jobs at some times are too complex for government to handle 
in-house and, at least in their early stages, are not appropriate to 
assign to industry unless suitable safeguards are applied to protect the 
competitive process, especially when very large procurements are in
volved. On the other hand, when government feels it must act, no 
job is too big. Apollo is an obvious example. 

We believe the privileged status of the FCRCs is in fact privileged - both with respect to 
government and with respect to the industrial performers who must provide the final products, 
the systems to perform military missions. Some performers must be so privileged or the 
work done will repeat steps long resolved and unnecessary and wasteful expenditures will be 
made, perhaps even on an ultimately faulty premise. 
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Why can't this privileged access work be accomplished within the permanent resources of the 
Defense Department? In most cases, where resources exist, it is. The report of the Commis
sion on Government Procurement (COGP) covering all aspects of government's "Acquisition 
of Research and Development" makes comparisons showing that of the $15.5 billion of the , 
analyzed year's Federal R&D budget, over 25 percent was expended at in-house facilities. In 
the case of Defense expenditures during that year, 25 percent was expended at in-house labo
ratories. The share of the same budget expended at FCRCs was about 3 percent, leaving the 
bulk of the remaining R&D expenditures, most of which were not in the privileged class, for 
all other performers. Industry was by far the largest recipient of all Defense R&D funding in 
that typical year. 

If the difficulty of providing in-house resources in adequate depth and span of talents and qual
ity is as typically reported in the AFSC Terhune report of 1968, the report of the Air Force 
Small Review Group of 1974 and the Congressional testimony of the Director, Defense Re
search and Engineering, then the possibilities of privileged source on a continuing basis narrows 
down to two reasonable choices, both select groups: a safeguarded segment of industry or 
the FCRCs. Select industrial activities have performed in this role before, where systems 
engineering is the primary product and safeguards satisfactory to the Congress have, in general, 
been negotiated. It is likely that with mature development, this practice can (and should) 
continue. 

On the other hand, for policy guidance, and as a check on and critique of advocacy positions, 
the case for the industrial agent becomes less clearly desirable. Since memory in the system 
is an important quality and cost factor in continuing analysis and study activity, the tendency 
is strong that single preferred performers would emerge as captors of a given procurement 
agency's awards for a given area. In this way, a new "corporate memory" in a mission area 
would grow, and the tendency, for sound economic reasons, would be to reprocure from the 
same performer/supplier. Either the profit-seeking industry, not so privileged, or the Congress 
would surely react to this "favoritism" if past experience is a guide. 

A different consideration with respect to the appropriateness of awards to certain of the FCRC 
performers is the nature of the interrelationship which grows between performer and sponsor 
with respect to policy advice. Can a contracting agent at a level deep in a command influence 
the product of a performer whose advice is targetted at the top of an organization? How do 
cross-command problems get resolved objectively if one command controls the purse strings 
with respect to the generation of policy advice? An advertised procurement with open bidding 
for study activity of this nature might be extremely unwieldy to handle also. Therefore, the 
total relationship between the performing member, his total working environment, and the nature 
of the task to be performed are factors to be accounted for in the appropriateness judgment. 
Any given task taken as a singularity could well give the appearance of an inappropriate award; 
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yet when judged in total, with the factors noted, this may not only be appropriate out 
singularly so. It is not clear to the review group how one can make this point in a con
vincing manner to the critics of the FCRCs. 

There are obvious cases where effort in R&D outside the privileged field or within the re
source capacity of the government itself should not be awarded the FCRCs. Since the amount 
of such activity appears to be approximately 97 percent of the R&D budget (as reported by 
the Commission on Government Procurement) - and all of the non-R&D budget - it would 
appear that the government procuring activities are able to make this distinction. It would 
be important to make a further investigation to determine whether work that would most 
appropriately be assigned a privileged performer were - in fact - because of controls applied 
by the government through FCRC ceilings or Civil Service limitations - assigned to a performer 
who was not best suited for the task because of inherent conflict of interest. Are we, in fact, 
penalizing ourselves with unrealistic gates through which a procuring agent must pass? It is 
as true today as it was when the FCRCs were first established that government, Defense cer
tainly, is faced with many complex issues needing objective and qualified analysis, and tech
nical supervision. The perspective from which an issue is addressed can have an important ef
fect on the insight provided by analysis. Finally, the conflicts of interest created by perform
ers having a stake in the outcome, even if not real, but only apparent, would encourage the 
involvement of disinterested, qualified and properly motivated performers in some aspects of 
government activities. We wonder, in fact, whether the current 2.5 percent budget commit
ment for the FCRCs is adequate? 
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C. CONTROLS 

The Congress of the United States, the Department of Defense, the individual Services, 
Corporate Boards of Trustees, and in some cases (usually university parents), government 
bodies above the individual Federal Contract Research Center (FCRC) all exercise some 
form of control over the special form of nonprofit organization termed FCRC. · Ten years 
ago these institutions numbered 18; at the time of Dr. Foster's report to the Congress in 
1972, the number was 12; and at the time of study by the currently constituted review 
group, 9 institutions made up the list. The total professional manpower devoted to Defense 
issues by these performers has been reduced. The salaries of executive managers and key 
technical leaders have been legislatively limited. Personnel paid above a given salary level 
are reviewed and approved at a central government level above the contracting agency. 
Individual tasks are negotiated to the level of the nearest tenth of a man-year and government 
audit agencies have resident government personnel in contractor activities. 

Particularly in the case of the SE/TD performers, what have not been matched in a control 
sense appear to be requirements and resources. From all sources - military, civil service, 
industry and the not-for-profits - a best fit between fluctuating work demand and resources 
available and directed on prioritized tasks has not occurred. The major fields we examined 
were in military space and command, control and communication. We saw clear evidence 
of Air Force switching resources within Aerospace Corporation from ballistic missile to space 
activities to accommodate to new requirement priorities in Navy and Air Force interest. On 
the other hand, we also noted that, notwithstanding these changes, the application of the 
FCRC resources was inadequate to meet demand. No additional civil service or military tech
nical resources were available to fill the gap. While industrial resources have been used in 
selected procurements, the controls applied to the overall FCRCs resource are such that very 
large commitments of funding are being made with what might be shallow engineering over
sight. The situation at MITRE appeared to be similar, except that the Air Force does have 
resources, and is, recently, augmenting the military and perhaps the Civil Service technical 
staffs at the companion Electronic Systems Division of the Air Force Systems Command. 

A possible control scheme, which might be useful in such a set of circumstance, might be 
one keyed to the systems program resources. As new major systems acquisitions are initiated, 
one could provide a given percentage of the systems program budget to the systems engin
eering function, dependent on program complexity, and permit the associated FCRC level 
to fluctuate with program progress. Further modification of the FCRC level, where military 
or civil service support is available, could be (and has been) effected through the Defense 
Department management resources as delegated. In all cases the control for this negotiated 
level of support should rest with the mission-responsible agent in government. 

On a reduced scale we saw evidence of similar constraints at Pennsylvania State University 
with respect to the Navy lightweight torpedo program, and at Lincoln Laboratory with 
respect to Navy laser and other activities. In both cases a further restraint not tested on 
these specifics is the stated policy of the parent against expansion. 
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The current control scheme by ceiling appears too rigid to accommodate to the exigencies 
of the situation. Placing the authority to exercise these controls at the level where the 
mission is to be performed appears to be appropriate. A report of stewardship on a regular 
basis would provide overview management an opportunity to test the adequacy of the 
control at the responsible level. 
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D. SIZE & GROWTH 

What is an optimum size for a FCRC or what growth rate should be permitted to maintain 
momentum within the organization so classified? Is the characteristic of growth a proper 
criterion of goodness and success for all organizations? One view holds that stably managed 
entities will never exhibit the verve, elan, and enthusiasm of the growing, changing unit. 
Creative, original, innovative people thrive on change. Is there some characteristic of the 
FCRCs work area that would permit attracting these people in a nongrowth environment? 
The current control concept does dictate level or, in most cases, declining resource manage
ment in behalf of the Defense Department mission. 

The congressionally established ceilings for the Department of Defense for the FCRCs has not 
inhibited total growth. Some of the FCRCs have grown since the constraints have been applied. 
Others have chosen to diversify to stabilize overall size rather than to shrink. Some have done 
neither. What other constraints are there on size and growth? 

First of all, there is a minimum size for any mission. Each skill area must have adequate rep
resentation. The depth to which program areas can be worked will depend on manning. The 
impression one has is that the increased and forecast increasing utilization of the space medium 
to extend capabilities in the tactical field of operations will tax the current resources of De
fense to accomplish its missions. Similarly, not enough capability exists to perform the archi
tectural tasks and the scoping and unification tasks needed in systems engineering command, 
control, and communications systems currently planned for acquisition if the 5-year forecast 
on funding to be applied to this mission area is a true reflection of the activity expected. 
Either an in-house systems engineering capability will have to be grown, the Lincoln Labora
tory, and MITRE and Aerospace Corporations will have to expand, or some methodology for 
placing that function in the hands of industry will have to be devised in the face of the 
Congressionally imposed restrictions on hardware-supplying agencies regarding their SE/TD 
activities. 

In the case of the university-controlled FCRCs, our observation is that the stability evidenced 
over the past 5, or 10 years in these organizations indicates that the trusteeship and the operat
ing management of the universities involved felt that those activities - Lincoln Laboratory, 
Pennsylvania State University Applied Research Laboratory, Johns Hopkins Applied Physics 
Laboratory - were about the right size in the university community. These laboratories have 
been reasonably self-regulated. 

The study and analysis FCRCs have followed a pattern more closely pkin to the university 
laboratories than to the systems engineering organizations. We believe this to be a manifesta
tion of government controls, except for the RAND Corporation which had begun a trend 
towards some growth through diversification long ago. Again, however, in RAND's case, there 
is clear evidence of manpower-level modulation downward with respect to Air Force activities 
as a consequence of the Government's active control. The modulation in growth applied by 
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the Service agencies, for whatever reason, is clearly evident and all FCRCs show some effect 
of this. 

A concluding observation might be that growth appears to us to be a noncritical element in 
the equation of utility as far as Defense is, or should be, concerned. The university laboratories 
are self-regulated to a very large degree and only minor control attention appears to be needed 
from outside forces. The study and analysis FCRCs are growth controlled adequately by their 
Service sponsorship now, and their avowed independence will tend to restrict growth in their 
traditional roles. Who needs too much criticism from paid critics? On the other hand, where 
advocacy of a sponsor's course of action is the product, as in the case of the SE/TD contract
ors, the planning and study activity should probably be regulated as a percentage of total ef
fort. One growth-modulating scheme could be a phased elimination of FCRC support on 
mature systems by prearrangement so that Industry performers move into activities behind the 
FCRC and the scarce resources in intimate contact with the Service sponsor move on to new 
systems activities. Major fluctuations in size of these SE/TD FCRCs could be one consequence 
of this scheme. The turnover in personnel, in depth, would be beneficial in a renewal sense. 
The "corporate memory" would have to be guarded by some combination of some line item 
like support covering laboratory-like and planning activities. 
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E. QUALITY 

A characterization of the FCRCs frequently quoted is that they bring to the Government's 
service a quality impossible to attain within government. Since all FCRCs have differences 
in mission, we find differences in personnel characteristics and professional qualification. 
This same statement is true with respect to industrial and government research and develop
ment activities. The generalization can be supported to a degree by comparing academic 
qualification of professional personnel. The FCRCs as a whole tend to have a significantly 
higher prpportion of their professionals holding advanced academic qualification, and of those 
holding advanced degrees, roughly twice as many doctorates appear on the FCRC roles as 
appear on the roles of the Defense Department in-house laboratories. Another generalization 
which probably has truth in only some cases concerns "hands on" experience. Lincoln 
Laboratory, Johns Hopkins Applied Physics Laboratory and Pennsylvania State's Applied 
Research Laboratory clearly can make this distinction. Aerospace and, to much lesser extent, 
MITRE have research operating activities, but to a very much lesser degree than the univer
sity laboratories - certainly some government laboratories have comparable levels of "doing" 
activity. The study and analysis FCRCs have essentially no such distinction. 

A method for acquiring familiarity with developing technology could be a turnover which 
brought into the system new faces from an active industry or from the university resear~h 
activities. All performers exhibit some of this mobility; it is higher for the FCRCs than 
what we would expect the government organizations could experience. As one might expect, 
the rate varies dependent on the characteristics of the organizations. On the average, the 
annual turnover at the FCRCs has been about 10 percent over the past 5 years. For some 
activities, the "hands on" laboratories, this rate appears reasonable. It may not be so for 
the system engineering FCRCs. In the same vein, it is important to note that in-service 
laboratories are experiencing an increasing change rate, largely occasioned by the rate at 
which civil servants are retiring. An encouraging trend in qualification for the in-house activ
ities is also to be expected as a consequence of the much more favorable pay rates profes
sional civil servants can expect now over those of former years. This turnover is occurring 
more frequently now at all levels in government laboratories. 

Finally, the tone, forcefulness and competence of the leadership may be a vital factor in 
establishing the quality of product in any organization. The total environment of the FCRCs 
comes through in general as a net plus for Defense on this score. On the other hand, where this_ 
element is weak, the impact is immediately evident. Should a continuing involvement with 
FCRCs be desirable to Defense management, it may be important to consider some method 
for rotation at the top levels of management. Since the very independence of these corpora
tions is a sought-for attribute, it is not clear how this might be accomplished. It is worth 
a study. 
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F. COSTS 

In examining the costs of the functions performed by the FCRCs, three fundamental 
cost items were examined. These cost elements were the salaries of the members of the 
technical staff, the largest single element of the costs involved; the overhead or support 
costs to enable the members of the technical staff to function properly; and facility and 
associated costs. There are also a large number of myths, some differences in standards 
of accounting, and a number of hard-to-quantify costs which complicate any cost com
parison in depth. Finally, there is a judgmental factor which may be even more significant 
in costs judgments than all of these mentioned above. How much technical direction and 
systems engineering is necessary to adequately perform with proper assurances the complex 
task of producing new, better and more efficient national security systems? 

On the subject of salaries for technical staff members, we noted that in general the costs 
associated with salary for staff members were normally those necessary to meet the 
market for the talents represented by the various technical staffs within any given market 
area. Staff (MTS) salaries, in general, were in line with industrial salaries in associated 
industries, but were equal to or lower than comparable government salaries paid for the 
same functions. In examining support costs, salary level and overhead percentage on the 
basis of direct salaries and wages we found roughly comparable in all elements of the 

industry. It was not possible for us to make similar comparisons with government agen
cies. On the question of facilities costs, we note that there are some investments in unique 
and highly specialized facilities at a number of the FCRCs we visited. Two examples are 
cited: the 48-inch water tunnel at Pennsylvania State University used in torpedo research 
is a "one of a kind" facility that would either have to be moved or manned by a contingent 
of personnel from another performer, such as the government itself or a for-profit agent, 
on the current site if the same functions are to be performed for the sponsors. The circum
stances of an interested and competent faculty and an involved university administration 
might be difficult to duplicate. Similarly, the Lincoln Laboratory has built and operates 
unusual facilities associated with radar and laser propagation properties. Again, the proxim
ity of the facilities to MIT and its involvement with faculty and research staff would be 
a difficult circumstance to duplicate. Both examples imply added costs with any changes. 

Some of the myths that have grown up about the FCRCs center on these cost factors. As 
an example, critics in citing the cost of an MTS frequently quote the salary of an MTS, 
forgetting that a task has been negotia:ed in a contract which may have very large support 
requirements. The critic does not see the difference between contracting for a performed 
task in total and job-shopping a body. All performers, including at times FCRCs, buy 
bodies to relieve program pressures on a short-term basis and they do, in fact, buy them at 
nearly the MTS salary cost. On the other hand, in buying a task, the procurement agent 
has to describe the nature of the work required and he pays about what the market demands 
for that performance. Only incidently is the number of technical people involved used as 
an accounting measure for sizing tasks. Since FCRC overhead as a percentage of direct cost 
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was comparable to, or lower than, that we see in the for-profit industry for similar functions, 
we can see no appreciable or significant differential in cost related to this factor for any 
reasonably competent performer. 

Another myth is that associated with individual staff and executive salaries. We found no 
evidence to indicate that the average salaries paid by the FC RCs were any different for compara
ble quality people from those paid by any other performer. As a matter of fact, in some in
stances, we found government salaries for comparable levels slightly in excess of the salaries 
paid at the FCRCs. There is..an obvious exception to this comparison where executive levels of 
compensation reach the Congressional limitations. 

We did examine fees paid FCRCs and find that the weighted guidelines employed in fee negotia
tions with not-for-profit organizations as modified from ASPR do result in fee structures which 
appear to us to be reasonable, and about half those traditionally paid the "for-profit" industry. 
Some management freedom is essential to cover the acquisition of needed facility and equipment 
items to conduct contracted research and for attacks on future problems. Transitions between 
major program onsets and demises require some management flexibility too. There appears to 
be no practicable substitute for fee. It should be noted that the ASPR-modified weighted guide
lines do take into account the income tax factor in establishing fee for not-for-profits. 

A final point on costs has to do with cost competition on contracts that can be reasonably com
pleted. The for-profit industry performer can exercise judgment as to quality of people and, 
in some special cases, overhead rates to be applied when he bids on well-understood procure
ments. On the other hand, the memory in the government's procurement system must be well 
established and adequately manned or the savings on one task may well be lost many times 
over on subsequent tasks. The final judgment on the suitability of competitive jobs probably 
can be made only on an individual task basis. The complete environment of the FCRC per
former is a factor to be taken into account in this respect. The availability of a seasoned and 
informed team with memory in the system should have a beneficial effect on cost to the 
Government. The presence of other forms for accomplishing the function provides a measure 
of relative efficacy. 
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G. DIVERSIFICATION 

Diversification has occurred in a majority of the FCRCs in one form or another. A few of 
the FCRCs have not altered their basic sponsorship since their inception. The ranges can be 
represented by approximately a 50 percent diversification in the case of the MITRE Corpora
tion and RAND in other than traditional sponsorship, and the Pennsylvania State University 
Applied Science Laboratory and the other study and analysis FCRCs would be the other ex
treme where essentially no diversification has occurred. 

Like every other issue discussed, there are two sides to this argument. On the one hand, con
straints applied as ceiling dollar volumes have not been maintained at an annual rate compara
ble with the rise in the cost of doing business. The result has been an economic bind within 
the Federal Contract Research Centers to the degree that, after reasonable economy measures 
were applied, the only remaining freedom for management action has been the lay-off of 
members of the technical staff. This is occurring in some FCRCs. Others are converting their 
staff to new areas closely associated with the problem-solving capabilities the FCRCs have 
built. Their argument is that, although they are special agents of the Defense Department, they 
are not completely captive by Defense. A bright group of people encouraged earlier by Defense 
to seek support or apply talents, depending upon one's viewpoint, at agencies other than De
fense - where very complex problems are facing government outside the field of Defense -
have found a market for their services. The consequence of these forces has been a varying 
mix of sponsorship for the FCRCs. 

Two supporting arguments are offered as representing gains accruing to Defense resulting from 
diversified activity (other than the direct services of a competent team to solve problems for 
other government agencies). These supporting arguments are: (1) the spread of the overhead 
costs over a base that includes a large number of sponsors reduces the expense to any given 
sponsor, and (2) although Defense has a limitation of funding available to be expended in the 
FCRCs, other agencies do not, and Defense is a net gainer by having their experienced team 
exercised to keep their skills sharp on problems requiring the skills assembled by Defense. 
Some mobility is provided management between Defense and non-Defense areas of support. 
There are obvious truths in these arguments. 

The counter arguments to the issue are: (1) the divided attention of management degrades 
the effort applied to Defense, particularly since a growing activity will require more manage
ment attention than a stable activity, and (2) an unfair advantage accrues to the FC RCs 
over the competitive profit-seeking industry. That argument is developed through statements 
that a floor or core of support is provided at known levels for predictable time periods by 
Defense, permitting management of the FCRCs to concentrate their efforts on the acquisition 
of new capabilities, and generally these new capabilities awards are made on a negotiated, non
competitive basis. 
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On balance and in the context of the overcontrol observations made under C above, we 
have no compelling argument to make against diversification, if the sponsor can satisfy him
self that diversification in the FCRC does not constrain him in the conduct of his mission. 
Further, he should satisfy himself that diversification does not dilute the ability of the 
FCRC to support that mission in the future. We believe, therefore, that today diversifica
tion is not a critical issue, and if any effect is felt, it is more a gain than a loss. Since 
these conditions can change with time, it would probably be best that the current Defense 
practice be reviewed annually to be assured that the balance does not tip unfavorably. 
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H. COMPETITION 

One issue specifically raised by critics of the Defense Department's relationship with the 
FCRCs is that termed "unfair" competition with private for-profit performers. The point 
is made that FCRCs operate from a privileged "special" relationship, and that Defense 
procuring activities take advantage of this special relationship to circumvent the Armed 
Services Procurement Regulations for their convenience, thereby losing the advantages to 
be gained for the Government in cost competition. 

To put this issue into perspective, one must first note that approximately 2.5 percent of 
the Defense RDT&E budget is expended internal to the FCRC performers. The largest 
fraction of the Defense R&D budget is expended through the private for-profit industry, 

and illl of the larger procurement budget is so expended. On the other hand, in detail, it 
would be difficult to conclude that at some time, under some circumstances, a government 
procuring activity would not take advantage of the possibility of short-cutting procedures 
to place perhaps a time-critical study at an FCRC activity for convenience. Much more 
likely, however, is the fact that the total environment of the FCRC body of intimate know
ledge and its corporate memory of the Government's experience in a given field or area of 
activity make it the proper choice for some sensitive, time-urgent, or background-peculiar 
study before industrial or other performers can be included. 

FCRCs should, in our view, compete with all performers on new ideas which are self
generated. We find clear evidence of such competition between FCRCs, for example, on 
communication satellite concepts and technology (MITRE/Aerospace/Lincoln). Basic 
navigation-satellite-based systems concepts have benefitted in a marked way by competitive 
study, technology development, and concept formulation between the Aerospace Corporation/ 
Johns Hopkins Applied Physics Laboratory and the Naval Research Laboratory. Lincoln 
Laboratory is conceptually and technologically in competition with Aerospace and other 
performers in reentry technology, particularly with respect to penetration aids. Pennsylvania 
State University's Applied Research Laboratory competes on a healthy basis with Navy in
house activities on torpedo concepts and technology. Many times a challenge to industrial 
sources can, and should, be made by both the FCRCs and in-house activities, where solid 
differences of technical judgment can be based on fact g~nerated competitive to the in
dustrially posed solution to a given problem. Without this challenge to the industry, the 
possibility of oversight in critical areas and consequent bad procurement, is, in our estimation, 
appreciably higher than prudent regard for the taxpayer's interest and, more importantly, the 
nation's security should permit. 

There is a family of procurement activities where Defense should not permit the FCRCs to 
compete in our opinion. These procurements are those resultant from circulated requests for 
proposal ( R FP). It seems to us that once Defense has decided that it can completely describe 
the intended procurement action and judges that all performers can be polled, the FCRCs 
should be excluded. Obviously, any procurement with a repetitive or production motivation 
should, in like manner, exclude the FCRC performer as an inappropriate source. 
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VI. OVERALL IMPRESSIONS 

As a consequence of the review group's activities at the request of the Director of Defense 
Research and Engineering, we have formed the following major impressions about the issues 
we have perceived in our own deliberations or have been directed to address in the charge to 
the committee: 

1. FCRCs currently provide a valuable and different perspective to 
the solution of complex problems, from the study through the 
systems application level, in the conduct of Defense R&D. The 
present need for their services is clearly stated and, in the short 
term, we see no alternative. 

2. The quality of the FCRC staff has remained high, and perhaps 
improved, with respect to time and in comparison with the in
dustrial and in-house performer in like roles. The total environ
ment of the FCRC/sponsor relationship enhances quality. 

3. The costs of the services rendered by the FCRCs remain com
petitive with the costs of all other performers in like roles. A 
judgmental factor, difficult to quantify in the case of the SE/TD 
performers, complicates this observation somewhat and leads to 
the question: How much technical supervision is needed for 
what tasks? 

4. Controls applied by the Government to the FCRCs may be more 
harmful than helpful to Defense. On the other hand, the need 
for some control has been demonstrated in the past and is, to some 
degree, still evident. 

5. Diversification in the work of the FCRCs into fields not related 
to the DoD programmatic effort is a troublesome trend. It 
clearly has benefit to Defense in some reduction in required sup
port and in stimulation to the staff. However, it has the attribute 
of dividing management's attention and it sometimes creates 
pressures from the professional services' industry. It benefits 
other Government agencies. In sum, we believe that for now, the 
net gain is in favor of Defense and we agree that the locally 
responsible Government contracting agent should be in control. 
An annual review of the practice at the DoD level should main
tain perspective. 
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6. The requirement for a nonaligned, qualified, but solidly grounded, 
informed, and continuing performer in analysis and the generation 
of policy advice without involvement in command line appears to 
be well established. 

7. The review group examined mission responsibilities, and in some 
cases, their definition appeared to be lacking to a degree which 
could be important in output quality or appropriateness evaluations. 
MITRE gave a diffuse and less responsible impression in that con
text to the group than did others. Lincoln, while superb in quality 
and in some management attributes, left questions in our minds 
concerning where the talents were really directed by its sponsors. 
IDA, CNA and ANSER were difficult to distinguish from their 
sponsorship, although it is clear that some independence from 
sponsor comes through. These factors, if real rather than im
pressionistic, may be more sponsor-related than performer-related 
in all of the cases cited. Pennsylvania State's AR L and the Aero
space Corporation seemed clearly in focus. To somewhat lesser 
degree, Johns Hopkins and RAND concentrated along known 
mission lines with respect to their principal sponsorship, but diffused 
with respect to secondary sponsorship. 

8. FCRC leadership differences were evident in the responsiveness 
and responsibility exhibited by the organization. 

9. In all cases, sponsor enthusiasm and expressed need for the FCRCs 
were clearly evident. 

10. Privileged relationships are necessary, although not unique to 
FCRC. 

11. With difficulty over a period of time, and at some increased cost 
in the interval, all FCRCs could be either converted to some other 
form or eliminated. Defense could perform its mission in the area 
associated with FCRC support through different agents. The 
function these agencies perform, however, is crucial to an effective 
Defense. 

12. Mobility and renewal, although better than that which the civil 
service exhibits, is still not good enough overall in the committee's 
view, particularly in the senior management of the FCRCs. Stag
nation in ideas is the more serious consequence of such a trend. 
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VII. RECOMMENDATIONS 

1. The Federal Contract Research Centers, supporting Defense Department agencies, are 
so valuable a resource, because of their perspective, the quality of their work, and the 
responsiveness they can exhibit because of their special relationship to their sponsor
ship, that they should be retained and protected in essentially their present roles. 
This recommendation is meant ta be read as a strong endorsement of current Defense policy in 
utilization of the FCRCs. 

2. Alternatives to FCRC utilization all require transitional preparations which will be suf
ficiently extensive that, in the event Defense decides on one or more such alternatives, 
a phased changeover must be programmed over a period of from 3 to 5 years. Our 
rank ordering of the preferred alternatives follows. 

a. Removal of line-item support for the current FCRC family should being with 
the two large SE/TD performers: Aerospace Corporation and MITRE. This 
would put them on a basis comparable with Johns Hopkins University's Ap
plied Physics Laboratory. To compensate these performers, all competition 
and growth restrictions should be removed, and ASPR guidelines with respect 
to fee and marketing should be modified accordingly. Whatever special rela
tionships these three operators can negotiate with their respective present 
Program Manager-sponsors should be allowed on a contract-by-contract basis. 
Let them compete with the industry and in-house performers for their future 
after suitable phase-out or novation of current contracts. Level-of-effort con
tracts should be negotiated with Lincoln and Penn State on whatever terms 
they can obtain from each of their current sponsors. This will work a par
ticular hardship on these two organizations, since they traditionally have had 
single-contract coverage and they do not have staff for the administrative 
functions attendant to multiple-contract operation. Lincoln at least will have 
trouble surviving this transient because of its multiple-sponsor characteristic. 
The study and analysis performers, RAND, IDA, ANSER and CNA, will be best 
replaced by organic performers combining civil service and military personnel, 
and government lead time in establishing billets and staffing them should 
govern the time phasing. Continuing the current contract form would be 
the most appropriate interim methodology for assuring support to their current 
sponsorship. Negotiation between Defense and the Services on exact schedules 
is required. 

b. A phase-out of all FCRC performers by fiat through direction to the indivi
dual service secretaries with a set time scale to be complied with and com
plete discretion as to the form of successor performers would be a second 
choice. Our advice would be to put this date 5 years from your decision time. 
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c. Individual programs or, better, program areas which Defense deems mature 
could be designated as inappropriate for an FCRC involvement and a piece
meal reduction in required FCRC support would be a consequence. Industrial 
performers are competent and eager to acquire the involvement now enjoyed 
by the FCRCs. A reassessment, perhaps 3 years after this method is employed 
to reduce FCRC activity, could give Defense management a check on effective
ness. 

d. Government corporations could be created to match each FCRC. 

e. Civil service agencies could be established in all areas. 

f. Technical military personnel could be organized to perform the missions. 

The major elements of the alternative solutions proposed above are discussed in de
tail in the Terhune Report to which we subscribe in general. 

3. Since we do not recommend any of the alternatives listed above, we make the following 
recommendations with respect to the governance and operation of the FCRCs. 

a. Since Lincoln, PSU/Applied Research Laboratory, and JHU/Applied Physics 
Laboratory have a history of stability, a parent organization with quality and 
an expressed intent to regulate size, and a reasonably unique orientation, we 
feel the best management posture Defense can adopt would be as close to 
"hands off" operation as is consistent with maintaining focus and meeting 
the accountability requirements of contract administration. 

b. The study and analysis FCRCs are more needful of level-of-effort line-item 
support. 

i. RAND needs to apply itself to its non-Air Force DoD tasks in a mode 
more consistent with its Project RAND activity. This will require closer 
involvement with Defense collectively and we feel a steering committee 

with Defense Department chairmanship is at least an initial step one 

might contemplate. 

ii. IDA needs a tougher problem orientation with a closer involvement 
on major and controversial Defense/JCS issues. WSEG gives indication 
that it understands the recent lessened impact of IDA on decision making 
and the correct words are used about reorientation. Keep an eye on that 
issue. 
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iii. ANSER and CNA appear to be fast-reaction, technically oriented agents 
of the Air Force and Navy staffs. CNA exhibits much more independence 
than does ANSER and that pattern may be useful to keep in mind. The 
deeper involvement between CNA and the fleet through the OR program 
afloat may be worthy of emulation. Both need more rigorous quality
assessment processes for their output. 

c. MITRE and Aerospace ought to be regulated to program funding with fixed per
centages of program bJdgets, locally negotiated, applied to independent research 
and planning activity. A single contracting agent in the parent sponsor organization 
as now employed appears to us to give control where it belongs. The Aerospace 
and MITRE managements must be made to realize no guaranteed level of support 
can exist under this scheme and manpower fluctuations in phase with program 
life spans are an inevitable consequence. 

d. All of the FCRCs are exhibiting stagnation trends which vary in degree. These 
trends should be modified. This attribute is particularly pronounced in the 
management tiers just below the principal executive officer. We strongly recom
mend that, by what ever. means practical, some mobility be encouraged. Sug
gestions are noted here, but it must be pointed out that delicate negotiation 
with Boards of Directors or Trusteeship will be an inevitable consequence of these 
suggestions. 

i. Employment contracts for fixed time spans for any officer or employee 
above a given annual salary level - e.g. $45,000. 

ii. Transfer of FCRC senior management staff between centers for fixed 
terms (Lincoln/MITRE; RAND/Aerospace and between any of the Washington
area FCRCs on a trial basis could be attempted with little personal in
convenience for the individuals so chosen). 

iii. Fixed-term assignments for some percentage of all new hires may be 
another strategem for turning over a higher volume of the technical staffs. 

iv. Some arrangement with industry to permit internships for FCRC per
sonnel in development- and production-oriented organizations may pro
duce some part of the desired cross fertilization. 

e. The currently used modified ASPR guidelines for fee negotiation should be 
retained as long as a mutually benefitting special relationship is retained. 

f. After much discussion and some internal disagreement on scale, the committee con
sensus is that current DoD practice on diversification should remain as it is presently 
understood. 
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g. Staff salaries at FCRCs should be allowed to stay as they are now - market 
determined. Senior level salary restrictions should be removed at the rate 
at which the Federal Government has relaxed its senior-level compensation 
restrictions. 

h. While our observation is that compensation rates paid technical staff personnel 
in the FCRCs are reasonable, we are unsure about determinations made with 
respect to how many people belong in a given category. A standard for negotia
tion should be developed to guide the responsible government agents in this 
respect. In all other cost-related areas, we find no significant differences between 
the FCRCs and the industry. 
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(To be answered by each individual FCRC) 

1. Does your FCRC still possess a type of level of capability outside or beyond that 
available in the in-house laboratories or in private industry? 

2. Do its assigned tasks demand such capability, or could they be done in-house or 
in industry? 

3. Are there extra costs involved in using the FCRC over that of doing the task else
where; if so, are they justified by the nature of, or quality of, the work? 

4. What are the trends for the FCRC with respect to: 

a. level of staff competence? 
b. areas of staff competence? 
c. attention of management to DoD needs? 
d. levels of DoD/non-DoD activities? 

5. What would be the likely consequences of ending "line item" support in an orderly 
way? 

6. What would be the likely consequences to DoD and the FCRC of a 5- to 10-
year phased ending of the FCRCs "special status"? 

7. Does the FCRC possess unfair advantages with respect to (a) not-for-profits or 
(b) for-profits as a result of: 

a. its privileged position with respect to its DoD sponsor? 
b. the size of its fee? 
c. its tax-free status? 

when these are balanced against the restrictions peculiar to FCRCs, including: 

a. ceiling control? 
b. exclusions on work undertaken? 
c. restriction on competition? 

8. Are controls on the size of the FCRC and the tasks it accepts, both DoD and non
DoD, appropriate? Is there a better way? 
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TURNOVER RATES 

FCRC Rate% Source Remarks 

IDA 50 Notes/Chart 

CNA 13-17 Notes 

APL (JHU) 4-6 Telephone Over 5-year period 

ANSER 16 Charts 

MITRE 10 Notes 

LINCOLN 8 Notes 

RAND 15 Charts Over 5-year period 

AEROSPACE 9 Notes 

PENN STATE 10 Charts Over 5-year period; very 
low last year 
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A Comparison of Educational Levels 
in FCRCs and DoD Laboratories 

Education-level data for personnel working for FCRCs and DoD Laboratories is as follows: 

( 1 ) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) 
Total Pers. Total Prof. % Prof. Adv Degree % Adv Degree No. Dr % Dr. 

FCRCs ·12,275 6,116 50 3,794 62 1,517 25 

Army 24,519 10,908 44 4,170 38 1,674 15 

Navy 32,916 12,599 38 4,639 36 1,577 12 

AF 7,907 4,389 55 2,297 52 735 16 

Total 
65,342 

Labs. 
27,896 43 11,106 40 3,986 14 

Notes: 

(1) Total Personnel means total employed. For FCRCs, this means for both DoD and non-DoD 
work. 

(2) Percent Advanced Degrees and Percent Doctor Degrees is with respect to the total professionals. 

In a gross sense the professionals to total employees ratio cornparison between DoD Laboratories 
and FCRCs is not dramatic (43% versus 50%). The Army and Navy have lower percentages (44% 
and 38%) however; this is not surprising because these organizations have full spectrum laboratories 
and more need for nonprofessionals (NWC - 69%; NUC - 64%, etc.). The Air Force, on the 
other hand, leans toward 6.1, 6.2 and 6.3 types of R&D and, therefore, the ratio is more similar 
to that of FCRCs. 

If you look at the level of education within the professional force only (Columns 5 and 7), the 
FCRCs tend to have more people with advanced degrees. The advanced degrees to professionals 
level ratio in a total sense is 22% (62% to 40%) higher in the FCRCs than in the DoD Laboratories. 
The Air Force has a comparable ratio (55%), but their much smaller base does not greatly alter 
the overall DoD Laboratory percentage. 

In terms of "Doctor" percentages, the FCRCs almost double (25% versus 14%) the Services. 
Even with respect to the Air Force, a significant difference exists between the number of doctors 
making up the professional force of the FCRCs (25%) as compared wtih the Air Force (16%). 

In the comparison of FCRCs with DoD Laboratories, a question arises concerning the subject -
are we comparing "apples and oranges"?. Two significant areas exist that could alter the data: 
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The Services have a number of medical facilities. The FCRCs have 
none. 

The FCRCs have purely studies and analyses organizations. The Serv
ices have none. 

In order to examine the data without these "differences", the medical data have been taken 
out of the DoD Laboratory figures and the studies and analyses data have been taken out of 
the FCRC figures. 

( 1 ) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) 

Total Pers. Total Prof. % Prof. Adv. Degree % Adv. Degree No. Drs. % Drs. 

FCRCs 10,342 5,130 50 3,009 57 1,007 21 

Army 21,509 9,676 45 3,474 36 1,136 11 

Navy 31,607 12,192 39 4,361 36 1,411 12 

AF 7,611 4,226 56 2,186 52 677 16 

Total 
60,727 

Labs 
26,094 42 10,021 38 3,224 12 

The data show that there is no major change in the relative positions of FCRCs versus DoD 
Laboratories: 

The percentage of professionals is essentially the same 

The percentage of advance degrees is slightly lower both in FCRCs and 
DoD Laboratories but the relative positions are not altered 

The Doctors ratio is still essentially two to one, with the FCRCs having 
the larger percentage of doctors in their professional force. 

CONCLUSIONS 

FCRCs and DoD Laboratories have a similar mix with regard to professionals as a proportion ot 
total employment. 

The FCRCs have a 22% greater population of advanced degrees than that of the DoD Laboratories. 

The FCRCs "Doctor" population within their professional staffs is about twice that of the DoD 
Laboratories' professional staff. 

Addendum F 
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EVALUATION OF STRATEGIC FORCE-RELATED TECHNOLOGIES 

1.0 INTRODUCTION 

Maintaining a strategic balance with the Soviet Union 

requires the continuous evaluation of many factors relating 

to the overall strengths and weaknesses of the t wo nations. 

A principal consideration in determining the relative balance 

includes the military factors, particularly those military 

capabilities related to the equivalence of each nation's 

strategic nuclear forces. This paper proposes a methodology 

for evaluating the current U.S. strategic force structure i n 

terms of the additional future capability that could be 
achieved through the application of advanced technology 

initiatives. 

1.1 The Approach 

The a pproach to this evaluation problem involves the 

formulation of a hierarchical structure which reproduces the 

essential elements of the strategic force equation. Through 

a process of decomposition, the structure is designed to 

provide a logical relationship between U.S. national stra

tegic objectives and the components of the strategic forces 

that could be improved by the selective allocation of tech

nological resources. 

The hierarchical structure, which is diagrammed in 

Figure 1-1 , identifies three national strategic mi litary 

object ives along the upper level of the model. These are: 

o t o ens ure that the U.S. de t errent capabil ity in 

terms o f a secure retaliatory capabi lity is clearly 

p~rce~vec by the Soviet Union; 

1 
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o if deterrence should fail, to ensure that U.S. 

strategic forces possess a war-winning capability; 

and 

o to avoid technological surprise. 

The intermediate levels of the structure (Figure 1- 1) 

provide a further decomposition of the problem into more 

easily understood subelements of the problem. For example, 

Perceived Deterrence consists of U.S. actions to enhance the 

survivability of U.S. retaliatory forces through hardening, 

dispersal, and concealment measures; to increase force 

readiness through improved tactical warning measures; and 

to redu ce attrition through improved defensive measures. 

The lower levels of the structure define specific system 
elements which, if improved by t he application of advanced 

technology, would contribute up through the model, thereby 

i mpacting on the achievement of one of the strategic military 

objectives. 

This type of modeling, by which it is possible to 

evaluate the impact of alternativ e technology investment 

strategies that have values on a number of different attri

butes, is referred to as multi- attribu te utility assessment. 

A technical discussion of multi-attribute u tility analysis 

is con tained in Appendix A. The a pplication of multi

attribut e u tility assessme nt to this p r o blem is discussed in 

t he paragraphs that follow. 

1.2 Scaling Technologies as a n Input to the Model 

The purpose of the e v aluation structur e outlined in 

F i~ure 1-1 is t o quantify the va lue of alternat ive resource 

a ~:ccations b y deriv ing a summa r y rneas~re of value across 

all s trateg ic f orce c onsidera tions f c ~ ecc h t ecb.no l ogy 

init iat ive. The initi atives tote eva : t:a ted f e r t heir 
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potential contribution to the strategic force structure (and 

which are described in detail in Appendix B) are: data 

processors, surveillance, land combat, life sciences, naval 

combat, strategic technologies, space systems, materials/ 

physical sciences, and energy weapons applications. 

The quantification process consists of two steps--the 

assignment of subjective values to represent the potential 

contribution of each technology to an improvement in a com

ponent of our strategic forces (represented by the endpoints 

in Figure 1-1) and the assignment of weights to represent 

the relative importance of achieving the maximum improvement 
• 

in a particular component. The model is installed on a 

computer which combines the scores and weights to yield a 

weighted average value for each technological application. 

The assignment of values as an input to the model is 
illustrated in Figure 1-2. The abbreviated rationale for 

the values which appear at the bottom of Figure 1-2 may also 

be entered into the computer with the values . Work sheets, 

illustrated in Figure 1-3, will be provided each participant 

as a means of recording scores. Il lustrative considerations 

which should be used for reference when assigning these 

scores are given in Appendix C for each endpoint. 

1.3 Assessment of Importance Weights 

The importance weights, as noted above, indicate the 

importance of achieving the maximum amount of improvement in 
each element of the strategic force. (A description of each 

element is contained in Appendix C .} For example, Figure 1-4 

displays a part of the structu re with illustrative sets of 

i mportance weights . It is im~o r t ant to note the weights are 

"swing weights" and represe nt t he i mprovement in going from 

todAy's status to the mos t improvPd condit i on attainable 

give ~ reaso nable estimate s o f ~~a~ is t e chn ically achievable 
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Technolog_ies Risk Values 

Strategic Component; Force 
Survivability, Mobile/Concealed 

Land-Based ICBM (Value Scale) 

1. Data Processors 

2 . Surveillance 

J . Land Combat 

4. Life Sciences 

5 . Naval Comba t 

6. Strategic Technologies 

7. Space Systems 

M 

L 

90 

70 

10 

10 

30 

100 

8. Materials/Physical Sciences 60 

20 9. Energy Weapons Application H 
0 

Abbreviat~d Rationale for Values 

1. 90 
2. 70 
3. 10 
4 . 10 

5. JO 

6. 80 
7. 80 
8. 60 
9. 20 

Improved missile G&C units; retarget for each new launch point . 
Improved alert time for gyro warm-up; characterize attack for retargeting. 
Some transfer from improved logistics/maintenance techniques. 
Protection of ops/maintenance personnel, equipment from radiation, 
heat, blast. 
Transfer of miniaturization techniques, approaches; remote control 
technology. 
Improved guidance systems; improved penetration capability . 
Improved warning and alert times; improved c3 during execution phase. 
Improved shielding materials; improved micro-circuitry. 
Improved system area defense. 

Figure 1-2. ASSIGNMENT OF VALUES 
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EVALUATOR'S SCORING SHEET 

Node Number ______ _ Evaluators Name --------------- Date: 

TECHNOLOGY 
CODE 
Rank 

' f) Technologies 

D 
D 
D 
D 
D 
D 
D 
D 

0 

HCHNOLOGY COD E 

MAXIM UM SCORE : 
Where 100 = Ideal COO E 

STATUiS 
QUO 

Q) OESC RI BE RAT IONALE (Enter Technology Code for Each) 

Data Processors (DP) . Surveillance {S). Land Combat (LC), Life Sciences {LS), Naval Combat (NS), Strategic Technology (ST), 
Space Systems {SS). Materials/Physical Sciences iMP), Energy Weapons {EW) 

Figure 1-3 

ASSESS, 
RISK : 

@ H,M,l 



~ 1 

Perceived Deterrence 

Force Survivability Tactical Warning 

Fixed 
Hardened 

.20 

ICBM 
Force 

.50 

SLBM 
Force 

.20 

Mobile 
Concealed 

.80 

Air 
Breathing 

Force 
.15 

1. Ra t fonale for Upper-Level Weights ( . 50 , • 20 , .15, .15) 

Space 
Force 

.15 

• • • • 

a . ICBM has the appearance of being more vulnerable than SLBM force. By 
making the ICBM force mobile, the survivability would be greatly enhanced. 
New Tridents (SLBM force) appear to be relatively secure; potential 
improvement area more limited for Trident than Minuteman . 

b . The air breathing (cruise missile) force and space force are currentl y 
receiving benefits of new technology. Only small incremental improve
ment s realistica l ly attainable. 

2 . Rationale for Lower-Level Weights (.20, . 80) 

a . Further hardening of ICBM silos would not yield significant , long-term 
survivability enhancements, whereas mobility and concealment would decrease 
vulnerabilities even in the face of further Soviet CEP improvements . 

Figure 1-4. ASSIGNMENT OF WEIGHTS 



during the next ten years. One interpretation of the weights 

assigned in t he example (Figure 1-4) is that it would be 

four times as effective i n terms of the Soviets' perception 

of the U.S . second strike capability to develop a mobile 

system than to further harden existing silos. 

1.4 Combining Scores and Weights During the Evaluat ion 

Process 

The scores and weights that are assessed as inputs f or 

the model are combined to yield a summary measure of value 

for each of the technologies. An example of this combination 

process is outlined in Figure 1-5 . In the illustration , the 

importance weights in each single thread, beginning with an 

input node at the bottom of the model and proceeding up 

through the upper levels, are combined to yiel d cumulative 

weights. The cwnulative weights represent the relative 

importance of a particular node to all other nodes in the 

model . The cumulati ve weight is combined with the values to 

yield a weighted value for each input node. These weighted 

values are summed and d isplayed as an output at the top of 

the model and represent the value of the technologies. 

1.5 Output o f the Evaluation Model 

When the importance weights have been assigned to the 

structure and all of the values representing the potential 

contribution of the technologies to components of the stra

t egic forces have been added , a number of different outputs 
are obtainable from the model. The user can rank order the 

technologies in accordance with their potential contribution 

to an i mprov ed strategic force posture . Ee can examine the 

contribution of each technology to a s pec ific national 

ob jective or to a major element of the in~ercontinental 

delivery system. The user can also 9erfcrm sensit i vity 

analysi s by varying the i mportance of o t jec tives or force 

8 
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Technology Assessment 

Perceived Deterrence 

ICBM 
Force 

Force 
Survivability 

. 40 j 

SLBM 
Force 
. 20 . so I ,- ~ ~I 

Air 
Breathing 

Force 
.15 

'.·: r Ol! l'd 

1.au n c ll 
. (, () 

r 
Gr ound 
Al ert 
. 35 

i\ i r 
launc h 

I . 4 o 

Cround Aler t CUM WT: 

Air 
Alert 

.65 

. 4 s I 

Tactical 
Warning 

.30 

Space 
Force 
.15 

Homeland 
Defense 

.30 

'T'Prhnn1 n_a i P .c: 

1. Da ta Proc 

2. 

3. Land Combat 

4 . Life Sciences 

5. Naval Combat 

6. Strat Tech 

7. Space Systems 
. JS x .40 x .so x .40 x . 45 = .0126 (CW) 

8. Ph ysical Science 

Air Alert CUM WT: 9. Energy Weapons 

·• . . 

Grounci 
Alert 

100 

0 

+ Air 
Alert 

100 

0 

. 65 x .40 x .so x . 40 x .45 = .0234 (CW) 
1. (.7 X ,0126) + (.9 X . 0234) = .0298 

2. (.8 X . 0126) + (. 1 X ,0234) = . 0123 

Figure 1- 5. COMBINING WEIGHTS AND VALUES 

Technology 
Value 

1 • 0298 

2 

3 

4 

5 

6 

7 

8 

9 

.0123 



components to determine the impact of the variations on 

different technological resource allocations. 



APPENDIX A 

USING MULTI-ATTRIBUTE UTILITY THEORY FOR 

EVALUATION OF COMPLEX ALTERNATIVES 

A methodology currently in use in many option selection 
and evaluation studies is decision analysis, a methodology 

for the quantification of the value of alternative decision 

options in the face of uncertainty. A specific sub- area of 

decision analysis, known as multiple objective decision 

making or multi- attribute utility assessment (MAUA), is 

e mployed in decision analytic studies for quantification of 

the value of very complex alternatives that have values on a 

large number of attributes. Because this methodology addresses 

the value of complex options in highly uncertain environments, 

it is particularly suited to the evaluation of the need for 

systems or programs to be supported in an uncertain, highly 

complex, future. 

A MAUA model is hierarchical in nature starting wit h 

the specified top - level factor for which an overall score is 

desired . This factor is s u cce ssively decomposed into sub

factors in descending levels of the hierarchy such that each 

s uccessive level is more specific than the preceding. At 

the lowest level of the hie rarchy are sub- factors for which 

scores will be d irectly assessed. For a system, these are 

the more easily understood operational or technical character

istics of the object s under e valuation . For a program, 

these ·may be s pecif i e d a ttr i butes of poten tial p rogram 

performance. 

Also i ncluded in the h ~e ~a r chy a t inte rmediate l e ve ls 

and a ppropri ately i~terrel~ tec are al l re levant "condi tioning 

variab les . " Such variables are thos e upon which the v al ue 

o f s ome s ub- facto r of the o b j e ct under e va l uatio n coul d be 

dependent. Exarn~les fo1· b s~stem e v alua tion are scenar i os 

representing ciffere~~ cnnoiti(t))l!lS; o: sys te~ deployrr.ent , 

A- 1 



different environments, relevant future events, different 

platforms upon which a system would perform, and the like. 

Examples for a program could also be different scenarios in 

which the program would operate, other programs that could 

be implemented that would directly or indirectly i mpact the 

program under consideration , different government policies, 

and the like . Assessments of system performances, for 

example , and the associated worth of such performances will 

be dependent on the identity of these conditioning variables 

and assessed separately for each feasible combination of 

them. All this is to say that condi tioning variables define 

the contexts in which the system or program will operate or 

in which the ob ject will be evaluated . 

The high level factors of an MAUA model are factors 

related, for example, to operational requirements for the 

system, program goals, etc. The desire is to model not how 

the system, program, or object is configured but to validly 

capture the needs that the system, program, or object will 

satisfy in terms of information needs, environments, threats, 

and the like . 

Once a hie rarchical structure has been created that 

decomposes high level fac tors into sub-factors that corres

pond to observable system or program elements, several steps 

mus t be accomplished. The first i s determination of the 

combination rules by which the elements of sub-factors 

combine to determine the value of those sub - factors. Such 

rules t ake on different forms depending on the value depen-

dencies a mong clements . Independent elements can be com-

bined additivel y , whereas more complex combination rules, 

often multiplicac i ve in nature , ~ust be utilized to i ncorr o 

rate value - ~is c fcr c n2encies . Similarly , combination ru les 

~ust be establ: s he~ ~or sub-facto rs at all levels of the 

h : erarchy . ·~e ,cmribination rule s , once properly estat•l~s~ec:, 

provide for aggregation o ~ va lues up through the hier~rc~; . 



Given the structured model with appropriate combination 

rules, several steps are necessary. First, plausible ranges 

must be defined. Such ranges must encompass all system or 

object element variation likely to be observed . Depending 

on the nature of the evaluation, this could, for example, be 

intra- or inter-system performance variance or potential 

variation in program performance levels. These ranges are 

necessary to allow meaningful judgments about the values of 

different levels of system or program elements. 

The final two steps in model creation depend on the 

nature of the structure and the complexity of inter-element 

dependencies . A value function is assessed over the range 

of each system or program element assuming nominal fixed 

levels of all other elements. Such a function attempts to 

display how overall system or program value varies as a 

function of variation in that element. The more complex the 

i nter-element dependencies, the more difficult are these 

functions to assess. 

For we ll d e fined systems such as those involved in 

military procurements, the elements at the bottom level of 

the hierarchy may be physical performance characteristics 

such as s p eed, weight , probability of achieving a specific 

p e rformance level, and the like . Such chara cteristics 

facil i tate the asse s s ment of a utility function that directly 

r e lates t he leve ls o f performance to overa l l s ys tem va lue. 

F o r othe r aspe cts o f a system or object, the eleme n t s ma y be 

mor e s ub jecti ve in nature. Examples are q uali ty of manag e 

ment, past performance on contracts , quality o f personnel, 

type of work , nature of p o pulatio n serv ed by a prog r am , and 

t he like . Such e l e~ents are scale d u s ing an a rbi t rar y 

range, say, z e ro t c 1 00, where d if f e rent points along the 

zer o to 1 00 c<a>ntinuum are defined using k nown or hypothe tica l 

object de~cr iption~. Objects under eva l uatio~ are t he n 

scaled b·:· oorop.arison with e s tab lis h ed anc!"lor ;pm.ints con the 

zero to 100 •8Gi:J.lte. 
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Also assessed for each factor are the relative impor

tances of all sub- factors that contribute to that factor. 

Thus , if a lower level sub-factor of the model consists of 

three system or program elements that combine in a specific 

manner to determine the value of the sub- factor, assessments 

are made of the potential relative contribution to the sub

factor, of swinging each of the elements through its entire 

range as earlier defined. The nature of procedures for 

assessing such relative importance weights depend on the 

complexity of inter- element and inter- factor dependencies. 

Assessment of these weights is the final step in model 

construction. 

In order to conduct an evaluation, the model is imple

mented on an interactive computer using graphic displays. 

Because the model structure is, by its nature, traceable and 

visible, it can be quickly examined level by level, factor 

by factor, for purposes of understanding observed outputs. 

Importance weights, value functions, and combination rules 

can be examined for validity. The reasons for value judgments 

used in the model can be stored in the computer and are 

accessible by the analyst. Disagreements about weights or 

other inputs can be quickly resolved by conducting sensitivity 

analyses, changing whatever inputs are in question. 

The methodology described has been used for evaluation 

of the potential value of numerous complex systems, including 

r adars, air systems, missile defense systems, force mixes, 

and the like . Wi th modif icat ions, the approach has also 

been used to deve lop measures of force r eadiness, of water 

q~2lity , of geothermal plant site suitabi lity, of progress 

towa=d managemen t goals, of need for air sys tem modifications, 

an~ of cost/ benefit trade -off s a ~ong bu2cet c2tegories. 

5,uc!b di verse applications e1:1pr.asi;::c tl'-.e ._-alue of the approach 

as a ~e~eral decision-making tocl . 
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The following is an illustrative model for the evalu

ation of a satellite power station decision . A primary 

decomposition, as well as a further decomposition, of in

direct effects are illustrated. 

l .· 
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APPENDIX B 

DEFINITIONS OF SIGNIFICANT TECHNOLOGIES 

Data Processors - Includes micro-processor systems, distri

buted systems and multi-processor systems. The definition 

also encompasses artificial intelligence (AI) which has the 

potential of making computers more responsiv e to variability 

in inputs and unanticipated queries. 

Emphasis is given to new technologies that will increase 

memories in capaci ty and radically reduc e costs. The def

inition underscores expected micro-processor improvements 

and reveals that "in a few years the number of circuits on a 

chip will increase by more than ten times ... and by 1990 

entire systems will be integrated onto semiconductor wafers." 
One of the signi f icant applications of the new technologies 

will be that of the direct sensor computer interface. 

Surveillance - Includes expected advancements i n radars t hat 

will permit classification of non-cooperative air targets; 

in electro-optical sensors for higher resolu tion satellite 

based surveillance; in DSP systems for determining ICBM/SLBM 

launch points , MIRV bus burns, aircraft take-offs and 

a rt illery firings; and in multi-technology ocean surv eillance 

systems capable of detecting and classifying surface s hips. 

The definition does not e xclude other related tec hnological 

improvements i n IR sensors and 0TH radars. 

Land Combat - The d e finition focuses on European/NATO theatre 

conf lict a nd includes insensitive e xplosives, RPVs, VTO 

aircraft, dyna~i~ ba tt lefield situation disp lays, target 

location s y s t e ~ s , ~rn?roved air defenses , all weather ( low 

visibility ) f i r e cc~~ro l s ystems, and vastly i rrprc ved mai ~ cenance/ 

l ogistic s :Slllp por t sys ter., s for combat u nit oper~t ::.\..)r!S . 
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Illustrative applications included in the definition are 

aerodynamic improvements giving tactical aircraft improved 

penetration and weapons delivery capabilities; RPVs for 

target acquisition and defense suppression missions; radar 

surveillance for battlefield portrayal systems; and ter
minally guided munitions for attacks against tanks, artillery 

and vehicles. 

Life Sciences - For this analysis, life sciences are concerned 

primarily with improving the effectiveness of ground force 

personnel to fight under conditions of stress induced by 

acoustical, acceleration, thermal, and toxic stresses. The 

projected environment will consist of intense, sustained around 

the clock combat in fluid, dispersed, and confusing battle

field circumstances. 

The definition encompasses technology for improving U.S. 

offensive and defensive nuclear chemical and biological war

fare capabilities. This implies improvements in protective 

materials, detection equipment, and training techniques. 

Naval Combat - The definition focuses on surface ships and 

submarines. Candidate surface ship advancements include hydro
foils, air cushion vehicles (ACV) , surface effect ships (SES), 

s mall waterplane area twin hulled (SWATH) ships, planing craft 

and wing-in-ground effect (WIG) vehicles. Their increased 

capabilities for the year 2000 include increased s peed (up to 

200 knots for WIG), additional operating flexibility, and 

improved sea keeping characteristics. 

Tech nolo gy advancements for s ubmarine warfare encompasses 

noi s e reduction p rograms, ASW det ection and local ization tech

~:ques t o include the use of magnetic aro• aly de tection , tur

b u :ent and the r mal wake and electronic eMissions a long wi t h 

c;;. CS l.iS t i .r.: devices . 
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The definition also includes the application of laminar flow 

and new propulsion approaches to the development of remotely 

controlled undersea vehicles and weapons , manned submersibles 

and remote sensors . 

Strategic Technologies - The definition emphasizes the accuracy 

and vulnerability of ICBM, SLBM and aircraft cruise missile 

systems. More specifically, the definition is refined to 

include radio guidance for ballistic RVs, TERCOM type map

matching variations for cruise missiles, and improved penetra

tion capabilities for manned aircraft and cruise missiles. The 

latter category consists of low altitude terrain profile flight 

systems, reduced radar cross secti ons, and i ncreased speeds for 

cruise missiles. Hypersonic speed regimes are also possible in 

advanced SR-71 type aircraft. 

Space systems - Emphasis is on the increased real-time mili

tary support role of space systems to include surveillance, 

cueing, navigation, communications, command and control. This 

implies the application of advanced technology to the active 

and passive defense of U.S. space vehicles to physical and 

electronic attack. Passive measures include nuclear and laser 

hardening , encryption of command links, spare satellites, pro

vision for maneuvering, tracking potentially hostile satellites 

and the deployment of silo based boosters. Potential future 

developments include space borne AWACS and BMEWS. 

Materials/Physical Sciences - The broad definition includes 

electronic materials (silicon), marynetic bubble computer 

memories, optical fibers, optical integrated circuits, ceramic 

coat ed t urbines, laser welding , and "in-field cloning'' from 

polymers or steel of replacement parts . 

l l l ~st rative future applicaticns a~e a dvances i n geodetic 

instrumentation that could lead tc inc reased missile accuracie s 

a :--,c: p rec is i o n updating of na•., jgation syste~s; r.ew diphastic 
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materials and fiber optic hydrophones for improved undersea 

surveillance; and low expansion, high stiffness optical 

materials for large space based optics. 

Energy Weapons Applications - The definition centers on two 

applications; the charged particle beam and the electromag

netic gun. Both are described and the potential advantages 

and disadvantages of each are cited. 
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APPENDIX C 

ILLUSTRATIVE CONSIDERATIONS FOR REFERENCE WHEN 

MAKING EVALUATIONS FOR THE INPUT REQUIRED 

AT MODEL'S ENDPOINTS 

1.1.1.1.1.1 Fixed/Hardened - One approach to the problem of 

ensuring the security of the "second strike force" is to 

improve the survivability of the land-based ICBM force. One 

option includes silo hardening against blast effects and 

missile shielding and hardening against blast, thermal, and 

EMP effects. The capability of land-based systems to "ride 

out" an attack decreases with Soviet CEP/yield improvements. 

1.1.1.1.1.2 Mobile (Concealed) - Another option for securing 

the retaliation force is to compound the attacker's targeting 

problem by concealing the land-based system in tunnels or 

playing "shell games" with the ICBM system by installing 

launchers and missiles on trucks or rail cars. The theory is 

to reduce significantly the amount of expected damage the 

attacker will achieve and to create doubt about the success 

of a pre-empt attack. 

1.1.1.1.2.1 Aircraft (Ground Alert) - Another approach to 

ICBM basing options i s t o launch the missile from aircraft. 

The carrier aircra ft can be maintained on ground alert in 

which case they are dispersed and capable of taking off and 

escaping t he blast racius from incoming SLBM/ICBMs in several 

minutes. The airc r aft , af ter take-off, fly to pre-de t e r mined 

launch point s and lau,.ch their ICBMs when the "go c ode" is 

received by the ai rcr a~ t l aunch crew. 

1 .1. 1.1 . 2 . 2 Aircraft (~ir Ale rt ) - In anothe r type o f airc~af t/ 

ICBM option, the carrier ai rcraft are maintained on aler t i~ 

the air r ather than a-::. <:::_spersal airfields . This stresses 
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advanced technology by requiring smaller missiles and more 

durable aircraft capable of loitering for extended periods 

of time. 

1.1 .1. 2 . 1 .1.1 Performance (SLBM Force) - This endpoint of 
the model refers _principally to hull improvements such as 

laminar flow for increased (escape ) speeds and increased 

strengths for less vulnerable operating depths. 

1 . 1. 1.2.1 .1.2 c 3 (SLBM Force) - This refers to improved, 

less vulnerable communications, navigation and targeting 

systems. Requirement is to improve second strike reliability 

and flexibility under all conditions of nuclear war . 

1.1.1 . 2 .1 .1.3 Noise/Wake (SLBM Force) - Refers to noise 

reduction, wake suppression, and other related programs to 

ensure survivability of U.S. sea-based bal listic missile 
forces. 

1 . 1.1.2.1.2 . l Re- Entry VEhicle (SLBM Force) - Survivability 

can be enhanced by hardening the RVs to blast, debris, and 

EMP effects. Maneuvering RVs are also less vulnerable to 

many advanced ABM system concepts. 

1 . 1.1 . 2. 1. 2.2 Range (SLBM Force ) - Missile range extension 

prograns can provide less vulnerable operating areas for the 

launch p latform, thereby i mproving system survivability and 

increas ing the number of arriving warheads. 

1.1.1 . 2 . 1 . 2 .3 Launch Depth (SLBM Force ) - The launch p lat

form can te made less vulnerable to damage from an attack 

during tr.e ~aunch phase if it does not have to launch its 

missiles f =c~ shallow depths . 

1 . 1. 1 . 2- ~. l . l Pcr!'or.nanc e (Mini- Submers ibles ) - ·~ r-.. ~s e nc

poi:1t rcef:e:te to :bUll.11 improvements, such as .ll~:r,r,iina.::r- flow :or 
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speed, new material s and welding for operating depths, and 

advanced, lightweight propulsion systems for range. 

1.1 . 1.2.2.1.2 Noise/Wake (Mini-Submersibles) - Refers to 

noise reduction , wake suppression, and other techniques to 

reduce detection and improve survivability of small , widely 

dispersed undersea launch platforms. 

1.1. 1 .2.2 . 1 . 3 c 3 (Mini-Submersibles) - This refers to 

improved, highly reliable communications, navigation, and 

targeting systems capable of reliabl e operations from widely 

dispersed locations during all conditions of nuclear warfare. 

Requirement is to improve second strike reliability and 

flexibility. 

1 . 1 . 1 . 2 . 2.2.l Re- Entry Vehicle (Mini - Submersibles) - Refers 

to small , high- yield warheads hardened against nuclear effects . 

1.1.1 . 2.2 . 2.2 Range (Mini- Submersibles) - Missile range 

extension programs can provide less vulnerable operating 

areas for the launch platform, therefore i mproving system 

survivability. 

1 . 1.1.2 . 2.2.3 Launch Depth (Mini-Submersibles) - The launch 

platform can be made less vulnerable to damage f rom an attack 

if it does not have to launch its missiles from shallow depths. 

1.1.1.2.3 Remote Controlled Systems (SLBM Force) - Small, 

unmanned , remotely controlled systems to be used as defensive 
systems to protect larger (Trident type) launch platforms or 

as s mall , dispersed SLBM launch platforms. The "unmanned" 

desigP of the system should be optimizec f o~ dee? er operating 

depths, :or.ger patrol times, and lar ger pa1 ~oads . 

1 . 1. 1 . 3 . 1 . 1 .1 Fixed/Hardened {Cruise Missile Launch Sit es) -

Approache~ tro enhanc ir.g security o: " second -strike" cruise 
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missile forces include rock granite adits and hardened silos 

at dispersed locations. The systems are hardened against 

blast, thermal , radiation, and other damage effects. 

1.1.1 . 3.1 . 1.2 Mobile/ Concealed (Cruise r1issiles ) - To reduce 
vulnerabi l ity to a nuclear attack, potential basing nodes 

include tunnels, trucks, railroad cars, and barges. The 

attacker's targeting problem is complicated by continuously 

relocating the launch platforms, creating false targets, con

cealment, or through some combination of the abov e approaches. 

1 . 1.1.3;1.2.1 Submarine (Submarine-Based Cruise Missiles) -

Survivability is increased by proliferating the long-range 
attack force by incorporating long -range cruise missile launch 

and fire control systems on all s ubmarines regardless of ship's 

basic mission design. 

1.1.1.3.1.2 . 2 Surface (Surface Ship- Based Cruise Missiles} -

Option is to des ign l ong-range cruise missiles and launch 

platforms for incorporation with weapons/fire control systems 

on al l surface ships regard less of basic mission. 

1.1.1.3.1.3.l Ground Alert (Aircraft-Based Cruise Missiles } -

The a pproach consists of making the missile compatible with 

various types of long-range aircraft (bombers, aerial tankers, 

cargo, passenger ) that ~an be dispersed and maintained on 

alert at s mall, non-military a i rfields. The objective is to 

proliferate the numbers of targets. 

1.1.1 . 3.1.3.2 Air Alert (Ai rcraft- Based Cruise Missiles) -

An approach is t o ensure s urvivability by mainta i ning a 

portion of the cruise mi ssi le force continuously airborne. 

1 .1.1. 3 .2. 1 Guidance (Cru i sP- ~i ss iles) - Gu idance improve

men ts are designed t o dec~ense r e~ctlo~ tires a nd increase 

na:-:euver and low altit ude :e;apability ,.wj_t!:lh@·tl!t deg rading missi l e 
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terminal accuracies. Additional improvements are t o update 

positional data after launch and/or to insert target data 

while missile is in fl i ght enroute to tar get. 

1.1.1.3.2.2 Air Frame (Cruise Missi le) - Weight reduction 
techniques are required to i mprove transportability, con

cealment, and vulnerability . 

1.1.1.3.2 . 3 c 3 (Cr uise Missile) - Hardened and survivable 

communications to improve response times and increase p r e 

launch survivability during operations f rom remote a nd 

dispersed locations under all condit ions of general warfare. 

1 . 1.1.4.1 Self- Detection Systems (Space-Based Strategic 

Wea pon Systems) - Future technology initiatives should con

sider the requirement to base strategic attack systems in 

space. Given a general nuclear war s cenario , vulnerab le 
ground- based tactical alerting systems would not be capable 

of providing warning to space systems that were coming under 

attack . To increase the survivability of such systems, a n 

on-board attack warning system would be requir ed . 

1.1.1.4.2 Self- Defense System (Space-Based Strategic Weapons 

Syst ems) - Given a genera l war scenario , such systems, to be 

dependable, should be capable o f countering decepti on, jamming 

and physical attacks while the system is executed as part of 

the retaliation force. 

1.1 . 2.1.1. 1 Sensors (Tactical Warning) - One approach to 
ensuring a secure retaliatory forc e is to develop a capabili t y 

to provide unequivocal warn i~s of an attack. Giv en this 

capabi lity, a retaliatio~ stri~e coul d be launched before the 

attacking force has achieved s ~gnificant damage against the 

U. S . retaliation force . The :e½u irerr.ent is for spacebor ne 

sensors of p roven reliabi l ity ~~~e= all conditions of weather 

and warfare. 
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1.1.2.1.1.2 Boosters (Tactical Warning} - The requirement 

is for reliable boosters to insert/replace sensors-- booster 

criteria includes high reliability, quick reaction times, 

sustained periods of ground alert, and reduced vulnerability 

to war-induced damage effects. 

1.1 . 2.1.1.3 Communications (Tactical Warning) - The require

ment is for secure and reliable communications as part of the 

warning system. 

1.1.2.1.2.1 Sensors (Tactical Warning) - The requirement is 

for airborne sensors (radar, 0TH, IR, ESM, visual) and data 

processors of proven reliability which are capable of operating 

under all conditions of weather and warfare. 

1.1 . 2.1.2.2 Airframe/Propulsion (Tactical Warning) - The 

requirement is for reliable aircraft capable of conducting 
reconnaissance during the early pre- and trans-attack periods 

of nuclear war. This requirement implies the development of 

aircraft and propulsion systems capable of continuous opera

tions in an environment purposely created by the adversary 

to degrade the U.S. warning system. 

1.1 . 2.1.2 . 3 Life Support (Tactical Warning) - The require

ment is for reliable aircrew performance of duties related 

to the operation of platform, sensors, and p rocessors for 

long time periods under the stresses and hazards of a 

nuclear attack. Thi s implies crew protection a gainst fatigue, 

blast, heat, and radiation. 

1.1.2 . 1.3. 1 Se~sors (Tactical Warning ) - The require~ent 

is for g r ounc-b~s cd sens ors capable of continuous, r eliable 

operations unde~ u ll conditio ns of nuclear warfare . 

1.1. 2 .1. 3 . 2 Mobil i ty (Tactica l Wa.:::- n i n g) - Th e r e:qlli,e r..f0
:-: ~ 

is f or h i g~ l ~· mobila a~d survi va ble ground-based senso r 



platforms, sensors , data processors, and data transmission 

facilities. 

1.1 . 2 . 2.1 Data Processing (Intelligence) - Data p r ocessing 

facilities and equipment designed to process multiple sensor 
inputs in real time. Compact systems designed to operate as 

integrated elements of on- board sensors to reduce complex, 

vulnerable data transmission links. 

1.1.2 . 2.2 Analysis ( Intelligence) - Reliable analytical 

systems capable of handling large amounts of multi- sensor 

data . Such systems, designed to reduce deception, false 

alarms, and enemy-induced malfunction rates, may interface 

directly with sensors and output displays. 

1.1.2.2.3 Transmit and Display ( Intelligence) - Includes 

portable systems designed to accompany the NCA and enhance 
confidence in attack warning system output during periods 

of tension. 

1.1.2.2.4 Decision Aids (Intelligence ) - Portable systems 

for providing the NCA optimal responses and force execution 

alternatives to wide ranges of nuclear threats. 

1.1.3.1.1.1 Communications (Anti - Satellite; Homeland Defense) -

The requirement is for a secure, reliable communications 

system for ensuring control and responsiveness of the U.S. 

anti-satellite syste~. 

1.1.3. 1 . 1 . 2 Guidance and Control (Anti-Satellite; Home land 

Defense) - The requ i rement is for a high l y flexible quick 

react i o r. s ys t en capable of resolving complex i nterc ept and 

firing pos i tio~ p roblems duri ng the target's zerc o~bi t. 

1.1 . 3 . l . l. J ?ire Control System (Anti-Satelli~e :) ·- 7he 

r ec:-..: irE :::E: ::t .:.. i; fo r a highly reliable system 5i~o.rzati~ 
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alternative kill mechanisms suitable for use during various 

levels of confrontation and conflict . 

1.1.3 . 1.1.4 Propulsion System {Anti-Satellite) - The 

requirement is for long duration systems capable of complex 

velocity and planar changes as required for multiple identi

fication and intercept maneuvers. 

1.1.3.1.2.1 Communication {Air Vehicles; Homeland Defense) -

The requirement is for secure , reliable communications with 

the airborne air defense force in order to ensure responsive

ness and control during a nuclear attack against the U.S. 

1.1.3 . 1.2.2 Performance {Air Vehicles; Homeland Defense) -

The objective of the system is to engage the attacking force 

while enroute and at maximum distances from their U.S. targets. 

This objective implies advances in air frames, propulsion 

systems and sensors in order to extend the engagement area 

well beyond U.S. continental boundaries. 

1.1 . 3.1.2.3 Fire Control System (Air Vehicles; Homeland 

Defense) - The requirement is for long range, accurate inter

cepts and kills of attacking aircraft. On-board friend or 

foe identification and enemy classification systems are 

i mplied for independent operations in remote areas . 

1.1.3.1.3.1 Performance {ABMs; Homeland Defense ) - The re

qu irenent is for long-range, high velocity systems capable of 

loitering in remote intercept areas. 

1.1 . 3 . 1 .3.2 Warhead (ABMs; Homelar.d Defense ) - Alternative 

kil l mec hani s m (nucle ar, partic le beaMs , l asers ) capable of 

~e utrali z ing multiple warhead (MI?C) at tacks are a requirement. 

l. . 1.: . 1. 3. 3 Guidance/Fire Co:-itrc ::. \ !\3:-ts ; Eo:.1eland Defense ) -

Guidance systems capable of ['P.rfo rm.ing o n-t -oarc ~arge t/decoy 



classification and resolving the intercept problem after 

l oitering in the intercept area are implied by the system 

r equirement. 

1.1.3.1.3.4 c3 (ABMs; Homeland Defense) - Includes the 
requirement to manage the battle and conduct the intercept 

of incoming enemy missiles without degrading the fly out of 

the U.S. offensive air/space/ballistic missile/force. 

1.1.3.2.1 Alerting Programs (Civil Defense ) - This consists 

of warning systems of sufficient credibility to support a 

civilian shelter/evacuation program capable of reacting during 

periods of tension. 

1.1.3.2.2 Survival Programs (Civil Defense) - This consists 

of equipment, shelter, medicine, and storage facilities t o 

protect personnel and resources against the damage effects of 
a nuclear attack. 

1.2.1 . 1.l Guidance and Control (ICBM) - Improved accuracies 

which give the U.S. long-range delivery force the capability 

to neutralize hardened, dispersed, concealed, and mobile 

enemy targets . Such systems include hardening and maneuver

ability for increased survivability during the powered flight 

phase. 

1.2.1.1.2 Propellants (ICBM) - I mproved propellants which 

would give the attacking force i ncreased range and provide 

for greater payloads by including additional penetration aids, 
and fuels for additional powered-bus flight maneuverability . 

1.2 .1 .1.3 Penetration Aids (ICBM) - Advanced technology 

offers the potential for RV borne active mini -jamrners, as well 

as decoys, balloons, chaff, a nd o Lher :orms of ECM. 
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1.2.1.1.4 On-Board Flexibility (ICBM) - Included are 

capabilities for in-flight target changes, launch-point 

position updating , and powered flight navigation refinements. 

1.2.1.1.5 Re-Entry Vehicles (ICBM) - Included are packaging 

techniques for increasing nuclear yield, terminal horning 

and terrain matching systems and re-entry maneuvering capa

bilities as part of the RV system. 

1.2.1 . 1.6 Bus Technology ( ICBM) - Includes survivable bus 

technology with increased flight times and expanded footprints. 

1.2.1.2.l Guidance and Control (SLBM) - Improved accuracies 

which give the U.S . long-range delivery force the capability 

to neutralize hardened, dispersed, concealed, and mobile 

targets. Such systems include hardening and maneuverability 

for increased survivability during the powered flight phase. 

1 .2. 1.2 . 2 Propellants (SLBM) - Improved propellants which 

would give the attacking force increased range and provide 

for greater payloads to include s ophisticated penetration 

aids, and fuels for powered-bus maneuverability. 

1.2.l.2.3 Penetration Aids (SLBM) - Advanced technology 

offers the potential for RV borne mini - jarnrners as well as 

decoys, metal balloons, chaff, and other forms of ECM. 

1 . 2.1 . 2 . 4 On- Board Flexibility (SLBM) - Included are capa

bilities for in-flight target changes and launch-point 

position updating, and powered flight navigation refinements . 

1 . 2 . 1 . 2.5 Re- Entry Vehicles (SLBN) - Included are packaging 

techniques for increasing nuclear yield, terminal homing -and 

t e rrain matching systems, and r e - entry maneuvering capabili 

tie s as part of the RV system . 
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1.2.1.2.6 Bus Technology (SLBM) - Includes survivable bus 

technology with increased flight times and expanded foot

prints. 

1.2.1.3.1.1 Penetration Aids (Air Breathing Force; Aircraft) -
Consists of options for improving the penetration capability 

of the manned aircraft force. Possible approaches include 

improved air-to-surface radar homing (defense suppression) 

missiles, electronic countermeasures, bomber decoys, and radar 

absorption materials. 

1.2.1.3.1.2 Navigation (Air Breathing Force; Aircraft) -

Includes options to improve the reliability and accuracy of 

aircraft navigational and terrain contour systems. 

1.2.1.3.l.3 Guidance (Air Breathing Force; Aircraft ) -

Options include terminally guided surface-to-air missiles, 
glide bombs, and penetrators launched from manned aircraft. 

1.2.1.3.1.4 Perfor~ance (Air Breathing; Aircraft) - Options 

include i mprovements i n airframes and propulsion systems 

leading to increased payloads , speeds, and range. 

1.2.1.3.2.1 Guidance and Control (Cruise Missiles) - Improved 

navigational accuracies , terminal homing systems, terrain 

following capabilities, and self-protection against enemy

induced erro rs and malfunctions. 

1.2.1.3,2.3 Penetration Aids (Cruise Missiles) - Improved 
penetration caoabilities resulting from radar absor p tion 

techniques, electro nic countermeasures, terrain following 

navig~tion , and radar avoidance maneuvers. 

1.2.1.3.2. 4 In-Flight Mission Flexibi lity (Cruise Missiles) -

Optional i mprovemer t s c ould i nc lude in-flight retargetirg, 
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recall and recovery capabilities, and a target validation 

mode of operation. 

1.2.1.3.2.5 Warhead (Cruise Missile) - Optional enhancements 

include terminally guided , off-course dispensed, high-yield 

maneuverable warheads. 

1.2.2.1.1 Radar (Damage Assessment; c3 I) - Improvements 

include all weather systems capable of identifying, classi

fying and assessing extent of damage to enemy and friendly 

forces and installations. 

1. 2.2.1 .2 Solar Technology (Damage Assessment; c3 r} - Options 

include generation of solar energy to support systems required 

to perform damage assessment functions during periods of 

general nucl ear war. 

1.2.2.1 .3 Computer Technology (Damage Assessment; c3 r) -
Improved data storage for comparative analysis of pre- and 

post-strike damage assessment materials. 

1.2.2.2.1 Computer Technology (Retargeting; c3r) - Improved 

data storage, retrieval, and comparative analysis capabilities 

for matching residual strike resources, mission objectives, 

and target data base. 

1.2.2.2,2 Communications (Retargeting; c 3r ) - Reliable com

munications resources for transmitting target data to withheld/ 

residual/dispersed attack forces. 

1.2.2 .3. 1 National (Communieations; c 3I) - Communicat ions 

requ ired t o support the recovery/reconstitution phase o f a 

general nuclear war . 

1.2.2. 3 .2 I nte r nat ional (Communications; c 3 r) - Comm:i~ica

tions requ:re c f 0 : the te r mi na tion/ nego tiation pr.~ s e c ~ ~ 

genera l , ~uc:ea~ ~ ~ r -
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1.2.2.4 Decision Aids {C3I) - Executive aids to support the 

NCA (and alternates) during the trans/post phases of a general 

nuclear war. 

1.2,3.l.l Ground Storage (Facilities and Resources; Recovery 

and Reconstitution) - Requirement includes underground facili

ties for storing materials, equipment, munitions , and delivery 

vehicles associated with recovery and reconstitution . 

1.2.3.1.2 Sea Storage (Facilities and Resources; Recovery 

and Reconstitution) - Requirement includes undersea faci lities 

for storing materials, equipment, munitions, and delivery 

systems required for recovery and reconstitution. 

1.2.3. 1 .3 Space Storage (Facilities and Resources; Recovery 

and Reconstitution) - Requirement includes spaceborne capability 

for storing materials, equipment, munitions, and delivery 

systems required for recovery and reconstitution. 

1.2.3.2 Authority (Recovery and Reconstitution) - Options for 

maintaining continuity of national authority during all phases 

of nuclear warfare. 

1.2.3.3 Forces (Recover y and Reconstitution) - Options for 

recovery and reconstitution of intercontinental nuclear delivery 

forces which hav e been executed, withheld, or dispersed. 

1 . 3.1 Sov iet ABM Breakthrough - Delivery system development 

option s whi ch can be implemented as a hedge against a signi

ficant l y i mproved Soviet ABM system. 

1.3. ~ Sovie t Bal listic Terminal Guidance Bre akthroug h - U.S. 

de l i , ·ery s y s tem d evel opment op t i o n s s uch as the creation of 

false a i:,, ::.~g points . 
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1 . 3.3 Soviet Laser/Particle Beam Weapons Breakthrough -

U.S. alternative countermeasure development program options . 
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